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cluding a bike ride, on Saturday afternoon. The Saturday 
CLE program offered an update on SEQRA, an overview 
of the new State ethics rules and a review of “hot topics” 
such as the development of natural gas deposits in the 
Marcellus Shale, trends in green buildings law, and recent 
land use cases. 

The Section’s dinner speaker on Saturday night was 
Michael Relyea, President of the Luther Forest Technol-
ogy Campus Economic Development Corporation, who 
shared his views on the challenges and successes of re-
gional high-tech economic development. The Luther For-
est Technology Campus near Saratoga Springs is where 
Global Foundries is constructing a chip-fab plant that is 
described as the largest commercial capital expansion 
project currently under way in the United States. On Sun-
day morning, there was a CLE program introducing the 
new endangered species regulations. Continuing the Sec-
tion’s efforts over the past several years to attract younger 

This has been a busy sev-
eral months for the Section. 
Last October saw a successful 
Fall Meeting, held in Saratoga 
Springs as a joint meeting with 
the Municipal Law Section. The 
program, held at the Gideon 
Putnam Hotel in the beautiful 
Saratoga Spa State Park, drew 
more than 135 attorney regis-
trants. The Section’s Program 
Co-Chairs, Ginny Robbins and 
Kevin Ryan, did a wonderful job 
with their Municipal Law Sec-
tion counterparts in coming up with exciting topics and 
speakers. The program included a welcoming barbeque 
on Friday, a half-day CLE program on Saturday morning, 
and optional sightseeing and recreational activities, in-
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Task Force has been working with representatives of the 
Department of Environmental Conservation and others 
on these recommendations. The Task Force was awarded 
the annual Section Council Award for its contributions.

Over the past few months, the Section has also been 
taking part in a “Diversity Challenge” initiated by Vin-
cent Doyle, the State Bar Association President. We des-
ignated the Co-Chairs of the Section’s Membership Com-
mittee, Rob Stout and Jason Kaplan, as co-coordinators 
of our Section’s response to the Initiative. The Section’s 
commitment to diversity, however, is nothing new. For 
two decades the Section has co-sponsored a fellowship 
program for minority law students to spend summers 
working for government agencies or public interest orga-
nizations. At the Annual Meeting, we awarded two such 
fellowships for the coming summer, to Rosemary “Rosie” 
Ortiona of Hofstra Law School and Sanjeevani “Sunny” 
Joshi of Albany Law School. Rosie will be working at 
EPA, Region II, and Sunny will be working at DEC in Al-
bany.

With respect to our Section in particular it is also 
important to foster diversity of interests and to ensure 
active participants in Section activities by attorneys for 
government agencies and public interest organizations. 
In this regard, over the past several years various ethical 
guidelines and restrictions have been imposed on State 
employees that make their participation in Section events 
more diffi cult. We are continuing to work with central 
Bar Association representatives to see if there is a way to 
bring more rationality to this area.

The Section’s annual Legislative Forum took place 
on May 16th at the Bar Center in Albany. Topics included 
environmental enforcement, legislative initiatives and 
budget impacts. 

As always, I want to encourage you to become in-
volved in a Section committee if you have not already 
done so. If you have any questions about a specifi c com-
mittee, feel free to contact the Section offi cer who is listed 
as the liaison for that committee on the Section’s website 
at www.nysba.org/environmental.

Phil Dixon

attorneys to Section activities, the SEQRA, endangered 
species and ethics presentations provided CLE credit to 
both newly admitted and experienced attorneys.

Thanks to the efforts of program Co-Chairs Carl 
Howard and Michael Lesser, the Section’s program for the 
Annual Meeting in January was also packed with timely 
topics, including Marcellus Shale drilling, potential im-
provements to the State’s Brownfi elds Cleanup Program, 
climate change, and ethics. Our luncheon speaker, Joe 
Martens, Commissioner of the Department of Environ-
mental Conservation, provided an overview of his fi rst 
year in offi ce and the Department’s plans for the coming 
years. The CLE program drew 199 attendees, and the lun-
cheon drew 182.

The Annual Meeting also provided an opportunity 
to take note of the unfortunate loss of a major fi gure in 
environmental protection, Constantine Sidamon-Eristoff. 
Connie, who was a friend and mentor to many in the Sec-
tion over the years, passed away in December. Through 
a 50-year career, Connie served, among other things, 
as Commissioner of the New York City Department of 
Transportation under Mayor John Lindsay, as Regional 
Administrator of Region II of the Environmental Protec-
tion Agency, and as a member of the Board of the Metro-
politan Transportation Authority. At the Annual Meeting 
luncheon, the Section posthumously presented Connie 
with the Section Award. The plaque stated: “In memory 
of Constantine Sidamon-Eristoff. Ardent conservationist, 
dedicated public servant, inspired and effective environ-
mental leader, wise counselor, and dear friend.” Former 
Chair Walter Mugdan, who worked with Connie at the 
EPA, delivered some beautiful comments in announcing 
the award. Representatives of the Section also attended 
a subsequent memorial service for Connie in New York 
City.

Also recognized at the Annual Meeting was the Sec-
tion’s Brownfi elds Task Force, ably and energetically 
chaired by Dave Freeman and Larry Schnapf. The Task 
Force prepared a detailed report suggesting a number of 
changes to improve the effectiveness of the State’s Brown-
fi eld Cleanup Program, along with suggested legislative 
language to implement a number of those changes. The 
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It is spring again. I love this 
time of year. The scent of the 
new blooms is in the just warm 
breeze. I took pictures of my gar-
den this year, when the fl owers 
began to come up and bloom. 
I have included a couple with 
my column. Both of the pictures 
I have included were taken on 
February 22, 2012. I live on Long 
Island. The unusually warm 
weather we had this winter had 
plants acting as if spring had arrived. Before the mid-winter 
wave of warmth, the U.S. Department of Agriculture was 
in the process of updating its national plant hardiness map. 
The map shows the hardiness zones and is a guide used 
for planting. The zones start with the coldest regions in the 
north and continue south. The map had not been updated 
since 1990. The updated map came out in January 2012, 

and it demonstrates that 
temperatures are heating 
up. The New York City 
metropolitan area has 
moved into a warmer zone. 
The coldest temperature 
in the City has climbed 
10-degrees on average, to 
5 degrees Fahrenheit . The 
shift puts the local climate 
where Raleigh, North Caro-
lina was. Syracuse is where 
southern New Jersey was. 
David Wolfe, an expert on 
climate change at Cornell 

University, said the temperatures this past winter appeared 
to “represent an extreme,” even within the context of climate 
change, but a comparison of the national plant hardiness 
zone guides from 1960, 1990, and 2012, demonstrate “an ex-
tremely fast pace” of change. 

As I said, I love spring. However, the unusually early 
spring this year put me on edge. We who practice in the 
environmental fi eld understand the ramifi cations of climate 
change. It does not affect only temperatures, but impacts 
precipitation, soil moisture, and sea level as well. Sea level 
rise and storm surge increase coastal fl ooding, erosion, and 
wetland loss. Heat waves impact air quality and stress en-
ergy systems. Flooding and drought, both a result of climate 
change, impact water supply and stress infrastructure and 
local ecosystems. A lack of snow cover insulation in winter 
affects soil temperatures and depth of freezing with complex 
effects on root biology, soil microbial activity, and nutrient 
retention, and allows for detrimental winter survival of 
some insects, weed seeds, and pathogens. 

There is a slow but ongoing effort to address climate 
change. Investment in renewable energy, like solar and 

Message from the Editor-in-Chief
wind, is a step that is gaining support. New York has shown 
a continued interest in offshore wind development. On April 
3, 2012, the Renewable Energy Task Force of the Bureau on 
Ocean Energy Management-New York (“BOEM-NY”) met 
to review the state’s activities for offshore wind develop-
ment. One of the issues discussed was a proposal to amend 
the state’s coastal zone management program to include 
wind development in the Atlantic Ocean. Another issue 
discussed by the Task Force was the possibility of BOEM 
granting a lease on the Outer Continental Shelf to the Long 
Island-New York City Offshore Wind Collaborative. 

In addition to wind, New York continues to support 
solar installations with cash incentives. It is the state’s goal 
to install 82 megawatts (“MW”) of solar electric power by 
2015. Incentives are granted on a fi rst-come, fi rst-served ba-
sis and will be accepted through December 31, 2015, or until 
all funds are fully committed. Generally, the incentives will 
cover approximately 25-35% of the installed cost of a solar 
photovoltaic (“PV”) system, but not more than 40% after 
all federal tax credits (i.e., 30% tax credit from the federal 
government through December 31, 2016, for all solar instal-
lations) are applied. 

The Solar Industry Development and Jobs Act of 2011 
is another state effort in support of solar energy. Currently, 
New York’s installed PV capacity is roughly 54 MW, which 
represents less than 0.02% of the state’s electricity and less 
than 3% of the national solar market share. The Solar Jobs 
Act supports an effort to increase the state’s solar PV capac-
ity to 5,000 MW by 2026. The Act requires each New York 
retail electric supplier to procure solar renewable energy 
credits (“SRECs”) to be used to stimulate solar development 
and open a trading market for electricity in New York.

The weather we have been experiencing is not “nor-
mal,” but it may become the new “normal.” We will have to 
relearn how to use and protect our plants and other resourc-
es. To prevent the effects of climate change from continuing 
exponentially, the Section and each of us must support the 
state’s effort with regard to solar and wind development. 

Miriam E. Villani

February 22, 2012,
Long Island, NY

February 22, 2012, Long Island, NY
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impacts are and whether the regulators will be able to ef-
fectively address those impacts. In light of these doubts, 
some municipalities feel that the best way to protect 
residents is to ban the activity. From a statewide perspec-
tive, however, there is a need to examine the specifi cs and 
develop an approach that is protective and Patrick Siler’s 
article provides a clear understanding of many of the key 
issues. 

Katherine Rahill’s article provides a good contrast to 
the above articles. While “fracking” is today’s hot issue, 
Ms. Rahill addresses vapor intrusion, the hot issue of a 
couple of years ago. The Department of Health guidance 
on vapor intrusion was issued in 2006 and Ms. Rahill 
provides a good summary of what has happened in the 
area since 2006. Vapor intrusion is an issue that affects 
the daily practice of environmental law in New York and 
this article will be a useful reference because it gathers 
together much of the important information and includes 
a thoughtful discussion. Mr. Young’s ethics article notes 
that while we tend to speak of legal ethics and the rules of 
professional responsibility as if they were the same thing, 
there are, in fact, signifi cant differences. We also appreci-
ate the work of John Parker, who provided the update on 
DEC activities, and Marla Wieder, Chris Saporita and Jo-
seph Siegel, who provided the EPA update. Their contri-
butions contain a lot of important detail on developments 
at the agencies.

I want to thank the Editor-in-Chief for all the work 
she put into the issue and the guidance she provided 
along the way. Keith Hirokawa and Justin Birzon also 
played important roles in the development of the issues 
and their efforts are greatly appreciated. 

Aaron Gershonowitz 

This issue contains sev-
eral thoughtful discussions of 
hydraulic fracturing (“frack-
ing”), one of the most talked 
about environmental issues in 
2012. David Everett and Robert 
Rosborough examine the is-
sue of whether municipalities 
can use their zoning powers 
to control where natural gas 
drilling can occur. A number of 
municipalities have chosen to 
ban drilling and the legal issue 
at stake is whether such a ban is preempted by ECL sec-
tion 23-0303(2), which preempts municipal laws intended 
to regulate natural gas drilling. Everett and Rosborough 
provide a thorough discussion of the recent court deci-
sions related to these municipal provisions. Patrick Siler’s 
article addresses the New York State regulatory scheme 
that addresses hydraulic fracturing and recommends spe-
cifi c legislative amendments. His article also examines the 
regulations used by other states, such as Pennsylvania, 
where natural gas is extracted using hydraulic fracturing. 
The article, which placed fi rst in the Section’s 23rd annual 
William R. Ginsberg Memorial Essay Contest and is also 
being published by the St. John’s Law Review, is well re-
searched and even someone familiar with the issues will 
learn from it. 

One of the more fascinating issues related to the 
regulation of “fracking” is that the science is developing 
as the regulations are developing. That is, the potential 
environmental impacts of the activity are becoming bet-
ter understood while the regulators are reacting to the 
growth of the industry. To some extent that explains the 
use of zoning laws to prohibit the activity. Underlying the 
zoning laws at issue is the uncertainty regarding what the 

From the Iss ue Editor
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in person. G-chat, e-mail, remote video and online confer-
encing and Skype™ have all changed how people inter-
face, collaborate, and advocate for those they represent. 

The use of data is evolving as a tool of legal advoca-
cy. Scientifi c research and available data have grown not 
only in availability but also in accessibility. Proof of au-
thenticity and rebuttal of criticism presumably grow more 
challenging with the myriad perspectives and mecha-
nisms for authenticating facts and supporting arguments.

Practice areas are new, emergent, and open to legal 
exploration. Alternative energy was an ideal of the en-
vironmental movement that has taken a long time. Oil 
is still cheap and subsidized so as to serve as a barrier to 
the exponential growth of wind and solar options, which 
are plugging along nonetheless, and creating new envi-
ronmental concerns in the process. Farmers are environ-
mental partners in land use and conservation. Municipal 
zoning, while proclaiming the benefi ts of clustering and 
planned unit development still has yet to achieve the 
standard in practice, particularly in rural areas. Most 
importantly, new areas for legal environmental advocacy 
have yet to be recognized or developed. 

Much has changed since the fi rst Earth Day and the 
recognition of Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring. But there is a 
lot that has not changed. The environment and our future 
generations who will rely on it for survival still need legal 
assistance. Technology will make us more effi cient in our 
advocacy but cannot replace the need for persistent ener-
gy and diligence in the practice of environmental law. We 
have much to learn from those who have developed and 
nurtured environmental legal practice. Hopefully, profi -
ciency in technology and the possibilities that technology 
offers to the future of environmental law will be part of 
our contribution.

Nikki Nielson ‘12
Co-Executive Editor, 2011-12 Student Editorial Board

In anticipation of our post-law school life in the real 
world of attorney practice, it strikes us that the legal fi eld 
that we are entering is dramatically different from the one 
that played reluctant host to the emergence of environ-
mental law. What must those who made environment al 
legal advocacy possible think of us as new, inexperienced 
lawyers? Especially since, as students, we have no actual 
knowledge about what has already happened in environ-
mental law. From the practitioner’s perspective, these are 
what we see as presumably the most signifi cant differ-
ences between then and now.

There is a new approach to fi nding clients, and to 
helping them fi nd us. The fi rst place we turn is the web, 
formerly known as the worldwide web and more formal-
ly referred to as the Internet. It is all a part of our current 
instant culture. Forget the Yellow Pages®. Law fi rms must 
have websites or risk becoming wholly invisible. And if 
there is a website, a blog is a nice feature. Clients seek 
out counsel based fi rst on a semi-anonymous interaction, 
reading practitioner bios and ideas before even deciding 
to call for an initial consult. Conversely, practitioners can 
easily scope out activities of advocates and activists, iden-
tify trends, anticipate potential causes of action, and con-
nect with parties proactively.

There are new best practices for researching legal is-
sues. Again, the web is paramount and ubiquitous. Case 
law is almost universally available, cheaply, in quicker 
than an instant. Google™ has a great feature—Google 
Scholar™—that features case law. Many courts publish 
opinions right on their websites; states have statutes and 
legislative history online and the federal government 
hosts different and multiple sites for every agency. A gen-
eration after the web fi rst emerged, everything is not as 
easily searchable as the electronic versions of Westlaw™ 
and LexisNexis,™ but neither was research and Shepar-
dizing™ in the age of paper.

Client counseling is changing in form and function. 
It is conceivable we may not need to interact with clients 

From the Student Editorial Board
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energy and effi ciency in this budget (e.g. efforts to intro-
duce cleaner vehicles and fuels and to expand the use of 
home-grown renewable fuels) are also included. For more 
information on this budget request, visit: http://www.
epa.gov/budget.

II. Chemical & Waste News—RCRA, TSCA, 
CERCLA and More of Your Favorite Acronyms 

A. Chemicals in the News

1. The Toxics Release Inventory (TRI) Report 
In January, EPA issued its 25th annual report on the 

amount of toxic chemicals released into the environment 
by industrial facilities in New York. The latest TRI report, 
which covers 650 facilities in New York, showed a 15% 
decrease in chemical releases since the prior year.7 EPA has 
improved this year’s TRI national analysis report by add-
ing new information on risks, facility efforts to reduce pol-
lution and details about how possible economic impacts 
could affect TRI data. To view an area fact sheet, visit: 
http://www.epa.gov/triexplorer/statefactsheet.htm. In 
addition, EPA’s fi rst mobile Web application for accessing 
TRI data, myRTK, is now available at http://www.epa.
gov/tri/myrtk/.

2. The results Are In…TCE Is Carcinogenic
EPA added the fi nal health assessment for trichloro-

ethylene (TCE) to the Integrated Risk Information System 
(IRIS) database in late September. IRIS is a human health 
assessment program that evaluates the latest science on 
chemicals in our environment. The fi nal assessment char-
acterizes TCE as carcinogenic to humans and as a human 

I. Introduction
With every election cycle 

we witness fi rst-hand an in-
crease in anti-environmental 
rhetoric. In recent months, 
the misinformation campaign 
against EPA and its policies has 
been staggering. Considering 
the palpable and signifi cant 
environmental improvements 
made over the past four de-
cades, the attacks seem all the 
more puzzling to informed 
individuals. For more than 40 
years, the nation’s economy has prospered while our en-
vironmental protections have expanded. We do not have 
to choose between a healthy environment and a healthy 
economy—we can have both. While EPA’s mission is the 
protection of human health and the environment, many 
of EPA’s actions have also contributed directly to job cre-
ation and economic growth. Our Administrator said it best 
when she said, “Americans are no less entitled to a safe, 
clean environment during diffi cult economic times than 
they are in a more prosperous economy.”3 

In February, the Obama Administration proposed a 
Fiscal Year 2013 budget of $8.344 billion for the U.S. EPA. 
This budget is $105 million below the EPA’s enacted level 
for FY 2012 and refl ects a government-wide effort to re-
duce spending and fi nd cost-savings.4 The budget request 
recognizes the importance of EPA’s partners at the State, 
local and tribal level, as 40% of EPA’s funding request is 
directed to the State and Tribal Assistance Grants. Specifi -
cally, $1.2 billion (nearly 15% of the request) is allocated 
back to the States and tribes through categorical grants 
(Local Air Quality Management grants, Pollution Control 
grants, etc.) and $2 billion (25% of the request) is directed 
to the States for the Clean Water and Drinking Water State 
Revolving Funds. Additionally, $300 million is requested 
for the Great Lakes Restoration Initiative and $755 million 
for continued support of the Superfund cleanup programs 
and emergency preparedness capabilities.5 Major invest-
ments in science and technology account for $807 million 
(about 10% of the request). Also, as part of this request, 
EPA includes funding increases in key areas that include 
green infrastructure and hydraulic fracturing.6 Funding 
requests for investments to support standards for clean 

EPA Update
By Chris Saporita, Marla E. Wieder and Joseph A. Siegel1 

But let me be clear: the core mission of the EPA is protection of public health and the environment. That mission was 
established in recognition of a fundamental fact of American life—regulations can and do improve the lives of people. 
We need these rules to hold polluters accountable and keep us safe. For more than 40 years, the Agency has carried 
out its mission and established a proven track record that a healthy environment and economic growth are not mutu-
ally exclusive.

—Administrator Lisa P. Jackson, Sept. 22, 20112

Marla E. Wieder Joseph A. SiegelChris Saporita
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Contamination Site (contaminated ground water plume) 
in Garfi eld, New Jersey and the New Cassel/Hicksville 
Ground Water Contamination Site in Hicksville, Hemp-
stead, and North Hempstead, New York (contaminated 
ground water plume) were added to the NPL. Eigh-
teenmile Creek in Niagara County, New York was also 
proposed for listing on the NPL.13 The Federal Register 
notices and supporting documents for the sites can be 
viewed at: http://www.epa.gov/superfund/sites/npl/
current.htm. 

2. Phase 2, Year 2 of the Hudson River PCB Cleanup
In addition to the cleanups discussed below, Phase 

2, Year 2 of the Hudson River PCB Cleanup began this 
spring. As you’ll recall, Phase 2, Year 1 of the dredging 
was conducted by General Electric Co. and overseen by 
EPA, from June 6, 2011 to November 8, 2011, and involved 
removing PCB-contaminated sediment from a one-and-
one-half mile section of the river south of the Town of Fort 
Edward. In Phase 2, Year 1, approximately 363,000 cubic 
yards of contaminated sediment were removed, exceed-
ing the targeted volume. The second phase of the project 
targets 2.4 million cubic yards of PCB-contaminated sedi-
ment and is expected to take 5-7 years to complete. For 
details, see: http://www.epa.gov/hudson/.

3. Gowanus Canal Options
In January 2012, EPA released a feasibility study (FS) 

for the Gowanus Canal in Brooklyn, New York. The FS 
evaluates the technologies (including dredging and cap-
ping) that could be used to clean up the canal, and will 
be used to develop a comprehensive cleanup plan for the 
Gowanus. It is anticipated that a Record of Decision will 
be issued by the end of the year.

More than a dozen contaminants, including PCBs, 
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) and various 
metals, including mercury, lead and copper, were found at 
high levels in the sediment in the Gowanus Canal. PAHs 
and metals were also found in the canal water. Contami-
nation in the Gowanus Canal poses health risks, especially 
to people who eat fi sh or crabs from the canal (and yes, 
people do fi sh and crab in its murky waters).14 For more 
information, see the Gowanus Canal web page at: http://
www.epa.gov/region02/superfund/npl/gowanus.

noncancer health hazard. This assessment will allow for 
a better understanding of the risks posed to communities 
from exposure to TCE in various media and will provide 
regulators and policy makers with the latest scientifi c in-
formation to make decisions about cleanups and other ac-
tions needed to protect public health.8 

TCE, a volatile organic compound, is one of the most 
common man-made chemicals found in the environment. 
It is a widely used chlorinated solvent and is frequently 
found at Superfund sites across the country. EPA has 
drinking water standards for TCE and cleanup standards 
for TCE at federal superfund sites.9 To view the TCE As-
sessment, go to: http://www.epa.gov/IRIS/subst/0199.
htm. 

B. TSCA—EPA Publishes Rule to Improve Reporting 
of Chemical Information

EPA is increasing the type and amount of information 
it collects on commercial chemicals, allowing it to better 
identify and manage potential risks to our health and the 
environment. The Chemical Data Reporting Rule (CDR 
Rule), which falls under the Toxic Substances Control Act 
Inventory Update Rule (IUR), requires more frequent re-
porting of critical information on chemicals and requires 
the submission of new and updated information on po-
tential chemical exposures, current production volume, 
manufacturing site-related data, and processing and use-
related data for a larger number of chemicals. The CDR 
Rule also requires that companies submit the information 
electronically to EPA and limits confi dentiality claims by 
companies.10 More information about the CDR Rule is 
available at: www.epa.gov/iur. 

C. RCRA—Finally Moving Toward an Electronic 
Manifest System?

President Obama’s September budget plan included 
one environmental proposal that may actually get bipar-
tisan support—a proposal to establish an electronic mani-
fest system to track hazardous materials.11 EPA currently 
requires carbon copy manifests to accompany hazard-
ous materials when they are transported, as required by 
RCRA. The proposal would establish an electronic mani-
fest to eliminate the carbon copies and collect fees from 
users of the system. Once fully implemented, the system 
could reduce industry reporting costs under RCRA by $77 
million to $126 million per year and save the government 
$31 million.12 Use of the electronic system will also allow 
EPA to more effi ciently monitor and analyze waste ship-
ments.

D. Superfund and Brownfi elds Update

1. New Sites added to the National Priorities List 
(NPL) 

In September 2011, EPA added 15 hazardous waste 
sites to the NPL and proposed 11 additional sites be 
added to the NPL. In our area, the Garfi eld Ground Water 
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III. Water News

A. Protection and Restoration 

1. Multifaceted Program Restores Shellfi sh 
Harvesting in Northern Hempstead Harbor18

EPA’s Clean Water Act (CWA) Section 319 Program 
provides funding for restoration of nonpoint source-
impaired water bodies. Hempstead Harbor is located 
off the Long Island Sound in Nassau County, New York. 
Stormwater runoff, boater waste, waterfowl, and failing 
septic systems were suspected to be the primary sources 
of fecal coliform bacteria, with wastewater discharges also 
contributing. As a result, the New York State Department 
of Environmental Conservation (DEC) added the northern 
segment of Hempstead Harbor to the state’s 1998 list of 
impaired waters for exceeding the fecal coliform bacteria 
water quality standard for shellfi sh harvesting.

The Hempstead Harbor Protection Committee, a 
partnership between state and federal agencies, Nassau 
County, local municipalities and citizen groups, led the de-
velopment of the Water Quality Improvement Plan in 1998 
as well as the Harbor Management Plan in 2004. Since 
1995 the committee has coordinated efforts to address the 
nonpoint and point sources of pollution. Signifi cant efforts 
to control and manage runoff were initiated prior to the 
permitting of municipal separate storm sewer system enti-
ties in the surrounding watershed. Stormwater manage-
ment practices carried out prior to the permitting included 
extensive education and outreach efforts, implementation 
of municipal stormwater management program plans, and 
waterfowl management. These nonpoint source control ef-
forts, together with securing the designation of the Harbor 
as a Vessel Waste No Discharge Zone, the installation of 
sewers, and the addition of point source controls, helped 
improve the harbor’s condition.

Over the past fi ve years, water sampling has shown 
that fecal coliform bacteria levels meet the state’s water 
quality standards for a certifi ed (open) shellfi shing area. 
As a result, DEC will propose that the northern segment 
of the harbor be removed from the state’s impaired waters 
list in 2012. After being closed for 40 years, the Hempstead 
Harbor will reopen with shellfi sh harvest yields in June of 
this year. 

2. Urban Waters Federal Partnership Launches 
Ambassadors Program to Support Revitalizing 
Urban Waterways in U.S. Communities19

The Urban Waters Federal Partnership, made up of 11 
federal agencies, recently announced a program in seven 
cities that will accelerate and coordinate on-the-ground 
projects that are critical to improving water quality and 
public health, restoring forest resources and fostering 
community stewardship in urban watersheds. Sponsored 
by EPA, the U.S. Department of Agriculture and the U.S. 
Department of the Interior, the Urban Waters Ambassa-
dors program will work with state and local governments, 

Want a fi rsthand look at all the Gowanus Canal has to 
offer? Consider a free canoe tour this spring. The Gowa-
nus Dredgers Canoe Club is a volunteer organization 

dedicated to providing 
waterfront access and 
education related to the es-
tuary and bordering shore-
line neighborhoods. The 
organization, based on the 
Gowanus Canal, runs an 
array of events including 
paddling on the waterway 
and leading tours of the 
area. Check them out at: 
http://old.waterfront
museum.org/dredgers/
home.html.

4. Lower Passaic River Removal Action 
On October 31, 2011, EPA announced the start of con-

struction for the removal of contaminated sediment from 
the lower Passaic River. The sediment in this area of New-
ark, New Jersey, which is adjacent to the Diamond Alkali 
Superfund site, is highly contaminated with dioxin.15 Un-
der a June 2008 agreement between EPA and Occidental 
Chemical Corporation and Tierra Solutions, Inc., the com-
panies will remove 200,000 cubic yards of contaminated 
sediment from the river. 

The cleanup of the lower Passaic River has been divid-
ed into two phases. In this fi rst phase, about 40,000 cubic 
yards of the most highly contaminated sediment will be 
removed, processed, treated and then transported by rail 
to a licensed disposal facility. In the second phase of the 
project, 160,000 cubic yards of sediment will be removed 
from the same area of the river. The two-phase removal 
project is just one installment in a more comprehensive in-
vestigation of the contamination and evaluation of clean-
up options for the lower eight miles of the Passaic River 
and possibly other stretches of the river and Newark 
Bay.16 For more information, see http://www.passaicre-
movalaction.com/home.htm. Information on the removal 
project and other Superfund site cleanup activities is also 
available on the project web sites at http://www.our
passaic.org or http://www.epa.gov/region02/super
fund/npl/diamondalkali/. 

5. New York City Brownfi eld Cleanup Program 
Recognized

In the Fall of 2011, EPA formally recognized New York 
City’s Brownfi eld Cleanup Program. Formal recognition 
makes the city eligible to use federal brownfi eld grants 
for site investigation and cleanup, activities typically car-
ried out by states. The program is being used to revitalize 
neighborhoods and create local jobs primarily in low-in-
come neighborhoods, including central Brooklyn, Harlem, 
the South Bronx, and Williamsburg. It is estimated that 
redevelopment projects sponsored by the program could 
generate more than 1,000 new jobs.17
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The website, called BEACON, has the capability to 
update as frequently as every two hours based on new 
data provided by states, territories and tribes. Users will 
have access to mapped location data for beaches and 
water monitoring stations, monitoring results for various 
pollutants such as bacteria and algae, and data on public 
notifi cation of beach water quality advisories and closures. 
The grants will help local authorities monitor beach water 
quality and notify the public of conditions that may be 
unsafe for swimming. Grant applications must be received 
by April 6, 2012, and EPA expects to award the grants later 
this year. 

To view EPA’s enhanced beach advisory and closing 
information, visit: http://watersgeo.epa.gov/BEACON
2/. For more information on the grants, visit: http://
water.epa.gov/grants_funding/beachgrants/index.cfm.

5. EPA Releases Adaptation Strategies Guide for 
Water Utilities22

The Adaptation Strategies Guide for Water Utilities is 
now available on EPA’s website. The guide was developed 
under EPA’s Climate Ready Water Utilities initiative to 
assist drinking water and wastewater utilities in gaining 
a better understanding of what climate change-related 
impacts they may face in their region and what adaptation 
strategies can be used to prepare their system for those 
impacts. The guide contains easy-to-understand climate 
science and information, utility adaptation case studies, as 
well as an adaptation planning worksheet. The informa-
tion provided in the guide will help jump start the adapta-
tion planning process at drinking water and wastewater 
utilities that may not have started to consider climate 
change impacts or adaptation. It can also be used by any 
group or organization that is interested in water sector 
climate challenges. To read the guide, please visit http://
water.epa.gov/infrastructure/watersecurity/climate/.

6. EPA Launches New Green Infrastructure Website23

EPA’s Offi ce of Water recently launched its new Green 
Infrastructure website to better communicate the “what, 
why, and how” of green infrastructure to municipalities, 
developers, and the general public. Green infrastructure 
uses vegetation, soils and natural processes to manage 
water and create healthier urban environments. The new 
Green Infrastructure website is a one-stop shop for re-
sources on green infrastructure that features improved 
navigability and up-to-date content.

The site offers a wealth of publications and tools de-
veloped by EPA, state and local governments, the private 
sector, nonprofi t organizations, and academic institutions. 
The new site emphasizes the multiple environmental, 
social, and economic benefi ts associated with green in-
frastructure, and provides access to the latest research 
developed by EPA’s Offi ce of Research and Development. 
To start exploring EPA’s new green infrastructure website, 
visit: http://water.epa.gov/infrastructure/green
infrastructure.

non-governmental organizations and other local partners. 
The Urban Waters Federal Partnership is an effort to help 
urban and metropolitan areas, particularly those that are 
underserved or economically distressed, connect with 
their waterways and work to improve them.

The fi rst Urban Waters Ambassador has been selected 
for the Los Angeles River watershed pilot project with 
additional ambassadors to follow for the Anacostia River 
watershed (Washington, D.C. and Maryland), the Pata-
psco River watershed (Baltimore, Maryland), the Bronx 
and Harlem River watersheds (New York City), the South 
Platte River (Denver, Colorado), Lake Pontchartrain (New 
Orleans, Louisiana) and Northwest Indiana. Each of the 
pilot locations was selected due to the strong local and 
community leadership spearheading restoration efforts 
under way. Lessons learned from these pilot locations will 
benefi t communities across the country.

3. EPA Provides $15 Million to Help Small Drinking 
Water and Wastewater Systems Across the 
Country20 

EPA announced recently that it will provide up to $15 
million in funding for training and technical assistance to 
small drinking and wastewater systems, defi ned as sys-
tems that serve fewer than 10,000 people, and private well 
owners. The funding will help provide water system staff 
with training and tools to enhance system operations and 
management practices, and supports EPA’s continuing ef-
forts to protect public health, restore watersheds and pro-
mote sustainability in small communities.

Most of the funding, up to $14.5 million, will provide 
training and technical assistance to small public water 
systems to achieve and maintain compliance with the Safe 
Drinking Water Act and to small publicly owned waste-
water systems, communities served by on-site systems, 
and private well owners to improve water quality, and 
EPA expects to make available up to $500,000 to provide 
training and technical assistance to tribally owned and op-
erated public water systems. 

Applications were due by April 9, 2012, and EPA ex-
pects to make the awards during Summer 2012. For more 
information, visit: http://water.epa.gov/grants_funding/
sdwa/smallsystemsrfa.cfm.

4. EPA Announces Grants to Clean Up Beaches 
Across the Nation and Launches Improved 
Website for Beach Advisories and Closures21

On February 6, 2012, EPA announced that it will 
provide $9.8 million in grants to 38 states, territories and 
tribes to help protect the health of swimmers at America’s 
beaches. The agency also launched an improved website 
for beach advisories and closings, which will allow the 
public to more quickly and easily access the most current 
water quality and pollution testing information for more 
than 6,000 U.S. beaches.
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public health and environmental problems in Northern 
Manhattan, the South Bronx and Jamaica, New York. West 
Harlem Environmental Action, Inc. (WE ACT) will receive 
$50,000 to test homes for lead and conduct research on the 
best ways to detect lead hazards in households in North-
ern Manhattan and the South Bronx. The Rockaway Wa-
terfront Alliance will be provided $25,000 to train students 
to restore wetland habitats. 

It is estimated that three-quarters of U.S. residential 
dwellings built before 1978 contain some lead-based paint. 
Lead poisoning in children can have serious, long-term 
consequences including learning disabilities, hearing im-
pairment and behavioral problems.

WE ACT will use the grant funds to conduct a re-
search project that will expand scientifi c knowledge on the 
best ways to detect lead poisoning hazards in homes. The 
research will identify potential sources of lead in dust par-
ticles in homes, public drinking water systems and con-
sumer products. The organization will enlist 100 residents 
to have their homes tested for lead. The fi eld testing will 
look at the differences between having people test for lead 
using an instructional DVD or being instructed by a fi eld 
technician. Simple lead dust wipe tests cost $40 to perform 
compared to a professional lead inspection, which costs 
approximately $500. If the cheaper test can fi rst be per-
formed to reliably determine whether a more robust and 
expensive test is needed, this will increase the number of 
homes identifi ed as having lead hazards and save money 
for residents.

The Rockaway Waterfront Alliance will use its grant 
funds to create a Rockaway Youth Marine Conservation 
Corps in Jamaica, New York to restore wetland habitats. 
The group will launch a year-long wetland restoration 
program that will train low-income high school and 
middle school students about water pollution problems 
around Jamaica Bay. The bay is severely impacted by sew-
age and chemical pollutants, which have damaged water 
quality. Students will participate in oyster gardening along 
the Sommerville and Norton/Conch Basins and design 
and implement projects that involve their schools and 
communities in the cleanup and restoration of Jamaica 
Bay. For more information about EPA’s environmental 
justice grants, visit: http://www.epa.gov/compliance/
environmentaljustice/grants/ej-smgrants.html. 

10. EPA Releases Co-Sponsored Report: “Water 
Reuse: Potential for Expanding the Nation’s 
Water Supply through Reuse of Municipal 
Wastewater”27

On January 10, 2012, the National Research Council 
released a report co-sponsored by EPA titled, “Water Re-
use: Potential for Expanding the Nation’s Water Supply 
through Reuse of Municipal Wastewater.” The report 
highlights the potential that reuse of municipal waste-
water can play in augmenting traditional water supplies, 
particularly in areas that are experiencing or expect to face 

7. EPA Releases Handbook to Help Water Utilities 
Plan for Sustainability24

In January, EPA released a comprehensive handbook 
to help water sector utilities build sustainability consider-
ations into their planning. “Planning for Sustainability: A 
Handbook for Water and Wastewater Utilities” will help 
utilities ensure that water infrastructure projects across the 
nation, including those funded through the state revolving 
fund programs, are sustainable and support the long-term 
sustainability of the communities these utilities serve.

The handbook represents an important milestone in 
EPA’s ongoing efforts to help ensure the sustainability of 
the nation’s water infrastructure based on the Agency’s 
clean water and safe drinking water infrastructure sus-
tainability policy, which was issued in September 2010. 
In developing the handbook, EPA worked closely with 
a number of utility and state program managers around 
the country. The handbook describes four core elements 
where utilities can explicitly build sustainability consider-
ations into their existing planning processes. Each element 
contains relevant examples from utilities around the coun-
try and other implementation tips for utilities to consider. 
To view a copy of the handbook, visit: http://water.epa.
gov/infrastructure/sustain/sustainable_systems.cfm.

8. Syracuse High School Students to Learn about 
Water Pollution through EPA Environmental 
Justice Grant25 

On January 23, 2012, EPA announced that it will 
provide a $25,000 grant to the Onondaga Environmental 
Institute to teach high school students in Syracuse, New 
York about the serious effects of water pollution on peo-
ple’s health and the environment and the importance of 
protecting rivers, lakes and streams in central New York. 
Syracuse is located on Onondaga Lake, which is heav-
ily polluted by a range of contaminants, from mercury to 
PCBs to untreated sewage that can lead to health problems 
and degrade water quality. Water pollution in low-income 
areas of Syracuse has made the city a focus of EPA efforts 
to reduce pollution in low-income communities. 

The Onondaga Environmental Institute will use the 
environmental justice grant to give students a hands-on 
learning experience and provide the communications 
skills they need to become environmental stewards. The 
group will work with the Orenda Springs Learning Center 
to teach the students about water pollution, environmen-
tal laws and policies, and the importance of fi sh consump-
tion advisories in protecting people’s health. For more in-
formation about EPA’s environmental justice grants, visit: 
http://www.epa.gov/compliance/environmentaljustice/
grants/ej-smgrants.html.

9. Organizations in Northern Manhattan, the South 
Bronx and Jamaica to Receive EPA Environmental 
Justice Grants to Help Communities Prevent Lead 
Poisoning and Restore Wetlands26

In January, EPA announced that it will provide $75,000 
to two New York City organizations to help them address 
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B. Science and Technical Assistance

1. EPA Releases New Tool That Provides Access to 
Water Pollution Data30 

Also in January, EPA released of a new tool that pro-
vides the public with important information about pollut-
ants that are released into local waterways. The discharge 
monitoring report pollutant loading tool brings together 
millions of records and allows for easy searching and 
mapping of water pollution by local area, watershed, com-
pany, industry sector and pollutant. The public can use 
this new tool to protect their health and the health of their 
communities.

Searches using the pollutant loading tool result in 
“top 10” lists to help users easily identify facilities and 
industries that are discharging the most pollution and 
impacted waterbodies. When discharges are above permit-
ted levels, users can view the violations and link to details 
about enforcement actions that EPA and states have taken 
to address these violations. The tool is available at: http://
www.epa.gov/pollutantdischarges.

2. EPA Unveils New Website on Nutrient Pollution31

EPA is pleased to unveil a new website on nutrient 
pollution policy and data to help individuals access infor-
mation on EPA actions to reduce nutrient pollution, state 
efforts to develop numeric nutrient criteria, and EPA tools, 
data, research, and reports related to nutrient pollution. 
Visit the website at http://epa.gov/nandppolicy. Nutrient 
pollution is one of America’s most widespread, costly and 
challenging environmental problems, and is caused by ex-
cess nitrogen and phosphorus in the air and water. EPA is 
also pleased to unveil a new website on nutrient pollution 
for homeowners, students, and educators. The site fea-
tures information explaining the problem of nutrient pol-
lution; the sources of the pollution; how it affects the envi-
ronment, economy, and public health; and what people 
can do to reduce the problem. The site also features an in-
teractive map of local case studies in reducing nutrient 
pollution. Visit the website at http://epa.gov/nutrient
pollution.

3. EPA Releases 2010-2011 Climate Change and 
Water Progress Report32

EPA recently released the “U.S. EPA National Water 
Program Strategy: Response to Climate Change 2010–2011 
National and Regional Highlights of Progress.” This is the 
third and fi nal progress report covering the 2008 version 
of EPA’s climate change strategy. Future annual progress 
reports will refl ect activities related to the 2012 version 
that is under development. The progress report highlights 
the accomplishments of EPA’s water programs during 
2010 and 2011, and touches upon EPA activities and efforts 
undertaken across headquarters, regions, and the large 
aquatic ecosystem programs to address climate change 
impacts on our water programs. The report is available
at: http://water.epa.gov/scitech/climatechange/
implementation.cfm.

challenges in meeting demand for water. EPA agrees that 
advancements in water treatment processes make reuse 
of municipal wastewater a more viable option when risks 
are appropriately managed. EPA will review the fi nd-
ings and recommendations to determine how they can 
inform the Agency’s ongoing efforts to promote a more 
integrated view of the nation’s water resources. The report 
will also inform efforts under way to revise and update 
EPA’s 2004 guidelines for water reuse. For more informa-
tion on the report, visit: http://dels.nas.edu/Report/
water-reuse/13303. To access and download a copy of the 
report, visit: http://books.nap.edu/catalog.php?record_
id=13303.

11. Climate Ready Estuaries 2011 Progress Report 
Released28

EPA recently published the “Climate Ready Estuaries 
2011 Progress Report.” Climate Ready Estuaries is an EPA 
program intended to help the national estuary programs 
and coastal managers plan for climate change. Climate 
Ready Estuaries works with national estuary programs to: 
(1) assess climate change vulnerabilities, (2) develop and 
implement adaptation strategies, and (3) engage and edu-
cate stakeholders. Climate Ready Estuaries uses National 
Estuary Program examples to help other coastal manag-
ers, and provides technical guidance and assistance about 
climate change adaptation in support of Clean Water Act 
goals. 

The “Climate Ready Estuaries 2011 Progress Report” 
describes program accomplishments and the new Nation-
al Estuary Program projects that were launched during 
2011. In addition, this progress report uses examples from 
Climate Ready Estuaries projects that started in 2008–2010 
to show how the risk management paradigm can be used 
for climate change adaptation. The Report is available at: 
http://epa.gov/cre/.

12. EPA Launches Recovery Potential Screening 
Website to Assist Restoration Planners29

In January, EPA announced the release of a new tech-
nical assistance tool for state and watershed-level surface 
water quality protection and restoration programs: the 
recovery potential screening website. Recovery potential 
screening is a fl exible approach for comparing relative 
differences in restorability among impaired waters across 
a state, watershed or other area. The website provides 
step-by-step screening directions, restorability indicators 
and literature, and tools for scoring and displaying results. 
EPA developed recovery potential screening to help us-
ers improve their restoration programs by revealing and 
comparing factors that infl uence restoration success. The 
method is applicable to watershed priority setting, im-
paired waters listing, TMDL implementation, nonpoint 
source control, healthy watersheds assessment, and water-
shed plan development. For additional information, visit: 
www.epa.gov/recoverypotential/.
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protecting our nation’s waterways from discharges of pol-
luted stormwater from construction sites. The 2012 con-
struction general permit is required under the Clean Water 
Act and replaces the existing 2008 CGP, which expired on 
February 15, 2012.

The 2012 permit updates include steps intended to 
limit erosion, minimize pollution sources, provide natural 
buffers or their equivalent around surface waters, and 
further restrict discharges to areas impaired by previous 
pollution discharge. Many of the permit requirements 
implement new effl uent limitations guidelines and new 
source performance standards for the construction and 
development industry that became effective on Febru-
ary 1, 2010, which include pollution control techniques to 
decrease erosion and sediment pollution. The permit will 
be effective in areas where EPA is the permitting author-
ity: Idaho, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Mexico, 
Washington, D.C., and most U.S. territories and in Indian 
country lands. For more information, visit: http://cfpub.
epa.gov/npdes/stormwater/cgp.cfm. 

2. EPA Releases Permit Writer’s Manual for 
Concentrated Animal Feeding Operations36

Also in February, EPA released a technical manual for 
concentrated animal feeding operations (CAFOs) to pro-
vide states, producers, and the general public with general 
information on Clean Water Act and National Pollutant 
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit program 
requirements for CAFOs, information to explain CAFO 
permitting requirements under the Clean Water Act, and 
technical information to help states and producers under-
stand options for nutrient management planning.

It is EPA’s intent that this is a living document that 
will be updated periodically to incorporate new and 
emerging approaches to CAFO management, including 
those focused on manure reuse and recycling and use for 
energy generation. Interested parties are encouraged to 
submit questions and suggestions concerning the content 
of the manual at any time. EPA will consider input and 
update the manual periodically to ensure that it is as help-
ful as possible. For more information, visit: http://cfpub.
epa.gov/npdes/afo/info.cfm#guide_docs.

3. EPA Proposes Updated Vessel General Permit and 
Permit for Small Vessels

On November 30, 2011, EPA issued two draft vessel 
general permits that would regulate discharges from com-
mercial vessels, excluding military and recreational ves-
sels. The proposed permits are expected to go into effect 
in 2013, and would help protect the nation’s waters from 
shipborne pollutants and reduce the risk of introduction of 
invasive species from ballast water discharges.

The draft Vessel General Permit, which covers com-
mercial vessels greater than 79 feet in length, would 
replace the current 2008 Vessel General Permit, when it 
expires in December 2013. Under the Clean Water Act, 

4. New Data Added to EPA’s Nitrogen and 
Phosphorus Pollution Data Access Tool33

EPA has added updated U.S. Geological Survey 
(USGS) Spatially Referenced Regressions On Watershed 
attributes (SPARROW) data to the nitrogen and phos-
phorus pollution data access tool, a tool intended to help 
states develop effective nitrogen and phosphorus source 
reduction strategies. SPARROW is a GIS-based watershed 
model that integrates statistical and mechanistic model-
ing approaches to simulate long-term mean annual stream 
nutrient loads as a function of a wide range of known 
sources and factors affecting nutrient fate and transport.

USGS recently completed syntheses of the results from 
12 independently calibrated regional-scale SPARROW 
models that describe water quality conditions throughout 
major river basins of the conterminous U.S. based on ni-
trogen and phosphorus sources from 2002. Two data lay-
ers of EPA’s data access tool—one for nitrogen and one for 
phosphorus—now provide an approximate yet regionally 
consistent synthesis of the locations of the largest contrib-
uting sources.

The SPARROW geospatial layers can be used to prior-
itize watersheds for targeting nutrient reduction activities 
(such as stream monitoring) to the areas that account for a 
substantial portion of nutrient loads, and to develop state 
nitrogen and phosphorus pollution reduction strategies. 
This information is relevant to the protection of down-
stream coastal waters, such as the Gulf of Mexico, and to 
local receiving streams and reservoirs. The tool is available 
at: www.epa.gov/nutrientpollution/npdat.

5. EPA PCB TMDL Handbook Released34

EPA recently issued a technical document titled Poly-
chlorinated Biphenyl (PCB) Total Maximum Daily Load 
(TMDL) Handbook, which provides EPA regions, states, 
and other stakeholders with updated information for ad-
dressing Clean Water Act (CWA) Section 303(d) waters 
impaired by PCBs. PCBs rank sixth among the national 
causes of water quality impairment in the country, and 
of the 71,000 waterbody-pollutant combinations listed 
nationally, over 5,000 (eight percent) are PCB-related. 
This handbook identifi es various approaches to develop-
ing PCB TMDLs and provides examples of TMDLs from 
around the country, complete with online references. It 
aims to help states complete more PCB TMDLs and ulti-
mately restore those waters impaired by PCBs. The Hand-
book is available at: http://water.epa.gov/lawsregs/
lawsguidance/cwa/tmdl/upload/pcb_tmdl_handbook.
pdf.

C. Regulation and Compliance 

1. EPA Issues Permit for Stormwater Discharges 
from Construction Sites35 

In February, EPA issued a new permit, in accordance 
with the Clean Water Act, that will provide streamlined 
permitting to thousands of construction operators, while 
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Sodus Bay, North/South Ponds, Henderson Bay, Black 
River Bay and Chautmont Bay; and many formally desig-
nated habitats and waterways of local, state, and national 
signifi cance. For more information, visit: http://www.epa.
gov/region2/water/ndz/lakeontario.html.

6. EPA Issues Administrative Compliance Order 
to the Buffalo Sewer Authority Requiring 
Development and Implementation of its Long 
Term Control Plan

On March 9, 2012, EPA issued an Administrative 
Compliance Order to the Buffalo Sewer Authority (BSA), 
requiring BSA to develop an approved Clean Water Act 
Long Term Control Plan (LTCP) by April 30, 2012, and 
implement it by December 31, 2027. BSA serves a popula-
tion of approximately 600,000. Its 58 CSO points represent 
approximately 10% of the statewide CSO points (outside 
of New York City). Over 500 million gallons of untreated 
sewage combined with storm water are discharged from 
these points annually during heavy rains. Since 1999, BSA 
has been required, through its State Pollutant Discharge 
Elimination System permit, to submit an approvable 
LTCP, but has failed to do so. EPA’s order requires BSA to 
develop, submit and implement an LTCP that results in 
water quality standards attainment for its CSO discharges. 
The projected cost of implementation of the LTCP is ap-
proximately $500 million over 15 years. Additionally, the 
order will encourage BSA to consider the use of green 
infrastructure, wherever feasible, to reduce CSO volumes 
and handle separate storm water.

7. District Court Grants United States’ Motion for 
Summary Judgment for Failure to Develop a Spill 
Prevention Control and Countermeasures Plan

On March 13, 2012, the New Jersey District Court 
granted the government’s motion for summary judgment 
on liability and its prayer for injunctive relief in United 
States v. Greenwich Boat Works, Inc. Greenwich Boat Works 
is a marina located on the shore of the Cohansey River, in 
Greenwich, New Jersey, with above-ground oil storage ca-
pacity of over 6,000 gallons. The government’s complaint 
alleged that the defendant failed to develop and imple-
ment a Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasures 
(SPCC) Plan, as required under Clean Water Act Section 
311 and 40 CFR Part 112. 

IV. Air and Climate Change

A. The Clean Air Act (Non-Greenhouse Gas)

1. EPA to Award Grants to Citizen Scientists in NYC 
Seeking Solutions to Air-Related Environmental 
and Public Health Problems 

EPA announced on March 2, that it will award a total 
of $125,000 in grants to “citizen scientists” in New York 
City seeking solutions to environmental and public health 
problems. Individuals and community groups can apply 
for grants to collect information on air pollution, as well 

permits are issued for a fi ve-year period after which time 
EPA generally issues revised permits based on updated 
information and requirements. The new draft small Vessel 
General Permit would cover vessels smaller than 79 feet 
in length and would provide such vessels with the Clean 
Water Act permit coverage they will be required to have as 
of December 2013. 

Public comments were received through February 21, 
2012. EPA intends to issue the fi nal permits in November 
2012, a full year in advance of the proposed effective date, 
to allow vessel owners and operators time to prepare for 
new permit requirements. For more information, visit: 
http://www.epa.gov/npdes/vessels. 

4. EPA Approves California Sewage Ban and Creates 
Largest Coastal “No-Discharge Zone” in the 
Nation37

In February, EPA fi nalized a decision and approved 
a state proposal to ban all sewage discharges from large 
cruise ships and most other large ocean-going ships to 
state marine waters along California’s 1,624 mile coast 
from Mexico to Oregon and surrounding major islands. 
This action establishes a new federal regulation banning 
even treated sewage from being discharged in California’s 
marine waters. EPA estimates that the rule will prohibit 
the discharge of over 22 million of the 25 million gallons 
of treated vessel sewage generated by large vessels in 
California marine waters each year, which could greatly 
reduce the contribution of pollutants still found in treated 
vessel sewage. For more information, visit: http://www.
epa.gov/region9/water/no-discharge. 

5. EPA Approves New York State’s Petition to 
Designate the New York Waters of Lake Ontario a 
“No-Discharge Zone” for Vessel Sewage38

On December 16, 2011, EPA issued a fi nal affi rma-
tive determination, pursuant to Clean Water Act Section 
312(f)(3), that adequate facilities for the safe and sanitary 
removal and treatment of sewage from all vessels using 
the New York State waters of Lake Ontario are reasonably 
available. The New York State Department of Environ-
mental Conservation (NYSDEC) had determined that the 
protection and enhancement of the quality of those waters 
requires greater environmental protection, and petitioned 
EPA for permission to completely prohibit the discharge 
of sewage—whether treated or not—from all vessels into 
those waters. 

The New York State portion of Lake Ontario includes 
the waters of the Lake within the New York State bound-
ary, stretching from the Niagara River (including the Niag-
ara River up to Niagara Falls) in the west, to Tibbetts Point 
at the Lake’s outlet to the Saint Lawrence River in the east. 
The No Discharge Zone encompasses approximately 3,675 
square miles and 326 linear shoreline miles, including the 
navigable portions of the Lower Genesee, Oswego, and 
Black Rivers; numerous other tributaries, harbors, and em-
bayments of the Lake including Irondequoit Bay,
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ogy standards (GACT) for smaller sources, known as area 
sources. Currently, there are 17 PVC production facilities 
throughout the United States. All existing and new PVC 
production facilities are covered by the fi nal rule.44 More 
information on the fi nal rule: http://www.epa.gov/ttn/
oarpg/t3fs.html.

B. Climate Change Mitigation 

1. EPA Releases First Data from National Greenhouse 
Gas Reporting Program

On January 11, EPA released the fi rst data available 
from its Greenhouse Gas Reporting Program. The data 
covers emissions from large sources during 2010. The 
Greenhouse Gas Reporting Program was fi nalized by EPA 
in 2009 pursuant to a mandate in the FY2008 Consolidated 
Appropriations Act. Regulated sources with GHG emis-
sions over 25,000 TPY were required to begin collecting 
data in January 2010 and must report their emissions each 
year. Twenty-nine source categories reported their data for 
2010, including nine broad industry groups such as power 
plants, refi neries, landfi lls, metals manufacturers, miner-
als producers, pulp and paper manufacturers, chemical 
manufacturers, government and commercial facilities, and 
other industrial facilities. These industry groups include 
both direct emitters and fossil fuel suppliers. Approxi-
mately another dozen categories will have to report data 
for 2011 later this year. The 2010 data show that power 
plants and petroleum refi neries were the largest sources of 
direct stationary source GHG emissions, and CO2 repre-
sents 95% of GHG emissions in the U.S.

EPA also released a user-friendly tool for viewing the 
2010 data. This online data publication tool is accessible at 
http://ghgdata.epa.gov/ghgp/main.do. The tool allows 
users to view and sort GHG data from over 6,700 facilities 
for calendar year 2010 by facility, location, industrial sec-
tor, and the type of GHG emitted. This information can be 
used by communities to identify nearby sources of GHGs, 
help businesses compare and track emissions, and provide 
information to state and local governments. Additional in-
formation is available at http://epa.gov/climatechange/
emissions/ghgdata/ and http://epa.gov/climatechange/
emissions/ghgrulemaking.html.

2. EPA Seeks Comment on 17th Annual U.S. 
Greenhouse Gas Inventory

EPA’s draft report, Inventory of U.S. Greenhouse Gas 
Emissions and Sinks: 1990-2010, was released in February 
for public comment.45 The draft report represents the of-
fi cial estimate of U.S. national GHG emissions in 2010 and 
is developed each year to meet our Nation’s obligations 
under the United Nations Framework Convention on Cli-
mate Change (UNFCCC), which the U.S. ratifi ed in 1992. 
According to the report, overall GHG emissions in the U.S. 
increased by 3.3 percent in 2010. The increase is attributed 
to increased energy consumption in all economic sectors, 
increased energy demand due to economic expansion, and 

as water pollution. These grants are intended to encour-
age research that enlists the public in collecting data and 
thereby expand scientifi c knowledge and literacy. There 
will be approximately fi ve to ten award recipients.39 

In announcing the grants, EPA Regional Administra-
tor Judith Enck indicated that “by providing citizen scien-
tists with the funding needed to advance their knowledge 
about local air and water pollution, the EPA is expanding 
its own scientifi c base and building collaborations with 
communities that will lead to effective and innovative 
solutions.”40 Projects receiving funding through the citi-
zen science grants will be expected to promote a com-
prehensive understanding of local pollution problems, 
identify and support activities at the local level, consider 
environmental justice, and engage, educate and empower 
communities. Applications were due April 20. Additional 
information on the grants, including guidance on eligibil-
ity and procedures for applying, is available at: http://
www.epa.gov/region2/grants/ or through: http://www.
grants.gov. 

2. Air Emissions of Dioxins Down by 90% Since the 
1980s

On February 17, EPA released its fi nal non-cancer sci-
ence assessment for dioxins, the fi rst such review since 
the 1980s.41 The fi ndings demonstrate a 90% reduction in 
dioxin emissions since 1987. The reduction of dioxin emis-
sions over the last two decades from all the major sources 
of the pollutant is a result of efforts by EPA, state govern-
ments and industry. EPA has also worked with other fed-
eral partners, such as the U.S. Department of Health and 
Human Services and the U.S. Department of Agriculture, 
to address dioxin. The largest remaining source of dioxin 
emissions is backyard burning of household trash. 

Most Americans have low-level exposure to dioxins. 
Non-cancer effects of exposure to large amounts of dioxin 
include chloracne, developmental and reproductive ef-
fects, damage to the immune system, interference with 
hormones, skin rashes, skin discoloration, excessive body 
hair, and possibly mild liver damage. The fi ndings re-
leased by EPA conclude that, given the reduction in dioxin 
emissions, generally, over a person’s lifetime, current ex-
posure to dioxins does not pose a signifi cant health risk.42 
More information on dioxin is available at: http://www.
epa.gov/dioxin/.

3. EPA Finalizes Air Toxic Standards for PVC Facilities 
Under Section 112 of the Clean Air Act 

On February 14, EPA issued fi nal standards for poly-
vinyl chloride and copolymer (PVC) production facilities 
under the Clean Air Act’s Section 112 hazardous air pollut-
ant (HAP) provisions.43 The new standards will improve 
air quality and protect human health in the communities 
where PVC facilities are located. The fi nal rule sets maxi-
mum achievable control technology standards (MACT) 
for major sources and generally available control technol-
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authority to EPA, when it serves as the permitting author-
ity, to issue synthetic minor permits. This approach would 
give sources a new procedural option to limit emissions of 
GHGs below applicability thresholds.53 

EPA’s fi nal decision on Step 3 will not otherwise 
change the Agency’s long-standing approach to PSD per-
mitting. The GHG permitting program follows the same 
Clean Air Act process that states and industry have fol-
lowed for decades to help ensure that new or modifi ed fa-
cilities are meeting requirements to protect air quality and 
public health from harmful pollutants. As of December 1, 
2011, EPA and state permitting authorities had issued 18 
PSD permits addressing GHG emissions. These permits 
have required new facilities, and major modifi cations at 
existing facilities, to implement energy effi ciency measures 
to reduce their GHG emissions.54 More information on the 
proposal and other Tailoring Rule actions is available at: 
http://www.epa.gov/nsr/.

4. Average Greenhouse Gases from Motor Vehicles 
Drops to New Low

EPA reported in its March 2012 annual report, Light-
Duty Automotive Technology, Carbon Dioxide Emissions, and 
Fuel Economy Trends: 1975 Through 2011, that carbon diox-
ide from motor vehicles decreased for the seventh consec-
utive year. In 2010, the latest year for which EPA has fi nal 
data from automakers, the average CO2 emissions from 
new vehicles was 394 grams per mile.55 Average emissions 
are expected to further decline from implementation of 
EPA’s Light Duty rule, which limits greenhouse gas emis-
sions in model years 2012–2016, such that by 2016, average 
emissions will be down to 250 grams per mile.56 If fi nal-
ized, EPA’s proposed reductions for model years 2017-
2025 will result in a decline to an average emissions rate of 
163 grams per mile by 2025.57

V. Environmental Justice
On August 4, 2011, the Obama Administration an-

nounced that Federal agencies have agreed to develop 
environmental justice strategies to protect the health of 
people living in communities overburdened by pollu-
tion.58 The Memorandum of Understanding on Environ-
mental Justice and Executive Order 12898 (“EJ MOU”) 
advances agency responsibilities outlined in the 1994 
Executive Order 12898, “Federal Actions to Address En-
vironmental Justice in Minority Populations and Low-
Income Populations.” The Executive Order directs each of 
the named Federal agencies to make environmental justice 
part of its mission and to work with the other agencies on 
environmental justice issues as members of the EJ Inter-
agency Working Group. The EJ MOU broadens the reach 
of the Working Group to include participant agencies not 
originally named in the Executive Order and adopts a 
charter for the workgroup in order to provide it with more 
structure and direction. Specifi c areas of focus include 
considering the EJ impacts of climate adaptation and com-

increased air conditioning use during the warmer 2010 
summer. Total U.S. emissions were 6,866 million metric 
tons of carbon dioxide (CO2) equivalent. Overall, emis-
sions in the U.S. have grown by 11 percent from 1990 to 
2010. In addition to tracking emissions changes, the draft 
report calculates carbon dioxide emissions that are re-
moved from the atmosphere by “sinks,” e.g., through the 
uptake of carbon by forests, vegetation, and soils.46

EPA prepares the report in consultation with experts 
from other Agencies. After responding to public com-
ments, the U.S. government will submit the fi nal inven-
tory report to the Secretariat of the UNFCCC. The public 
comment period ended on March 28, 2012. Additional
information is available at: http://www.epa.gov/
climatechange/emissions/usinventoryreport.html.

3. EPA Proposes to Leave Greenhouse Gas (GHG) 
Tailoring Rule Thresholds Unchanged 

On February 24, 2012, EPA proposed to leave un-
changed the threshold for requiring Prevention of Signifi -
cant Deterioration (PSD) and Title V operating permits for 
greenhouse gas (GHG) emitters. The proposal is consistent 
with EPA’s common-sense, phased-in approach to GHG 
permitting under the Clean Air Act47 and implements Step 
3 of the Prevention of Signifi cant Deterioration and Title V 
Greenhouse Gas Tailoring Rule (“Tailoring Rule”).48 Step 3 
of the Tailoring Rule was designed to determine whether 
it might be “possible to lower the GHG major source 
threshold to bring additional sources into the CAA per-
mitting programs without overwhelming state permitting 
authorities.”49 Upon promulgating the Tailoring Rule, EPA 
had indicated that it would, in any event, not lower the 
threshold below 50,000 tons per year (TPY) of CO2e (CO2 
equivalent) in Step 3.

Under Step 1 of the Tailoring Rule, which began on 
Jan. 2, 2011, only sources of GHG emissions that had to 
obtain a PSD permit anyway (“anyway sources”) for 
non-GHG pollutants were required to get permits for 
GHGs, assuming their GHG emissions were above the 
75,000/100,000 TYP CO2e Tailoring Rule thresholds. Un-
der Step 2, which became effective July 1, 2011, sources 
that exceeded the GHG Tailoring Rule thresholds but did 
not exceed other pollutant thresholds were required to get 
permits. EPA’s evaluation for Step 3 revealed that state 
permitting authorities do not yet have the capabilities in 
place to bring additional sources into the permitting sys-
tem, and so EPA proposed to not lower the applicability 
thresholds.50 EPA therefore proposed to leave the Step 2 
thresholds in place. EPA noted that states haven’t had suf-
fi cient time to develop the necessary permitting infrastruc-
ture, increase their GHG permitting expertise, and make it 
administratively feasible to issue additional permits.51 

EPA also proposed two approaches to streamline per-
mitting. The fi rst involves increasing fl exibility and useful-
ness of the PSD Plant-wide Applicability Limit (PAL) pro-
cedures.52 The second approach would provide regulatory 
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B. New Energy Star Initiative Recognizes Cutting-
Edge Products

In July, EPA and the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) 
announced the most energy-effi cient products in their 
categories among those that have earned the Energy Star 
label. Products that receive the “Most Effi cient” designa-
tion demonstrate exceptional and cutting-edge effi ciency 
performance that environmentally minded consumers 
value. The Energy Star label can be found on more than 
60 different kinds of products as well as new homes and 
commercial and industrial buildings that meet strict en-
ergy effi ciency specifi cations. In 2010, Americans, with the 
help of Energy Star, saved $18 billion on their energy bills 
while preventing greenhouse gas emissions equivalent to 
annual emissions of 33 million vehicles.62 For more infor-
mation on Energy Star’s “Most Effi cient” products, see: 
http://www.energystar.gov/mosteffi cient.

C. Greener Products Website Goes Live
As part of September’s Pollution Prevention (P2) 

Week celebrations, EPA unveiled a new tool, the Greener 
Products website, to help consumers make more informed 
choices about products that are better for their health and 
our environment. The Greener Products site will enable 
people to search for everyday items such as home appli-
ances, electronics, and cleaning products—check it out at: 
http://epa.gov/greenerproducts. 

VII. Environmental Crimes

A. Illegal Distribution and Sale of Pesticides in New 
York’s Chinatown Thwarted 

As part of a coordinated multi-agency effort, thou-
sands of packages of illegal pesticides were seized in Chi-
natown in September. Federal criminal charges have been 
fi led against two defendants, and state criminal charges 
have been fi led against 10 defendants, for their roles in 
the illegal distribution and sale of unregistered and mis-
branded pesticides that were sold out of several locations 
in Manhattan.63 In addition to the 12 arrests, federal and 
state law enforcement agents searched 14 locations and 
seized more than 6,000 packages of pesticides contain-
ing high levels of toxic chemicals that were not approved 
for commercial sale in the U.S. Also, as part of a citywide 
inspection of 47 businesses in Manhattan, Brooklyn, and 
Queens, EPA and DEC civil inspectors seized 350 addi-
tional unregistered pesticide products, of 16 different va-
rieties, many with high levels of toxicity.64 The pesticides 
were particularly dangerous because their packaging and 
appearance could lead them to be mistaken for cough 
medicine or food products. The pesticides were not regis-
tered by EPA and were missing required label warnings, 
so consumers had no way of knowing how dangerous 
the products were or how best to protect themselves from 
harmful exposure.65 For more information about EPA’s 
regional pesticide program, go to: http://www.epa.gov/
region2/pesticides. 

mercial transportation, and strengthening EJ efforts under 
the National Environmental Policy Act and Title VI of the 
Civil Rights Act of 1964. The MOU also outlines processes 
to help communities more effectively engage agencies as 
they make decisions. The EJ MOU is available at: http://
epa.gov/environmentaljustice/resources/publications/
interagency/ej-mou-2011-08.pdf.

In September 2011, EPA announced the release of 
Plan EJ 2014, a three-year, comprehensive plan to advance 
environmental justice efforts in nine areas, including rule-
making, permitting, enforcement, and science. Plan EJ 
2014 aims to protect people’s health in communities over-
burdened by pollution, to empower communities to take 
action to improve their health and environment, and to 
establish partnerships to promote sustainable communi-
ties where a clean environment and healthy economy can 
thrive.59 Plan EJ 2014 is EPA’s strategy to meet the man-
date of Executive Order 12898, discussed above. For
more on Plan EJ 2014, see: www.epa.gov/compliance/
environmentaljustice/plan-ej/index.html.

On February 27, 2012, federal agencies, led by the 
Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) and the EPA, 
released environmental justice strategies, implementation 
plans and progress reports, outlining steps agencies will 
take to protect communities facing greater health and en-
vironmental risks.60 These strategies represent a signifi cant 
step forward in the Administration’s commitment to inte-
grating environmental justice into federal decision-making 
and programs in areas such as transportation, labor, health 
services, housing, and others. For specifi c agency
initiatives and programs, see, http://www.epa.gov/
environmentaljustice/interagency/iwg-compendium.html.

VI. Pollution Prevention

A. E-Waste—New Federal Strategy to Promote
U.S.-Based Electronics Recycling Market and Jobs

In July 2011, the Obama Administration released 
the “National Strategy for Electronics Stewardship”—a 
strategy for the responsible electronic design, purchasing, 
management and recycling that will promote the electron-
ics recycling market. The announcement also included the 
fi rst voluntary commitments made by Dell, Sprint and 
Sony to EPA’s industry partnership aimed at promoting 
environmentally sound management of e-waste. The Strat-
egy also commits the federal government to take actions 
that will encourage the more environmentally friendly de-
sign of electronic products, promote recycling of e-waste, 
and advance a sustainable domestic market for electronics 
recycling.61 A key part of this strategy includes the use of 
certifi ed recyclers and, in collaboration with industry, in-
creasing effective management of e-waste. For more
on this strategy, see: http://www.epa.gov/electronics
strategy.
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B. Overbilling at a N.J. Superfund Site Lands an 
Executive in Prison

In September, a district court judge sentenced the 
former executive of Bennett Environmental Inc. (BEI), a 
soil recycling facility, to over four years in prison after he 
conspired to overcharge EPA for the treatment of soil at a 
federal superfund site.66 BEI received about $43 million in 
contracts from the prime contractor at the Federal Creo-
sote Site in Manville, N.J. BEI executive Robert Griffi ths 
and others submitted artifi cially high bids, after an em-
ployee for the prime contractor tipped them off to the bid 
prices of their competitors. BEI then provided kickbacks 
to the prime contractor’s employees, including money, 
trips, pharmaceuticals, and electronics.67 Griffi ths pleaded 
guilty in July 2009, and, in addition to the jail time, owes 
$15,000 in criminal fi nes and $4.6 million in restitution, 
jointly with his co-conspirators. Ten individuals and three 
companies have also been charged in connection with the 
criminal activity. 

C. Asbestos Abatement Contractor Sentenced to 
Six Years in Prison for Environmental Crimes and 
Making False Statements 

Keith Gordon-Smith of Rochester, N.Y. was sentenced 
to six years in prison for knowingly violating the Clean 
Air Act and making false statements to an Occupational 
Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) inspector. Gor-
don-Smith was also sentenced to serve a three-year term 
of supervised release to follow his prison term; both he 
and his now defunct company, Gordon-Smith Contracting, 
Inc., were also ordered to pay several thousand dollars 
in special assessments. 68 Gordon-Smith hired a number 
of workers who had no training in asbestos removal. The 
workers did not know they were being exposed to asbes-
tos, which they described as falling “like snow,” while un-
dertaking work in upstate New York.69 As no level of ex-
posure to asbestos is safe, removal by untrained workers, 
performed without the necessary safeguards, threatens the 
health of those workers and the public at large. For more 
information on asbestos, see: http://www.epa.gov/asbes-
tos/. To report an environmental violation, go to: http://
www.epa.gov/tips/.

VII. Conclusion
Still can’t get enough information about EPA? Check 

out EPA’s social media page and sign up for our various 
listserves, podcasts, mobile apps, etc. See: http://www.
epa.gov/epahome/socialmedia.html.

And just in time for Summer, don’t forget to down-
load EPA’s Sunwise UV Index App! The UV Index pro-
vides a daily forecast of the exp ected intensity of UV ra-
diation from the sun. See EPA’s App site for this and other 
useful tools—http://www.epa.gov/developer/
existingapps.html.
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Major Staff Additions to the Department

Christopher Walsh
Deputy Commissioner for Regional Affairs

Chris Walsh served as the Assistant Secretary for Ap-
pointments in the Governor’s Offi ce before his appoint-
ment as Deputy Commissioner for Regional Affairs. Mr. 
Walsh’s new responsibilities are considerable. In addition 
to overseeing diverse challenges in each of the Depart-
ment’s nine Regional offi ces, his responsibilities include 
overseeing the Division of Environmental Permits and the 
Offi ce of Public Protection. Mr. Walsh also spearheads the 
Department’s cooperative interactions with the Gover-
nor’s Regional Economic Development Councils around 
the State. He will also play an important role in decisions 
about the future management and operation of the De-
partment’s Belleayre Mountain and its ski facilities in the 
Catskill Mountains. Mr. Walsh has extensive governmen-
tal experience including serving as Vice President for Up-
state Regional Offi ces and its subsidiaries at Empire State 
Development, as Assistant Deputy Attorney General for 
Regional Offi ces for Attorney General Eliot Spitzer, and as 
Assistant Counsel to Governor Mario Cuomo. Mr. Walsh 
has practiced law in New York and New Hampshire for 
a number of years. He earned his J.D. from Cornell Law 
School and a Bachelor’s Degree from Hartwick College.

Kathleen Moser
Deputy Commissioner for Natural Resources

Kathy Moser was the Managing Director for Strategic 
Initiatives at World Wildlife Fund before her appointment 
as Deputy Commissioner for Natural Resources. Ms. 
Moser’s responsibilities there were many and signifi cant. 
Her efforts included coordinating the WWF/US effort for 
the Alianza Mexico, a collaboration of WWF, Fundación 
Carlos Slim and the Mexican government; developing 
environmental partnerships between United States fi -
nancial institutions and Chinese investment banks; and 
increasing United States’ corporate investment in WWF’s 
forest carbon endeavors. Prior to joining WWF in May 
2009, Ms. Moser was a senior conservation professional at 
The Nature Conservancy for seventeen years. She estab-
lished the Conservancy’s Central America program, was 
Director of the Eastern New York program, Senior Advi-
sor in Government Relations, Deputy State Director of 
Conservation and Policy for New York, and acting New 
York State Director. Ms. Moser was also a Board member 
on both the Mohawk Hudson Land Conservancy and the 
New York League of Conservation Voters, Capital District 
Chapter. Ms. Moser also served as an Environmental Spe-

DEC: Meeting Many 
Challenges

The Department of Envi-
ronmental Conservation is ful-
ly engaged in a myriad of high 
profi le activities and initiatives. 
At the same time, it is tasked 
with evolving to fi nd new and 
more effi cient ways to deliver 
its core mission. With the fi rst 
full year into his Adminis-
tration, Governor Andrew 
Cuomo continues to appoint 

new members of the executive staff to meet the growing 
challenges facing the agency. Commissioner Joe Martens 
has further developed and refi ned his priorities for the 
Department. The environmental review of major environ-
mental projects and initiatives continues and expands to 
some new cases, such as a desalinization water treatment 
plant on the Hudson River, gas extraction methods and 
operations from the Marcellus Shale formation, and the 
recently proposed Tappan Zee Bridge replacement. At 
the same time, regulatory initiatives advance, including 
developing regulations for the recently enacted Water 
Withdrawal Bill, the Marcellus Shale gas extraction regu-
lations, and the recently enacted Article X regulations for 
the siting of new electrical generating facilities in New 
York. An innovative and groundbreaking “Eco-Quality” 
pilot compliance program engaging local stakeholders in 
community policing has been completed and will soon 
be expanded throughout the Department’s diverse nine 
Regional Offi ces. 

There are many signifi cant items under way, but 
everyday work at the Department continues and is some-
times profoundly interrupted. For example, in the Lower 
Hudson Valley/Catskill Region (Region 3), Department 
staff remain very busy, processing 1,800 permits in the 
past twelve months. Despite the need and obligation to 
make all of the Department’s efforts more effi cient and ef-
fective, there comes a time when everyone pulls together. 
The Hurricane and Tropical Storm this past year placed 
historic challenges on communities in a large section of 
the Hudson Valley. The environmental devastation was 
signifi cant, but Department staff played an important 
role in assisting New York communities in the disaster 
response. This issue’s DEC Update provides some of the 
many stories that have become the everyday experiences 
for the dedicated staff of the Department of Environmen-
tal Conservation. 

DEC Update 
By John Louis Parker
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State’s remedial programs, Spill Response Program, 
Bulk Storage Program, Hazardous Waste Management 
Program (RCRA Program), and the Radiation Program. 
In 2006, he was instrumental in developing the revisions 
to the Part 375 regulations for the remedial programs, in 
creating the Brownfi eld Cleanup Program, and in devel-
oping subsequent guidance for these important statewide 
programs. One of his most notable accomplishments was 
his work on DER-10—the Technical Requirements for Site 
Investigation and Remediation. Mr. Schick also had a ma-
jor role in the development of the soil cleanup objectives 
and related guidance. Since the September 2010 reassign-
ment of the RCRA Program and Radiation Program, he 
has been streamlining the business practices of both the 
regulatory and remedial aspects of these two programs. 
Mr. Schick also led the effort in developing a compre-
hensive approach for addressing the cleanup of former 
manufactured gas plants, which represent signifi cant 
brownfi eld sites in cities and towns across the State—the 
results have become a model for other states. 

Commissioner’s Priorities for the Department
In February, Commissioner Martens established the 

priorities for the Department for 2012. For the full text of 
the priorities, please visit the DEC’s website at: http://
www.dec.ny.gov/about/243.html.

Emphasizing Core Environmental Programs 
The Department’s core environmental programs fo-

cus on protecting and improving water and air quality; 
remediating contaminated properties; reducing solid and 
hazardous waste generation; promoting sound materi-
als management; preserving the State’s natural resources 
and open space; renewing forests; protecting fi sh and 
wildlife; and expanding outdoor recreational opportuni-
ties. In addition, the past decade has seen the birth of 
important new programs, including those aimed at rede-
veloping contaminated brownfi elds, promoting product 
responsibility, reducing greenhouse gases, and promoting 
watershed-based environmental protection. Environmen-
tal protection and responsible management of our natural 
resources create the conditions necessary for a healthy 
economy. The Department will continue its focus on its 
core statutory mission in order to protect public health 
and the environment. 

Implementing the New York Works Program
Governor Cuomo’s New York Works Program is 

designed to invest in critical infrastructure to spur job 
creation and economic development statewide. The pro-
gram also recognizes the importance of environmental 
infrastructure. The Governor’s recommended Executive 
Budget provides $102 million of the NY Works Program 
funds to repair, rebuild, and enhance DEC’s fl ood control 
projects and dams, and to support important coastal ero-
sion projects in partnership with the U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers. Implementing the NY Works Program is a high 

cialist while volunteering for the Peace Corps. She earned 
a Master’s Degree in Forestry and a Bachelor’s Degree in 
Botany, both from Duke University, and is married with 
three children. 

Melvin Norris
Executive Director
Offi ce of Environmental Justice
Offi ce of General Counsel

Mel Norris had a history of working with govern-
ment and community leaders before his appointment 
as an Executive Director for the Department’s Offi ce of 
Environmental Justice. Mr. Norris served as a Senior Ac-
count Executive at Yoswein New York where he actively 
handled a wide variety of grassroots campaigns and 
provided strategic advice and project management to cli-
ents. Prior to joining Yoswein New York, he was Deputy 
Director of Public Policy and Communications at Verizon 
Communications, Inc. where his responsibilities included 
building coalitions with government and community 
leaders to develop a progressive policy agenda. Mr. Nor-
ris spent nearly a decade in public service—serving as 
Deputy Chief of Staff for Congressman Charles B. Ran-
gel. He earned a Bachelor’s Degree in Public Policy from 
Syracuse University and is happily married. 

Robert Stegman
Regional Director DEC Region 5

Bob Stegman had a lengthy career in natural re-
sources management and policy before his appointment 
as Regional Director for the Department’s Eastern Ad-
irondacks/Lake Champlain Region in Ray Brook. He also 
has extensive experience in government, association man-
agement, and the forest industry. Mr. Stegman has held 
positions at the Tug Hill Commission, the Empire State 
Forest Products Association, and International Paper. In 
addition to a broad range of experience in environmental 
policy matters, he played an active and instrumental role 
in placement of conservation easements on International 
Paper lands in the Adirondacks. Mr. Stegman also served 
as a trustee to the Adirondack Conservancy/Land Trust 
Board. He earned a Master’s Degree in Resources Man-
agement and Policy from the SUNY College of Environ-
mental Sciences and Forestry and a Bachelors’ Degree in 
Economics from Union College. Mr. Stegman is married 
with two grown children, and his wife Eileen is the As-
sistant Editor of the Department’s Conservationist maga-
zine. 

Robert W. Schick, P.E.
Acting Director, Division of Environmental 
Remediation 

Bob Schick was Assistant Director of the Division of 
Environmental Remediation in 2010, when he accepted 
the title of Acting Director for the Department’s reme-
diation programs. Since 1979, he has worked in various 
programs and has been a manager overseeing the State’s 
remedial programs since 1987. Mr. Schick oversees the 
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the health and sustainability of New York’s ecosystems, 
in part, through acquisition of land and easements identi-
fi ed through the Open Space Planning process and care-
ful stewardship. New York’s wealth of high-quality open 
space and the activities it supports—hunting, fi shing, 
trapping, hiking, camping, canoeing, kayaking, snowmo-
biling, and wildlife watching—provide environmental, 
social, and economic benefi ts to those who visit and live 
in New York 

Each year, more than 4.6 million people avail them-
selves of the opportunity to hunt, fi sh, or view wildlife in 
New York’s great outdoors along with thousands more 
who hike, camp, or ski in the State. New York’s natural 
resources generate $11.3 billion in revenue for businesses 
throughout the State. New York’s hunters and anglers 
are a key DEC constituency. The Department continues 
to explore ways to enhance outdoor sporting, recreation, 
and tourism and ensure that physically challenged New 
Yorkers have the same opportunities. The Department’s 
partnerships with sportsmen and the conservation com-
munity, local governments, non-profi t organizations, and 
others will continue to explore new management models 
that recognize the need for shared responsibilities and 
resources.

Working for Environmental Justice and Community 
Revitalization

DEC will partner with environmental justice and 
other communities to improve the quality of life in those 
communities that bear a disproportionate environmen-
tal burden. DEC will work to ensure that environmental 
justice communities receive the benefi ts of environmental 
and natural resource protection. By promoting urban 
forestry and open space, and by facilitating urban revital-
ization, better transportation options, and smart growth, 
DEC can simultaneously enhance the economic life of 
communities and the health of its residents. 

DEC is actively supporting the Governor’s Cleaner, 
Greener Communities Program, which in 2012 will fund 
the development of sustainability plans for seven coali-
tions of municipalities across New York. During 2012, 
Department staff will seek input from Environmental Jus-
tice advocates and assess its Environmental Justice Policy, 
complete the environmental justice regulations under 
Article X of the Public Service Law, and explore ways to 
enhance the Environmental Justice Grants Program.

Working to Address Climate Change
New York is a national leader on addressing the 

impacts of climate change. The Department recognizes 
the current and future adverse impacts on people and 
resources from a changing climate, as well as the clean 
air and public health benefi ts of reducing greenhouse 
gas emissions. The Department will continue to integrate 
climate change mitigation and adaptation into all of its 
activities and remain committed to programs that reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions and promote energy and trans-

priority for DEC in 2012, to maximize both the environ-
mental protection and economic development benefi ts of 
this program. This effort will require intense work across 
several Divisions—especially the Divisions of Operations, 
Water, and Management and Budget Services. These in-
vestments will yield increased public safety and environ-
mental protection as well as job creation. 

Ensuring Clean Water, Air, and Land for a Healthy 
Public and a Vibrant Economy

Clean water, air, and land are basic necessities and 
serve as the foundation for a healthy economy and facili-
tate sustainable economic development and technological 
innovation. DEC will ensure that its environmental reme-
diation programs continue to achieve environmentally 
protective cleanups by responsible parties and volunteers 
consistent with applicable regulatory standards includ-
ing those for groundwater, soil, and vapor. These results 
will be achieved by an agency that will rededicate itself to 
its basic environmental responsibilities embodied in the 
Clean Air Act, Clean Water Act, Solid Waste Management 
Act, Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, and Petro-
leum and Chemical Bulk Storage programs. 

Greening New York’s Economy
The Department will continue its work supporting 

Governor Cuomo’s Regional Economic Development 
Councils. Department staff will work to establish a regu-
latory climate that furthers the Governor’s efforts to grow 
jobs and support sustainable economic growth including 
encouraging the cleanup of brownfi elds for redevelop-
ment; facilitating timely regulatory decisions including 
permitting and enforcement; assisting communities to 
address water and wastewater infrastructure needs; re-
ducing solid waste management costs; and encouraging 
businesses to use fewer toxic materials. 

Protecting Natural Resources and Promoting Outdoor 
Recreation

By ensuring that the State’s abundant natural re-
sources are managed wisely, DEC safeguards public and 
ecological health, while also increasing the State’s ability 
to attract new businesses and people. DEC is continuing 
its efforts and partnerships with state, local, and federal 
governments to further the recovery efforts from last 
year’s summer storms. Earlier this year, DEC partnered 
with Empire State Development to make stream restora-
tion grants available to counties to protect property and 
stream habitat in future storm events. DEC will work 
with counties to ensure that their applications meet the 
grant criteria. DEC will carefully review the grant ap-
plications and work with Empire State Development to 
award money where it can be most effective. 

New York is home to world-class outdoor recreation 
opportunities and, as both a landowner and resource 
manager, the Department will continue to promote recre-
ation and tourism. DEC protects our natural heritage and 
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X require more stringent review requirements for envi-
ronmental impacts of a proposed major electric generat-
ing facility, including an evaluation of any signifi cant and 
adverse disproportionate environmental impacts result-
ing from the construction or operation of the proposed 
facility in Environmental Justice communities. 

The regulations being developed are newly proposed 
6 NYCRR Part 487, Analyzing Environmental Justice Issues 
in Siting of Major Electric Generating Facilities Pursuant to 
Public Service Law Article X. The Department held three 
public hearings—one each in Albany, New York City, and 
Buffalo. The proposed regulations are intended to en-
hance public participation and review of environmental 
impacts of proposed major electric generating facilities 
that affect Environmental Justice areas and reduce dispro-
portionate environmental impacts in overburdened com-
munities. If a proposed facility’s potential signifi cant ad-
verse environmental and public health impacts may affect 
an Environmental Justice area, the applicant must under-
take an Environmental Justice analysis. An Environmental 
Justice area, consistent with the defi nition of a “potential 
environmental justice area” in Commissioner Policy 29, 
Environmental Justice and Permitting, is defi ned as a 
minority or low-income community that may bear a dis-
proportionate share of the negative environmental con-
sequences resulting from industrial, municipal, and com-
mercial operations or the execution of federal, state, local, 
and tribal programs and policies. 

The public comment period closed on March 15, 2012, 
and the law requires that the regulations be adopted by 
August 4, 2012.

DEC Response to Hurricane Irene and Tropical 
Storm Lee

The summer of 2012 closed with quite a fury—Hur-
ricane Irene and Tropical Storm Lee presented New York 
with two of the most severe natural disasters in recent 
history. Hurricane Irene prompted Commissioner Mar-
tens to issue an Emergency Declaration because of dam-
age from heavy rain and high water. The Director of the 
Emergency Management Unit, and many Department 
personnel, including Spill Responders, Forest Rangers, 
and Environmental Conservation Offi cers, were all en-
gaged in the emergency response. Division of Environ-
mental Permits and Habitat staff also played an active 
role in the emergency and its aftermath. The Department 
developed an Emergency Authorization and a General 
Permit approach to the situation to repair and address 
damage caused by Hurricane Irene. The Department’s re-
sponse represented one branch of governmental response 
among many, and was joined by many State, County, and 
Town offi cials who responded to aid their communities.

Department Impacts: Region by Region
Region 3 had severe fl ooding in its Catskill region, 

damaging most stream-side communities, incurring road 

portation effi ciency, as well as encourage local govern-
ments to take similar action. 

Examining High-Volume Hydraulic Fracturing 
The Department is continuing to review and assess 

the issue of high-volume hydraulic fracturing, which 
presents signifi cant legal, regulatory, environmental, and 
community resource issues that we will continue to ex-
amine closely. The Department’s analysis will serve as the 
foundation for a New York State regulatory framework 
that protects public health and the environment and, if 
allowed to proceed, would provide potential economic 
benefi ts, promote energy independence, and reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions. 

Moving Beyond Waste
Department staff will continue to pursue the future 

of materials management by looking “upstream” at how 
materials that would otherwise become waste can be 
more sustainably used to capture economic value, con-
serve imbedded energy, and minimize pollution while 
creating green jobs. Beyond Waste, the State Solid Waste 
Management Plan released in 2010, contains a variety of 
recommendations that will achieve these goals by pre-
venting waste and increasing recycling through better 
tracking and expanded product stewardship. The Depart-
ment will continue to provide fi nancial and technical as-
sistance to communities to carry out recycling programs, 
and implement the new electronics and rechargeable bat-
tery recycling laws. 

Leading by Example 
The Department will continue to co-chair and staff 

the Interagency Committee for Executive Order 4 for 
Agency Sustainability and Green Procurement, in part-
nership with the Offi ce of General Services. Department 
staff continues to explore ways to harness the purchasing 
power of the State and spur the growth of green business-
es in New York by developing green procurement speci-
fi cations for various products and commodities in New 
York. The commitment to Executive Order 4 is one that 
will also be focused on Department operations with an 
annual department-wide strategic planning process and 
everyday changes, such as improving fl eet fuel economy, 
increasing energy effi ciency of Department buildings, and 
reducing waste generation from our offi ces and public 
facilities. 

Department Developing Article X Regulations
On August 4, 2011, Governor Cuomo signed into 

law the Power NY Act, which reauthorized the Article X 
process for siting electric generating facilities. Specifi cally, 
Power NY streamlines the process for issuing a certifi cate 
authorizing the construction and operation of major elec-
tric generating facilities or modifi ed or repowered facili-
ties in New York State having a capacity of 25 megawatts 
or more. The Environmental Justice provisions of Article 
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of entire communities—cannot be known, but is likely 
substantial. The Department staff performed above and 
beyond the many hours of need, and their coordinated ef-
forts contributed heartily. 

Operation Eco-Quality
Department staff developed Operation ECO-Quality 

to focus compliance and enforcement resources to pre-
vent environmental health and quality of life violations of 
the Environmental Conservation Law in environmental 
justice communities. This landmark effort combined com-
munity policing patrols, public health data, and commu-
nity consultation and involvement to identify potential 
environmental trouble spots in selected communities. The 
Program built, in part, upon the Department’s highly suc-
cessful 2008 Stop Smoking Trucks and Idling Vehicles Pro-
gram that was launched in New York City as a response 
to the high incidence of asthma documented in certain 
neighborhoods. In September 2010, the Operation ECO-
Quality Pilot Program began, focusing on three areas 
within Potential Environmental Justice Areas in Peekskill, 
Yonkers, and Mt. Vernon in Westchester County in the 
Department’s Lower Hudson Valley/Catskill Region–
Region 3. 

Operation ECO-Quality has proven to be a great suc-
cess, promoting greater environmental compliance utiliz-
ing scarce resources more effi ciently. The results show 
that between initial and follow-up visits, compliance rates 
hit over 90 percent. These results were possible by a con-
scientious and thoughtful approach to compliance efforts 
by a diverse team of Department staff—the Offi ce of En-
vironmental Justice, the Division of Law Enforcement, the 
Offi ce of General Counsel, and key program staff partners 
from Air, Water, Solid Waste, and Pesticides. Department 
staff making effective community outreach and consulta-
tion efforts with stakeholders, local government offi cials, 
and the regulated community created a new mechanism 
for communication and new relationships that will enable 
the Department and the community to work effectively 
together well into the future. The Department continues 
to review the results of Operation ECO-Quality as it pre-
pares to take the landmark approach to compliance efforts 
in the other eight Regions of the Department.

The DEC Update was compiled by John Parker 
from a variety of sources and solely in his individual 
capacity. The DEC Update is not a publication prepared 
or approved by the Department of Environmental Con-
servation, and the views are not to be construed as an 
authoritative expression of the DEC’s offi cial policy 
or position expressed here with respect to the subject 
matter discussed. John L. Parker is a Regional Attorney 
with the NYS Department of Environmental Conserva-
tion, Region 3.

and bridge washouts and threats to dams. Despite New 
York City reservoirs being prepared for a surge of water, 
spillovers remained at record levels. Some private dams 
were strained to near failure, but no major impoundment 
failed. 

Region 4 experienced the worst of fl ooding and dam-
age from Tropical Storm Irene. Greene, Schoharie, and 
Delaware counties had several communities almost com-
pletely destroyed. Rensselaer, Montgomery, Schenectady, 
and Albany had some fl ash fl ooding, but were heavily 
affected by record fl ood stages of the Schoharie Creek, 
Mohawk River, and Hudson River. Many wastewater 
treatment plants were heavily damaged. The storm also 
created a major debris problem. This included major 
petroleum spills, household hazardous wastes scattered 
throughout the countryside, and debris affecting the fl ow 
of streams and rivers. 

Region 5 had severe fl ooding and destruction in 
the Towns of Keene and Jay, as well as extensive fl ood-
ing throughout its eastern counties. A closure of camp-
grounds immediately prior to Tropical Storm Irene was a 
life-saving action because several campsites experienced 
trees blown down on campsites that would have nor-
mally been occupied. State Routes 73 and 9N in Keene 
were severely damaged as was the valley communities 
of Keene and Keene Valley. Many houses and businesses 
were damaged by the fl ash fl ooding, while household 
hazardous substances and wastes were swept down-
stream and deposited at many locations along the Aus-
able River.

Region 7 received record rainfalls to the Upper 
Susquehanna River watershed by the remnants of Tropi-
cal Storm Lee. The storm brought the Susquehanna River 
to record fl ood levels that inundated the low-lying com-
munities and infrastructure. Wastewater treatment plan ts 
in Broome and Tioga Counties were severely damaged as 
were several major industries along the river. 

DEC Storm Response Statistics
Region 3: 321 general permits, 295 emergency 

authorizations, and 666 site visits. 

Region 4 723 general permits, 368 emergency 
authorizations, and 964 site visits. 

Region 5: 127 general permits, 17 emergency 
authorizations, and 149 site visits. 

Region 7: 75 general permits, 50 emergency 
authorizations, and 15 site visits. 

In terms of dollars spent by the Department, the re-
sponse cost for both storms is projected to be over $13.6 
million. The Department’s emergency response effort 
involved thousands of staff hours assisting the impacted 
Regions. The human toll—the loss of property, dislocation 
of people, and the psychological cost of the destruction 
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cations alone. He has authored or edited nine books on 
environmental law, including the fi rst and defi nitive vol-
ume on U.S. climate change law. Two of his books were 
named “Best Law Book of the Year” by the Association 
of American Publishers. He has been an environmental 
law columnist for the New York Law Journal since 1986, 
and he formerly chaired the American Bar Association’s 
10,000-member Section of Environment, Energy and Re-
sources.

When asked what recent projects he fi nds most inter-
esting, Mr. Gerrard pointed to his work with the Republic 
of Marshall Islands. Rising seas pose an imminent threat 
of unprecedented ethical and legal questions for the Mar-
shall Islands, such as: “Where would their citizens go, 
with what citizenship status, if and when their country 
becomes uninhabitable? Would the country retain fi shing 
and mineral rights? Would it still be a country at all?”1 
To help the country develop legal strategies to help fi ght 
global warming and cope with its impacts, he convened a 
global networking conference where representatives from 
some of the world’s most remote island nations gathered 
to discuss the threat posed by rising sea levels to their na-
tions’ continued existence. 

Few individuals on earth can truly match Mr. Ger-
rard’s understanding of the legal and environmental 
“big picture,” yet it must not go unappreciated that he is 
equally infl uential in his own backyard. In his hometown 
of Chappaqua, New York, he has chaired the town’s Solid 
Waste Advisory Board. This position has allowed him to 
play a signifi cant role in a serious hometown issue. He 
also sits on several nonprofi t boards, and for 10 years was 
the pro bono general counsel of the Municipal Art Society 
of New York.

If reading this makes you think that Michael Ger-
rard is an “environmental machine,” you may be on to 
something. He even had his nose “certifi ed” by the West 
Virginia Air Pollution Control Commission. “They trained 
people to detect the characteristics of chemicals in the 
air. If I smelled something terrible, I would call them and 
they would investigate,” he said.2 

After 9/11, Silverstein Properties consulted Gerrard 
as an environmental guide to help rebuild the towers. 
He helped stop the building of a Donald Trump luxury 
golf course where pesticides threatened to contaminate 
nearby drinking water, and represented the Metropolitan 
Museum of Art in battling neighbors over building a new 
exhibition space. Mr. Gerrard has spent the past 14 years 
at Arnold & Porter, most recently as managing partner of 
the 110-attorney New York offi ce and partner in its Envi-
ronmental Practice Group.

Justin Birzon

Long-Time Member: 
Michael B. Gerrard

For this issue of The New 
York Environmental Lawyer, the 
Environmental Law Section 
focuses its long-time member 
profi le on one of our most out-
standing members, Michael 
B. Gerrard. It is no exaggera-
tion to say that Mr. Gerrard 
is among the world’s most 
distinguished environmental 
lawyers. His accomplishments, as numerous and impres-
sive as they are, become even more impressive when one 
learns the sincerity and depth with which Gerrard be-
lieves in the pursuit of improving environmental policy. 

Mr. Gerrard’s aptitude for understanding and com-
municating important environmental issues is longstand-
ing and sincere; his undergraduate thesis, “The Politics 
of Air Pollution in West Virginia,” won him the Alan J. 
Willen Memorial Prize for the best thesis on American 
politics. After earning his B.A. from Columbia College 
(where both of his parents and both of his children have 
received degrees) in 1972, he earned his J.D. as a Root Til-
den Scholar from New York University School of Law in 
1978. He has been on the cutting edge of environmental 
law ever since. 

Up until 2008, Gerrard led the New York offi ce of 
Arnold & Porter LLP’s environmental practice; he is cur-
rently senior counsel to the fi rm. As a litigator and con-
sultant, Mr. Gerrard has over three decades of practice 
experience at the federal, state, and local levels. He has 
been ranked by Who’s Who Legal and in the Guide to the 
World’s Leading Environmental Lawyers as one of the top 
environmental lawyers in the world. Attorneys surveyed 
by “Best Lawyers” named Mr. Gerrard the 2010 New York 
Environmental Lawyer of the Year.

Mr. Gerrard had previously served as an adjunct 
professor at Columbia, and has taught at the Yale School 
of Forestry, but his greatest academic achievement came 
when he was given the opportunity to create the Center 
for Climate Change Law (CCCL) at Columbia Univer-
sity, where he currently acts as its director. The Center is 
among the most focused schools on advancing an effec-
tive legal response to climate change, and on pushing for-
ward changes in environmental approach of the govern-
ment, corporations, non-profi ts, and individuals. 

Even if Mr. Gerrard did not head Columbia’s CCCL, 
practice at Arnold & Porter, lecture to attorneys and in-
dustry professionals, consult with the City of New York, 
and teach courses at several institutes of higher educa-
tion, he would be regarded as a superstar for his publi-

Member Profi les
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Refl ecting on the profound role of environmental law, 
Rob said that he is motivated by witnessing the practi-
cal results of hard work. Rob observes that the environ-
mental fi eld in particular is ripe with opportunities for 
practitioners to have a proactive, positive involvement in 
shaping responsible and sustainable development. This 
opportunity is present throughout the state, and particu-
larly in the Capital Region, where the potential for growth 
is plentiful. In fact, Rob notes, it is this opportunity for 
growth that contributed to his decision to relocate back to 
New York (and New York is happy to have him back).

Since law school, Rob has sought to use his legal 
training to fulfi ll his civic interests. The Capital Region is 
ideal for Rob’s goals as its sense of community, coupled 
with its burgeoning growth, have created a hotbed of 
civic pride and activity. Rob also points to this sense of 
community as a major draw for his relocation. He notes 
with pleasure that he feels the same sense of community 
within the Environmental Law Section, where he has been 
impressed with the robust participation of its diverse 
members.

In his fi rst year in Albany, Rob has become an active 
community volunteer, using his educational training at 
Siena College to become a classroom volunteer in local 
schools with Junior Achievement. He has pledged him-
self as a member and pro bono counsel to Capital District 
Community Gardens, a civic group that is devoted to 
helping residents improve their neighborhoods through 
community gardening, healthy food access and urban 
greening programs. Rob’s appreciation of community 
and history, coupled with his leadership experience, have 
resulted in his nomination to the board of the Historic 
Albany Foundation, a private, not-for-profi t organization 
working to promote the preservation and appreciation of 
the built environment in and around the city of Albany. 
Rob is also an active member of the Albany Institute of 
History and Art.

Rob has a keen eye for the progress and future of 
environmental law. He is working to develop program 
materials to educate property owners on the benefi ts of 
investing in energy effi ciency and green technology for 
the long term. He sees the Section as a key element in the 
preparation of effective practitioners for sustainable eco-
nomic development. We look forward to his leadership 
for years to come.

Justin Birzon

Endnotes
1. Guru of Climate Change Law, Shira Boss, Columbia College Today, 

May/June 2011, available at http://www.college.columbia.edu/
cct/may_jun11/features1. 

2. Mike Gerrard Leads New Center for Climate Change Law, Press 
Release, Columbia Law School, February 2009, available at http://
www.law.columbia.edu/media_inquiries/news_events/2009/
february2009/michael-gerrard. 

* * *

New Member:
Robert A. Stout Jr.

This issue of The New York 
Environmental Lawyer proudly 
showcases Robert A. Stout 
Jr. as one of its brightest new 
members. Rob practices en-
vironmental, municipal, and 
real estate law. As an associ-
ate at Whiteman Osterman & 
Hanna LLP, Rob advises clients 
on many aspects of environ-

mental law and commercial real estate, focusing largely 
on regulatory compliance and redevelopment. This is a 
natural progression from his background in brownfi eld 
redevelopment in New Jersey, where he focused on com-
plex commercial real estate transactions including leasing, 
lending, land use, and environmental issues. In fact, Rob’s 
superior legal talents and ambition have been recognized 
on numerous occasions. New Jersey Super Lawyer Magazine 
identifi ed him as a “2010 Rising Star,” and Real Estate New 
Jersey Magazine named him as one of “Tomorrow’s Lead-
ers” in 2009.

Rob brings a long history of bar leadership experi-
ence to the Section. While in law school, he served as a 
law student member of the ABA’s House of Delegates. He 
has served as council member for the ABA Section of Real 
Property, Trust and Estate Law and for the ABA Young 
Lawyer’s Division. He currently chairs the Environmental 
Law Committee of the ABA RPTE Section.

Rob immediately joined the NYSBA Environmen-
tal Law Section upon relocating to New York in 2010. 
He quickly began making meaningful contributions to 
the Section as its Membership and Diversity Challenge 
Committee Co-Chair and liaison from the Young Law-
yer’s Section. He regularly contributes a column on DEC 
administrative decisions to The New York Environmental 
Lawyer.
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state watersheds from which 
New York City draws 90% of its 
drinking water. Surface water 
supplies must be fi ltered unless 
a FAD is issued. Much of EPA’s 
professional staff—especially in 
Headquarters—opposed such a 
determination for the New York 
City system, the nation’s largest. 
Connie recognized the enormous 
opportunities for conservation 
that a FAD for the City would 
create. To avoid having to spend 
many billions of dollars on a 
fi ltration plant, New York City 
would be  required to invest one 
or two billion on programs to 
ensure the continued high quality 

of its drinking water. Chief among these was a program 
to dramatically increase the amount of undeveloped wa-
tershed land in public ownership. Connie understood the 
incredible conservation and recreational benefi ts of those 
lands, and knew this was a once-in-a-lifetime chance. 

Connie personally persuaded Administrator Reilly to 
authorize the FAD. Reilly said recently: “I thought I was 
buying two or three years for New York City. He brokered 
the deal, and to my astonishment it worked. It works to-
day.” 

Indeed it does. Two decades later we take the FAD 
and its marvelous results for granted. New York City 
has spent nearly $400 million to protect 120,000 acres of 
undeveloped and agricultural land, increasing by more 
than 60% the amount of protected land in the watershed. 
Hundreds of millions more have been spent on numer-
ous other water quality protection programs. The FAD 
is rightly seen as a model of innovation. But none of that 
would have happened without Connie.

This unpretentious man left an amazing legacy of 
accomplishments (for more, see: http://www.nytimes.
com/2011/12/30/nyregion/constantine-sidamon-erist-
off-environmental-advocate-dies-at-81.html). 

I trust you will agree that I am right in calling him 
a prince of a man. And, oh yes, he was in fact also a real 
Prince…Prince Constantine Sidamon-Eristoff of the King-
dom (now Republic) of Georgia. No kidding.

—Walter Mugdan

We have lately lost a prince 
of a man. Constantine Sidamon-
Eristoff was the Regional Ad-
ministrator of EPA Region 2 from 
1989-93. He died on December 26, 
2011, at the age of 81. 

Few other public fi gures 
were so universally admired 
and respected. Ask anyone who 
knew him and it’s likely the fi rst 
thing said about Connie is that 
he was a true gentleman. You’ll 
also hear about his devotion to 
conservation, his environmental 
leadership, his unimpeachable 
integrity, and his long career of 
public service in government and 
with a variety of NGOs. But mostly you’ll hear about his 
decency and civility.

Connie’s government service started in the 1960s 
when he was New York City Transportation Commis-
sioner. A strong proponent of mass transit, he went on 
to serve for 15 years as a member of the MTA Board of 
Directors. 

In 1989, newly elected President George H.W. Bush 
selected William Reilly to be EPA’s Administrator. Reilly 
knew exactly the right person to be RA for Region 2—
Connie Eristoff. But the then senior senator from New 
York had a different candidate in mind, a man of no ap-
parent qualifi cations for the position. Reilly took his case 
directly to the President, and won. 

With his avuncular style and obvious dedication to 
EPA’s mission, Connie brought out the best in everyone 
around him. He wasn’t a micro-manager, but he was 
deeply and crucially involved in two decisions of extraor-
dinary and lasting importance. 

Connie authorized the reassessment of PCB con-
tamination in the Hudson River. EPA had decided half a 
decade earlier that the river should not be dredged. The 
reassessment culminated in the Region’s 2002 decision 
calling for dredging of 2.6 million cubic yards of contami-
nated sediment. That work, now under way, will yield 
unparalleled benefi ts. 

And it was Connie who championed the landmark 
Filtration Avoidance Determination (FAD) for the up-

Farewell to the Prince of Region 2

Constantine Sidamon-Eristoff
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Section Members Remember 
Constantine “Connie” Sidamon-Eristoff

I have just received the sad news of the passing of our 
dear friend Constantine Sidamon-Eristoff. Connie’s 
distinguished career in public service included stints as 
Regional Administrator of EPA Region II, Commissioner 
of the New York City Department of Transportation, and 
member of the board of the Metropolitan Transporta-
tion Authority. He also served as Chairman of the Board 
of Audubon New York; Phipps Houses, and the Tolstoy 
Foundation, and was a board member of the New York 
League of Conservation Voters Education Fund, a very 
long-time member of the Environmental Law Section of 
the New York State Bar Association, and, I’m sure, many 
other civic organizations.… Connie was one of the warm-
est and most public-spirited people in New York, and he 
will be sorely missed.

—Michael B. Gerrard

We’ll always remember Connie as a faithful friend who 
helped make our environmental programs work better. 

—Peter Bergen

A Prince in every sense. 
—Phil Weinberg

I had the nice experience of sitting with Connie during 
Section dinners on a few occasions and always found him 
to be good company. I had dinner with him during last 
year’s Fall meeting when most people were at a different 
event. He was, as always, gracious, generous, talkative 
and engaging. During that conversation he discussed his 
ambitions to bring shipping back to New York harbor, 
about which he was very enthusiastic. He also explained 
his family’s aristocratic background in Georgia, which 
was fascinating, and informed me that the South Ose-
tians, over whom Georgia was in a standoff with the Rus-
sian Federation, were remnants of the Alans, one of the 
Iranian peoples on the steppes whom I thought had dis-
appeared from history. Whenever I had the good fortune 
to speak with him, I made a point of listening, because he 
always managed to ground the conversation in interest-
ing information which stretched my own imagination. I 
had not appreciated all of his background, which was set 
forth in the obituary, and I now refl ect with increased ap-
preciation on the warmth and generosity that character-
ized his personality. 

—Kevin Reilly

Sidamon-Eristoff: Prince in Georgia, 
NY Commissioner, Environmentalist, 
15 Years on MTA, Highly Regarded
By Henry J. Stern, December 29, 2011, 
StarQuest@nycivic.org

One of New York’s most distinguished and dedi-
cated public citizens has passed away.

Constantine Sidamon-Eristoff, whose career spanned 
over fi fty years of public service, private practice, and 
non-profi t leadership, died on December 26 at 81.

Sidamon-Eristoff was a remarkable person in many 
ways. Exceptionally high-spirited, extremely kind to oth-
ers, generous with his time, attention and resources and 
devoted to a great variety of environmental causes, some 
of which had few friends before he became involved. We 
link here to a biography and a video about his environ-
mental activities produced by Audubon New York, an 
organization he chaired.

Some environmentalists are personally cold fi sh, 
more interested in bygone species than in living organ-
isms. Connie Eristoff was a warm person and that at-
titude characterized his work of saving the planet and 
its creatures. We appreciate his enormous contributions 
to the health of the people of this region. We wish there 
were more examples of successful professionals who 
shared his love of the earth, the sky and the land. He had 
certain similarities with Theodore Roosevelt: love of the 
outdoors, roots in the land and liberal Republicanism.

As a young man, he was transportation commis-
sioner in the John V. Lindsay administration. A genera-
tion later, under the fi rst President Bush, he was regional 
administrator for the EPA, an agency that did not exist 
when he fi rst went to Washington D.C. He was in and 
out of public service and non-profi t leadership for over 
a half century. There is a backlog of worthwhile projects 
on Eristoff’s plate, which must now be accomplished by 
others. 

Who will step forward?

* * *
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I was terribly saddened to hear about Connie. We have 
been friends for many years and he and I were both Re-
gional Administrators at EPA. Connie was loved by the 
staff at EPA and by all who worked with him. He was a 
terrifi c public servant and was extremely generous with 
his time and resources in many environmental causes. We 
worked together on the Boards of the New York League 
of Conservation Voters. Connie was passionate about the 
environmental cause and a real gentleman. He will be 
greatly missed. 

—Charles S. Warren

I second everything people have said. Connie made a dif-
ference, and he made it without show. The world is a bet-
ter place for his having been with us.

—Dick Brickwedde

We have lost a Prince of a man. May he rest in peace. 
—Gail S. Port

The world has lost an exceptional human being. We must 
carry on Connie’s wonderful environmental legacy.

—Joel Sachs

As Phil noted, Connie was a prince in every sense. In 
addition to the many, many ways in which he served 
the environment and both the New York and Georgian 
communities, Connie also served briefl y as Subtenant-in-
Chief of Berle, Kass & Case, a position he relinquished to 
become EPA Regional Administrator. In doing so, how-
ever, he left behind a handsome mahogany desk that he 
refused to reclaim when his government service was over 
and was delighted to learn, some years later, that we had 
donated it to the Centro Hispano in White Plains, where 
it was used for English language courses for adult immi-
grants from Latin America. In truth, Connie will not only 
be missed in the future; his brand of character, self-ef-
facing intelligence, genuine concern for the environment 
and generosity toward those less fortunate than he was 
are characteristics already badly missing from today’s 
public (and private) discourse, particularly within the Re-
publican tradition that he, along with Rockefeller, Javits, 
Case, and a few others, represented so honorably and so 
constructively. His death is a loss for all of us, and for our 
entire community.

— Stephen L. Kass 

I can’t add to the eloquent praise provided by others 
except to share a personal note—when I read the small 
obit notice in the NY Times the Monday after Christmas, 
I gasped so loud my wife asked me what was wrong. 
I was overcome with a deep sadness and prayed that he 
had the kind of peaceful passing that he so deserved. My 
mind was fl ooded with memories of late night evenings 
at Section meetings sharing drinks with him around a 
table and being captivated along with the others at the 
table by his stories and wisdom. 

 Connie was a mentor to many of us. I not only treasured 
my time with him, but always seemed to learn something 
new every time we talked. He was the kind of person you 
could never get enough of—truly a prince among men. 

—Larry Schnapf

Constantine Sidamon-Eristoff (left) with
Carol and John French
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NEW YORK STATE BAR ASSOCIATION EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING SECTION ON ENVIRONMENTAL LAW
January 27, 2012

In Memoriam: Constantine Sidamon-Eristoff
(1930-2011)

TO: Executive Committee, NYSBA Environmental Law Section
FROM: Prof. Nicholas A. Robinson
RE: NYSBA Sponsorship for The Constantine Sidamon-Eristoff Award for Environmental Conservation in Georg ia 

Connie Sidamon-Eristoff’s passing at the end of last year is a loss for us in New York and for his friends in Georgia and 
abroad. Connie has a legion of friends in the Environmental Law Section of the New York State Bar Association, and among 
his many other civic endeavors. His memory and professional legacy is well served by the decision of the International 
Union for the Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources (IUCN, see www.iucn.org) to establish in its offi ces in Tblisi, 
Georgia, The Constantine Sidamon-Eristoff Award for Environmental Conservation in Georgia.  

The Statute governing the Award, designed to conform to international norms and standards to ensuring legitimacy 
and merit in the award process, is attached. The funds for the award will be secured in a dedicated account in the IUCN of-
fi ces in Tblisi, to be used only for the award. IUCN’s international auditing procedures will ensure that the fund is applied 
as intended. The Statute anticipates that donations to support the award will be sought annually, to ensure the perpetual 
functioning of the award. 

This award would have pleased Connie, because it simultaneously encourages environmental stewardship, strength-
ens support for environmental law and the rule of law, and equally builds capacity among non-governmental environmen-
tal groups in Georgia to cooperate to do more to protect the environment in Georgia, and in the regions around Georgia. 

It is proposed that the NYSBA Environmental Law Section join with IUCN in becoming one of the founding organiza-
tions for this Award. If the Section agrees, IUCN has agreed to amend the sixth line of the Statute attached to read “(IUCN), 
the Environmental Law Section of the New York State Bar Association, and others, have.”

Individuals are invited to make contributions to the fund, either directly by sending checks to the IUCN Caucasus Co-
operation Centre (Attention Ramaz Gokhelashvili, Director), 8 King Mirian Street, Didi Digomi, 0131 Tbilisi, Georgia (tel: 
+995 232 59 69 31/ 32/ 33 (fax +95 232 59 69 31), or wire transfer via SWIFT to a dedicated account now being established. 
If donors wish to receive a tax exemption for their donations to the extent allowed under federal law in the USA, a check 
may be made out to Pace University, earmarked for the Constantine Sidamon-Eristoff Award, and sent to the Pace University 
School of Law, Attention Prof. Nicholas A. Robinson, 78 North Broadway, White Plains, New York 10591 (tel: +914 422 4226, 
attention Lorraine Rubich); Pace will acknowledge the gifts and transmit all the funds to the IUCN CCC in Tblisi. Dona-
tions may also be made to the IUCN-US Offi ce in Washington, D.C. (Attention Mary Beth West), but this offi ce will deduct 
a 5% overhead fee for handing the funds. 

If the Section wishes, it may also wish to consider making a contribution from the budget of the Section to honor Con-
nie in the establishment of this award. 

I shall be pleased to provide any further information that may be requested by the Executive Committee. I have ad-
vised Ann Sidamon-Eristoff, and Connie’s family, of the IUCN decisions to create the award. I have not mentioned that this 
proposal is coming before the NYSBA Environmental Law Section also. As appropriate, the offi cers of the Section may wish 
to be in touch with Connie’s family to convey condolences and communicate any decisions taken today about this Award. 

The following three decisions are recommend for the Executive Committee’s consideration:
1. Resolved: The NYSBA Environmental Law Section mourns the passing of Constantine Sidamon-Eristoff and re-

quests its Offi cers to extend deep condolences to his wife and family. We have lost a good friend and his memory 
will inspire us always.

2. Resolved: The NYSBA Environmental Law Section Executive Committee decided to become a co-sponsor for the 
founding of the Constantine Sidamon-Eristoff Award for Environmental Conservation in Georgia, and welcomes the 
initiative by IUCN in honoring the professional and ethical legacies of Constantine Sidamon- Eristoff through the 
establishment of this Award in his ancestral homeland of Georgia. The offi cers are requested to communicate this 
decision to the IUCN Caucasus Coordinating Center in Georgia.

3. Resolved: The Executive Committee of the NYSBA Section on Environmental Law resolves to contribute an 
amount to be determined to help establish the fund for the Constantine Sidamon-Eristoff Award for Environmental 
Conservation in Georgia, and requests its offi cers to transmit the donation to the IUCN CCC for support of this 
Award. 

Respectfully submitted,
Nicholas A. Robinson
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The Constantine Sidamon-Eristoff Award
for Environmental Conservation in Georgia

(Established 2012)

Statute for the Award
Constantine Sidamon-Eristoff (1930-2011) made outstanding contributions to the protection of nature and the environ-

ment and to advancing environmental law as a foundation for environmental protection. He was equally dedicated to his 
ancestral homeland of Georgia. In his honor, the Commission on Environmental Law (CEL), through its Chairperson, of 
the International Union for the Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources (IUCN), and others, have established The 
Constantine Sidamon-Eristoff Award for Environmental Conservation in Georgia, to be conferred by an independent Jury, 
upon an individual who has distinguished herself or himself in the conservation of nature and protection of the environ-
ment of Georgia. The Award may be conferred annually or bi-annually. 

Contributions in support of The Constantine Sidamon-Eristoff Award for Environmental Conservation in Georgia are 
maintained in a dedicated fund established by the IUCN Caucasus Cooperation Centre (CCC) in Tblisi, Georgia. The CCC 
is the host organization for the fund and for convening annually the Jury. In 2012, the CCC will commission the artistic 
design of the permanent Award in Georgia. In the autumn of 2012, the CCC will convene the fi rst Jury composed of no 
less than fi ve and no more than nine individuals, nominated to serve as Jurors by each of the following environmental 
organizations in Georgia: The Caucasus Environmental NGO Network (CENN, an IUCN Member), the Center for Biodi-
versity Conservation & Research (NACRES, an IUCN Member), the Biological Farming Association (ELKANA, an IUCN 
Member), the Environmental Education Center of Ilia State University, the Law Faculty of Tblisi Javakhishvili State Uni-
versity, Green Alternative, WWF Caucasus Offi ce, The Regional Environmental Centre for the Caucasus (REC Caucasus), 
and the Centre for Strategic Research and Development of Georgia (CSRDG). If any of these organizations withdraws 
from the Award Jury, or is otherwise unable to nominate a Juror, the CCC or the IUCN CEL Chairperson shall nominate 
one or more successor organizations in Georgia to do so. 

Terms of reference to the Jury: Each Juror shall be a person with experience in and knowledge of the environmental 
conditions in Georgia, and have a willingness to serve for two years to solicit nominations of candidates for The Constan-
tine Sidamon-Eristoff Award for Environmental Conservation in Georgia, and to deliberate in good faith in the Jury to se-
lect an awardee. The CCC shall convene the jury and serve, ex offi cio, as the non-voting chair for the Jury. The award shall 
be given out no less than once every two years, and may be given annually to one or more meritorious candidates. Every 
two years, the CCC will invite organizations to nominate or renominate Jurors. 

Award C eremony: The CCC shall invite one or more organizations to host a ceremony at which The Constantine 
Sidamon-Eristoff Award for Environmental Conservation in Georgia will be conferred in Georgia. Organizations and in-
dividuals interested in environmental conservation in Georgia shall be invited to the ceremony, along with those contrib-
uting to the establishment of the fund for this Award. CCC also may invite individuals, organizations and companies to 
become Patrons of the Award ceremony and to contribute fi nancially to the fund for this Award. 

Rosters of Awardees: The CCC and IUCN CEL and other organizations shall maintain a roster of all the individuals 
who receive The Constantine Sidamon-Eristoff Award for Environmental Conservation in Georgia, in order to honor the 
legacy of Constantine Sidamon-Eristoff and to promote the conservation of nature and protection of the environment in 
Georgia. The web service at http://www.portraitofgeorgia.com/newspost presents a biography of Constantine Sidamon-
Eristoff. 
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There are seven “Thought Traps” that Lappé identi-
fi es as snares that people fall prey to when confronting 
the enormity of the problems of climate change. I men-
tioned three traps which can be summarized respectively 

as “humans are greedy,” “humans have to be co-
erced to save the planet,” and, the biggest of 

them all, in my opinion, “It’s too late! De-
mocracy has failed.” I’ve fallen into them 

over time, and became truly ensnared 
in 2011, but that is ok, soothes Lappé. 
Each snare also has a productive re-
lease, or “Thought Leap,” which is a 

re-framing of the issue that allows 
for progress. There are tools that 
exist to address most of the is-

sues, such as “technical potential” 
for green sources of energy to far exceed the electricity 
needs of the United States (sixteen times more, actually), 
that the government is not entirely “locked up” through 
an “intimidating global corporate stranglehold whose 
grip, not our actions, feel all-determining,” and, perhaps 
most importantly, that people do actually still care.

Reassurances such as these are parts of what makes 
EcoMind notable. It glosses over whether climate change 
is happening and instead speaks to the majority of the 
population, which has accepted the evidence and ex-
plored its direness to the point of reaching despair. This 
book is written to help move past the numbness back into 
action, and it does so with fi nesse. It is this hope that is 
derived from the messages in EcoMind as Lappé shows 
us how to use the tools that are often used against us and 
instead turn them around for our cause. It is taking the 
tools that those working for the public interest have to 
fi ght against on a nearly daily basis. Quoting perhaps the 
most famous advertiser of our time, Don Draper of Mad 
Men, “Advertising is based on one thing: happiness. And 
do you know what happiness is? Happiness is the smell 
of a new car. It’s freedom from fear. It’s a billboard on the 
side of a road that screams with reassurance that what-
ever you’re doing is OK. You are OK.” This is a primary 
tool, that of reassurance, that Lappé uses to win over the 
reader and simultaneously demonstrates how to effec-
tively use it as an advocacy tool.

Conversely, as Lappé points out, guilt and blame are 
ineffective motivators for change. Instead of saying that 
going out and buying new things is bad, the goal is to 
enforce a diversion of people’s energies into endeavors 
which are more rewarding and thus eclipse the feelings of 

EcoMind: Changing the Way We Think, to Create a World 
We Want, by France Moore Lappé, is a lozenge with the 
potential to become a cure for what ails more and more 
environmentally minded people today: despair. Its mes-
sage of possibility is one that should be re-etched in the 
hearts and minds of people everywhere. In Lappé’s 
words, the central (daunting) thesis of the book 
can be summarized as “[m]ight it be pos-
sible to transform something that can feel 
so frightening as to make us go numb 
into a challenge so compelling that 
billions of us will eagerly embrace 
it?” As a self-described “possibil-
ist,” Lappé asks whether we can 
move forward creatively with fear. 
In 194 pages of prose, 15 pages of 
synopsis and networking tools, and 77 pages of notes, 
Lappé develops a foundation for what I hope will be a 
growing message of optimistic scholarship and discourse 
that can help steer constructive conversation nationwide.

“Might it be possible to transform 
something that can feel so frightening as 
to make us go numb into a challenge so 
compelling that billions of us will eagerly 
embrace it?”
                          —France Moore Lappé

I read EcoMind, published in 2011 by Nation Books, 
at exactly the right time. At the end of 2011, I found my-
self in the grips of my own despair concerning climate 
change. Partially, it was based on continued reports of 
detrimental climate change. More, my cause for alarm 
and numbness was a perceived lack of movement in poli-
tics on all levels concerning plans to push for a greener 
economy during a time of economic turmoil. If anything, 
the discourse seemed to be backpedaling to return to a 
status quo, which led us into this very turmoil instead of 
pushing forward into a green economy. I found my feel-
ings popularly echoed by those around me. At Christmas, 
this feeling peaked after a conversation with my now-
retired Environmental Studies Professor father brought us 
both to the conclusion that we have probably passed the 
tipping point and it will be decades far too late before any 
sort of action will be taken in the United States. According 
to Lappé, I became a victim of, primarily, “Thought Trap” 
7, but also elements of “Thought Traps” 4 and 5. 

BOOK REVIEW

EcoMind: Changing the Way We Think, to Create a World We Want 
B y France Moore Lappé
Reviewed by Andrew B. Wilson
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ments, I can say that she leaves the reader feeling that 
there is the ability to frame these struggles to speed “an 
evolving and immensely liberating ecology of hope.”

I recommend this book to anyone mired in doubt, 
despair, or lethargy and urge readers to make their own 
thought leaps from whatever trap they have fallen into. 
For me, it spurred me to look for the good and remind 
myself that 2011 was not a total political loss. Upon fur-
ther refl ection, I remembered that, for instance, grassroots 
organizers working with Bill McKibben effectively stalled 
the Keystone XL pipeline until 2013. I also remembered 
that the United Nations continued the Kyoto Protocol, 
Bali Action Plan, and Cancun Agreements in Durban. 
New York passed promising legislation including the 
Power NY Act, which, among other facets, enables home-
owners and small businesses to obtain a loan to retrofi t 
and then pay the loan back through their utility bills. 
New York also passed water withdrawal permitting leg-
islation and re-passed Article X of the Public Service Law 
which concerns siting of energy generation facilities. As 
Lappé urges us to fi nd, there are continuing possibilities!

“need” when the neighbor rolls up in a new car or shows 
off the new fl at screen TV. It is being able to tap into 
“good” human traits—Lappé hastily admits that we can 
be “cravenly cruel”—that allows for progress. In particu-
lar, there are six traits—cooperation, empathy, fairness, 
effi cacy, meaning, and creativity—that make us capable as 
a species of coming together and combating challenges of 
epic proportions.

“I recommend this book to anyone mired 
in doubt, despair, or lethargy…”

As epic as the challenges may be, as daunting and en-
ticing bait for several traps, the message of hope remains 
clear throughout. Perhaps the largest challenge is, as Al 
Gore is quoted as saying, “the democracy crisis.” This 
crops up in the book in several places under several guis-
es, including corporate personhood—a timely topic—as 
well as government accountability and campaign fi nanc-
ing. Without giving away the nuances of Lappé’s argu-
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Environmental Law Section 2011 Fall Meeting
(Joint Meeting with the Municipal Law Section)

October 21–23, 2011 • Gideon Putnam • Saratoga Springs New York

Fall Meeting Guest Speaker, Michael Relyea, 
President of the Luther Forest Technology 

Campus Economic Development Corporation

Former Chair Walter Mugdan and First Vice-Chair Carl Howard
at the cocktail reception

Chair of the Section’s Annual William R. 
Ginsberg Memorial Essay Contest, Miriam 

Villani, with Third-Place Winner of the 23rd 
Annual William R. Ginsberg Memorial Essay 

Contest, Olympian Caryn Davies

Chair Phil Dixon at the Fall Meeting dinner
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When I told my mom I wanted to 
return to rowing for the 2012 Olym-
pics, she sniffed and declared, “I think 
you want to be treated like a child.” I 
thought for a moment and said, “Yes, 
you’re absolutely right. Childhood is so 
simple, and so is training. All you have 
to do is exactly what you’re told.”

Training takes discipline, but that 
is easy when you have a clear goal. My 
goal was Olympic gold, and that guided 
every choice I made. All I had to do was 
ask whether it took me closer to my 
goal.

So when 8:00 pm rolls around I 
don’t stay up reading another chapter 
in my book. I go to bed because I know 
I need nine to ten hours of sleep to per-
form at my best. And the next morning 
when my alarm goes off at 5:30 am, I 
never press snooze because there will be 

30 women with the same goal waiting for me at the boat-
house. In the 10 years I’ve been rowing with the national 
team, I can count on one hand the number of times I’ve 
been late to practice.

Discipline in law school is harder because you have 
competing goals. I wanted good grades, so I studied hard. 
I also wanted to learn everything I could, so I had to put 
down my books and go see guest speakers. I wanted a 
good job, so I spent hours licking stamps and folding 
resumes. Each step toward one of these goals infringes 
partly on another.

In my second year of law school I found myself long-
ing for the simplicity of life that comes with a singular 
goal. That is why I decided to return to training. My goal 
is now to stand on the podium in 2012, hear the national 
anthem, and think, “Yes, today not only was my effort 
enough, it was the best in the world.”

Whenever a new acquaintance fi nds out I’m an Olym-
pic gold medalist, I get one of two questions:

The fi rst is, “Where do you keep your medal?” The 
answer is I usually keep it right here in my purse. And 
I’m thinking now I should also keep this essay contest 
certifi cate in my purse, because I am equally as proud of 
my academic accomplishments as my athletic ones.

The second question is, “Have you met Michael 
Phelps?” Now I can pull out this certifi cate and say, “The 
REAL question is, has Michael Phelps met ME?!?” And 
yes, he has.

I must admit I am a little uncomfort-
able about getting up here to speak to-
night. The reason is if I were to compare 
winning Olympic gold with graduating 
law school, I would say law school is 
harder. And thus, almost everyone in this 
room has done something more impres-
sive than I have, seeing as I have not yet 
graduated.

Success in both athletics and academ-
ics take three things: talent, hard work, 
and discipline. I thought my rowing ca-
reer had prepared me for the challenge of 
law school. I was wrong.

Part of what makes the Olympics so 
magical is that so few people are capable 
of those feats of speed, strength, endur-
ance, or agility. It takes an innate talent 
that few people possess. Frankly, we are 
freaks of nature. Just look at me: I’m 6'4". 
I was lucky enough to be born with the 
genetics to grow big and strong. All I had to do was drink 
a lot of milk and wait.

When I got to law school I realized it was nothing 
like the Olympic Training Center. I did not belong there 
merely because of who I am: because everyone looked up 
to me. I had to earn my place with my academic perfor-
mance every day.

I knew how to work hard when I got to law school. 
There were weeks of training when I sat in the car after 
every practice and just cried. I cried because I was so 
tired, and because I had no idea how I was going to make 
it through the end of the week.

Yet, it is easy to work hard when you have a coach 
telling you when to show up, what workout to do, and 
how hard to do it. You merely do your best in each work-
out, and then you go home to bed knowing that what you 
did that day was enough.

In law school, on the other hand, you can always 
work harder. You can always crack the books once again 
late at night. You can always study more for an exam. You 
can always revise your paper.

That essay I wrote could have been better, I admit. In 
fact, the committee has two versions of that essay. After 
I mailed off the hard copy, I went home and reread my 
conclusion, and I thought, “Oh no, this won’t do.” So I re-
wrote it and sent the revised version along with my email 
submission.

Remarks Mad e at 2011 Fall Meeting
By Olympian Caryn Davies
Third-Place Winner of the 23rd Annual William R. Ginsberg Memorial Essay Contest

Former Chair Barry Kogut with 
Olympian Caryn Davies, Third-Place 
Winner of the 23rd Annual William 
R. Ginsberg Memorial Essay Contest
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Connie was deeply and crucially involved in at least 
two decisions of extraordinary and lasting importance. 
He authorized the reassessment of PCB contamination in 
the Hudson River. EPA had decided half a decade earlier 
that the river should not be dredged. The reassessment 
that began with his decision culminated a decade later 
in the 2002 decision that called for dredging of over two-
and-a-half million cubic yards of contaminated sediment. 
That work, which is now successfully under way, will 
yield unparalleled benefi ts for generations to come. 

And it was Connie who made possible the land-
mark Filtration Avoidance Determination (or FAD) for 
the Catskill and Delaware watersheds, from which New 
York City draws 90% of its drinking water. Under EPA 
rules, every public supply that uses surface water for 
drinking must fi lter that water unless a FAD is issued. 
Much of the EPA professional staff—especially in Head-
quarters—strongly opposed such a determination for 
New York City’s system, which is by far the largest in the 
nation. Connie recognized the enormous opportunities 
for conservation that a FAD for the City would create. To 
avoid having to spend many billions of dollars on a fi ltra-
tion plant, New York City would be required to invest 
in programs to ensure the continued high quality of its 
water. Chief among these was a program to dramatically 
increase the amount of undeveloped watershed land 
in public ownership. Connie understood the incredible 
conservation benefi ts of those lands, and knew this was a 
once-in-a-lifetime chance. 

Connie personally persuaded EPA Administrator Wil-
liam Reilly to authorize the FAD. Bill Reilly recently said 
of this matter: “When I sided with Connie…I thought 
I was buying two or three years for New York City. He 
brokered the deal, and to my astonishment it worked. It 
works today.” 

Indeed it does. Two decades later we take the FAD 
and its exceptional results for granted. The City has spent 
nearly $400 million to protect 120,000 acres of undevel-
oped and agricultural land, increasing by more than 60% 
the amount of protected land in the watershed. Hundreds 
of millions more have been spent on other water quality 
protection programs. The FAD is rightly seen as a model 
of innovation. And none of that would have happened 
without Connie.

His legacy of accomplishments is unparalleled. The 
only possible criticism about our bestowing this Section 
Award on Connie Eristoff is that we have waited too long 

It is m y privilege to announce the Section Award this 
year. This Award is for individuals or organizations with 
a record of signifi cant achievement, meaningful contribu-
tion and distinguished service to the environment over an 
extended period of time. Our Section has been presenting 
this award since 1981, and the list of past honorees is im-
pressive. To this honor roll, we are proud today to add the 
name of our dear friend and esteemed colleague, the late 
Constantine Sidamon-Eristoff. 

Ask anyone who knew him, and it is likely that the 
fi rst thing said about Connie is that he was a true gentle-
man. Then you will hear about the attributes that this 
award recognizes: his lifelong devotion to conservation, 
his environmental leadership, and his long career of pub-
lic service. 

Connie’s work in government dates back to the 1960s, 
when he was Transportation Commissioner for New York 
City Mayor John Lindsay. A strong proponent of mass 
transit, he went on to serve for 15 years as a member of 
the MTA Board of Directors, chairing several of its com-
mittees. 

He was appointed by the fi rst Governor Cuomo to 
the Governor’s Council on the Hudson River Valley Gre-
enway; and he was appointed by the Chief Judge of the 
State of New York as a Commissioner of the New York 
State Judicial Commission on Minorities. And from 1989 
to 1993 he served as Regional Administrator of the U.S. 
EPA Region 2. 

Connie’s strong sense of public service was ex-
pressed, as well, through involvement in a remarkable 
number of non-governmental organizations. Notable 
among these many, he was Chairman of the Board of 
Audubon New York, and a Board Member of The Na-
tional Audubon Society. He was Chairman of the Board 
of Trustees of Phipps Houses, the oldest New York City 
non-profi t corporation, created in 1905 to build and man-
age low- and middle-income housing. And Connie was 
the founding Chairman of American Friends of Georgia, 
formed to provide educational and humanitarian aid to 
the people of the fl edgling Republic of Georgia, the ances-
tral home of his family. 

It is my good fortune that for nearly four years I was 
able to work for Connie, when he served as EPA Regional 
Administrator. With his genial, avuncular style and his 
obvious dedication to the Agency’s mission he brought 
out the best in everyone around him. 

Environmental Law Section 2012 Annual Meeting: 
Presentation of Environmental Law Section Award
Text of Remarks by Walter Mugdan

January 27, 2012
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to do so. For our neglect in that regard, we apologize to 
his wife Ann and his entire family.

Regrettably, Connie’s family could not be here today, 
as they had obligations elsewhere. We will send to Ann 
the plaque, which bears this inscription: 

Environmental Law Section Award

In Memory of Constantine Sidamon-Eristoff

Ardent conservationist, dedicated 
public servant, inspired and effective 

environmental leader, wise counselor, and 
dear friend.

Chris Saporita and Marla Wieder 
Presenting the EPA Update at the 

2012 Annual Meeting

Chair Phil Dixon with Minority Fellowship Winners, 
Rosemary “Rosie” Ortiona of Hofstra Law School and 

Sanjeevani “Sunny” Joshi of Albany Law School

On November 17, 2011, Parks & Trails New York 
honored 23 of “New York’s Pioneers of Environment 
Law” with its annual George W. Perkins award. The 
ceremony was held at the University Club in Manhat-
tan. Parks & Trails is an organization that supports the 
development and improvement of parks, trails and re-
lated greenways across New York State. Arthur Savage, 
the fi rst chair of the Environmental Law Section when it 
was established in 1981, served as honorary chair of the 
awards ceremony. Among those honored were three for-
mer commissioners of the Department of Environmental 
Conservation: Henry Diamond, Langdon Marsh and 
Pete Grannis. The others included: John Adams, Martin 
Baker, Al Butzell, Stephen Gordon, Drayton Grant, 
Robert Hallman, John Hanna Jr., Ragna Henrichs, Rob-
ert Kafi n, Stephen Kass, William Kissel, Alice Kryzan, 
Rosemary Nichols, David Paget, Gail Port, Daniel Ri-
esel, Nicholas Robinson, Joel Sachs, and David Sive. In 
ad dition to Art Savage, 17 members, including 9 other 
former chairs of the Section, were among the honorees. 

Michael Diederich, Jr. is serving a 10-month tour 
in Afghanistan as the legal advisor to the garrison com-
mander of the largest multi-national base in the country. 
Mike welcomes email. Drop him a note at Michael.Died-
erich@us.army.mil. 

Melody Scalfone, who currently practices in Syra-
cuse, has earned her master’s degree in Environmental 
Science from SUNY College of Environmental Science 
and Forestry. She focused her research on the hydrogeo-
logic and legal issues surrounding hydraulic fracturing 
for shale-bed methane. 

We are saddened to announce the passing of our 
dear friend Constantine Sidamon-Eristoff on December 
26, 2011. Connie was a very longtime member of the 
Section, and served on its Executive Committee and as 
Co-Chair of its International Environmental Law Com-
mittee. For more about Connie and his long and distin-
guished career in public service and protection of the 
environment, please see our In Memoriam pages in this 
issue of The New York Environmental Lawyer.

It is also with profound sadness that we announce 
that our dear friend and colleague Alice Kryzan passed 
away on June 3, 2012, after a courageous battle with 
esophageal cancer. Alice was a longtime member and a 
former Chair of the Section. Please see our In Memoriam 
in our next issue.
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Peter G. Fanelli, Director of the New York State De-
partment of Environmental Conservation’s Division of 
Law Enforcement (“DLE”), also spoke and explained the 
general organization of the State’s environmental police 
force. Director since May 2007, he oversees a sworn police 
force of approximately 290, working out of nine regional 
offi ces around the State. Among other honors, he holds a 
BS in Natural Resources from Cornell and is a graduate of 
the FBI Academy in Quantico, Virginia.

Director Fanelli was candid about signifi cant staff and 
funding reductions that have reduced the force of Envi-
ronmental Conservation Offi cers (“ECO”) in recent years. 
However, he emphasized that despite these challenges, 
DLE has accomplished several high profi le and successful 
law enforcement initiatives including “Operation Shell 
Shock,” which combatted the illegal interstate traffi c in 
endangered species, and regular diesel truck inspections 
in environmental justice areas to improve air quality and 
public health. 

Panelist Kate Sinding is senior attorney and deputy 
director of the New York urban program for the Natural 
Resource Defense Council (“NRDC”). Her work includes 
advancing recycling programs for used electronics (e-
waste) and ensuring the proposed natural gas drilling 
in New York State is subject to the most stringent envi-
ronmental and health protections. She has taught Envi-
ronmental Law at Columbia and Fordham law schools 
and graduated from New York University Law School. 
Among the NRDC legislative goals are: the Solar Industry 
Development & Jobs Act to create green energy and jobs; 
seeking a meaningful state greenhouse emissions cap; 
and seeking to have fracking wastes treated as hazard-
ous wastes for handling purposes. NRDC also seeks to 
establish strict liability for natural gas waste releases and 
a formal spill registry for the natural gas industry.

Speaker Lisa M. Burianek has been an Assistant At-
torney General for the State of New York since 1993, and 
is currently Deputy Bureau Chief of the Environmental 
Protection Bureau managing staff in the Albany and Buf-
falo EPB offi ces. Ms. Burianek has also served as a Spe-
cial Assistant United States Attorney in the Offi ce of the 
United States Attorney for the Eastern District of New 
York, and as an Assistant Regional Counsel in the Offi ce 
of Regional Counsel, United States Environmental Pro-
tection Agency, Region 2. In her prepared remarks, she 

On the morning of May 16, 2012, the Section’s an-
nual Legislative Forum convened in the Bar Association’s 
Great Hall in Albany. The topic was one touched on but 
not explored in recent Forum sessions: environmental 
enforcement. Like most of our recent Forums, attendance 
surpassed more than one hundred members of the public 
and the Section. The Section’s luncheon speaker was Rob-
ert Hallman, Deputy Secretary to the Governor for Energy 
and the Environment (a member of the Environmental 
Law Section). He added to the Forum’s theme by describ-
ing the Governor’s environmental, energy, and economic 
development agendas. The Forum panel included fi ve 
knowledgeable speakers currently involved in state envi-
ronmental policy. These experts anchored the morning’s 
panel and addressed the audience with their views and 
legislative concerns on enforcement policy.

The Honorable Senator Mark J. Grisanti, Chairman 
of the New York State Senate’s Environmental Commit-
tee, commenced the proceedings as he did last year. The 
Senator was born and raised in Buffalo and as Senator 
from New York’s 60th District, he is addressing such local 
issues as the redevelopment of the University of Buffalo 
and the Niagara Falls airport.

Legislative issues of particular interest to the Senator 
included: limits on water withdrawal from state water-
ways; improved sewage release reporting requirements, 
and horizontal hydraulic fracturing, or “fracking,” as it 
relates to natural gas drilling. In general, due to the high 
level of current public interest, the regulation and enforce-
ment of fracking regulations was a major concern of all of 
the speakers.

In regard to regulation of fracking, the Senator noted 
a plethora of bills on the subject including: the ability of 
publicly operated treatment works (“POTW”) to accept 
waste water generated by fracking; tracking fracking 
wastes like hazardous waste; waste spill reporting; and 
greater spacing between drilling wells.

Other important subjects of concern to the Senator 
included: maintaining and enhancing the current fund-
ing of the Environmental Protection Fund using proceeds 
from the State’s bottle bill and the need to extend the 
deadline for state tax credits available under the State’s 
Brownfi elds law. These important tax credits are sched-
uled to expire in March 2015, at this writing.

Report on the May 16, 2012 Legislative Forum
Environmental Enforcement, Legislative Initiatives and Budget Impacts
Sponsored by the Legislation Committee
By Michael Lesser, Committee Co-Chair
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expounded on the EPB’s diffi cult work in preserving the 
State’s environmental rights in numerous bankruptcies 
and her Bureau’s enforcement initiatives to combat un-
lawfully operated junk yards and waste tire dumps and 
recover state costs. She also spoke about the need for ad-
ditional resources to assist local law enforcement, prevent 
quality of life violations, and address a new emerging 
threat to environmental quality: under-regulated and/or 
abandoned trailer parks.

The Forum’s fi nal speaker, Darren Suarez, is direc-
tor of government affairs for the N.Y.S. Business Council, 
where he fosters the Business Council’s advocacy ef-
forts by leading the Council’s energy and environment 
and occupational safety and health committees. Prior to 
his work at the Business Council, he lobbied on behalf 
of a number of Fortune 500 companies on energy and 
environment issues and was the program director for 
environmental and economic development for the New 
York State Senate. While working for the Senate, he repre-
sented the Majority Leader in meetings and public events. 
Among his accomplishments, he was the recipient of the 
2006 Economic Development Service Award in recogni-
tion of his work in attracting AMD to construct a $3.2 
billion chip fab factory in New York State and was the 
coauthor of the 2005 amendments to the Empire Zone tax 
incentive program. 

One legislative issue of concern to the Business Coun-
sel is regulatory compliance rather than mere enforce-
ment as the main focus of the State’s efforts to ensure 
environmental quality. He opined that the intent of the 
violator should be the most important element in estab-
lishing an enforcement case. 

In other legislative and policy areas, the Business 
Council takes exception to the reductions of NYSDEC 
staffi ng of approximately 15-25% as compared to 2% for 
most other agencies and hopes to see an end to reductions 
and budget cuts in that agency. 

The 2012 Legislative Forum was organized by the 
Section’s Legislation Committee co-chairs Jeffrey Brown, 
Michael Lesser, John Parker, and Andrew Wilson with 
the assistance of NYSBA staffers Lisa Bataille and Kathy 
Plog. This report was compiled with the assistance and 
contributions of Section and Committee members Terresa 
Bakner and Andrew Wilson. Finally, we thank 2011-20 12 
Section Chair Phil Dixon and the Section’s Executive 
Committee for their support and guidance.
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lating to the regulation of the oil, gas and solution mining 
industries; but shall not supersede local government juris-
diction over local roads or the rights of local governments 
under the real property tax law.”2 The plaintiffs argue that 
this section of the ECL was intended to preempt all mu-
nicipal laws related to natural gas drilling, including zon-
ing laws. In contrast, the Towns argue that ECL 23-0303(2) 
was not intended to preempt generally applicable zoning 
laws which regulate land uses. Given its statewide im-
port, it is anticipated that the New York Court of Appeals 
will ultimately decide the issue. 

This Article addresses the relative merits of the argu-
ments on both sides of the issue and posits that a plain 
reading of ECL 23-0303(2) together with a review of 
analogous case law under the Mined Land Reclamation 
Law support the conclusion that a municipality’s land use 
powers are not preempted.

I. Summary of the Parties’ Arguments
To support their position under ECL 23-0303(2), the 

plaintiffs argue that the plain language of the statute 
limits the local regulation of natural gas drilling to only 
two areas: local roads and property taxes. They argue that 
a total ban on natural gas drilling falls outside of these 
limited exceptions and, thus, constitutes impermissible 
regulation of the industry within the meaning of the stat-
ute. Noting that only one New York court has interpreted 
this supersession provision, the plaintiffs rely extensively 
on Matter of Envirogas, Inc. v. Town of Kiantone,3 where the 
Erie County Supreme Court invalidated a town’s zon-
ing ordinance which imposed, among other things, a $25 
permit fee and a requirement to post a $2,500 compliance 
bond prior to construction of any gas well within the 
Town, on the ground that it was superseded under sec-
tion 23-0303(2). The plaintiffs assert that the Envirogas case 
confi rms that the supersession provision was intended to 
preempt all local regulation of the natural gas industry, 
including local zoning laws.

The plaintiffs also argue that the doctrine of implied 
or confl ict preemption bars municipalities from using 
their zoning powers to prohibit natural gas extraction. 
They contend that the New York State Department of 
Environmental Conservation (“DEC”) has created a com-
prehensive scheme of regulations governing the natural 
gas industry and, therefore, municipalities are foreclosed 

A huge legal battle is brewing in the Southern Tier of 
New York State over whether municipalities can use their 
zoning powers to control where natural gas drilling oc-
curs using hydraulic fracturing methods. The battle pits 
small, cash-strapped municipalities against wealthy, inter-
national corporations interested in extracting natural gas 
from rich deposits contained in the Marcellus and Utica 
Shale located deep under the Southern Tier. The outcome 
of this battle could have signifi cant effects on municipal 
home rule powers in the State.

Although many municipalities and their citizens 
are embracing natural gas drilling and the promises of 
millions of dollars in royalties, taxes, jobs, clean energy, 
energy independence, and the other signifi cant economic 
benefi ts that it brings, other municipalities have not been 
so welcoming. Dozens of municipalities across the State 
have adopted zoning bans or moratoria on natural gas 
drilling within their borders. Many of these municipali-
ties consider hydraulic fracturing for natural gas to be a 
heavy industrial use that confl icts with their comprehen-
sive plans or be an inappropriate land use within their 
communities. They are also concerned that their water 
supplies could be affected adversely by the chemicals 
used during the hydraulic fracturing process and that 
their community character could be altered detrimentally 
as thousands of new gas wells are drilled each year across 
the Southern Tier and State. They are further concerned 
with the potential impacts on their local roads from mil-
lions of new heavy truck-trips that will be needed during 
the hydraulic fracturing process. 

In reacting to the municipalities’ position, the drill-
ing industry has fought back, challenging these zoning 
bans in two lawsuits fi led in the State Supreme Courts in 
Tompkins and Otsego Counties.1 In these suits, the plain-
tiffs seek to protect their investment of millions of dollars 
in lucrative gas leases for the right to extract billions of 
dollars in rich natural gas deposits. Clearly, the stakes are 
high. It is now up to the courts to resolve the standoff.

For the fi rst time, these courts will be asked to deter-
mine whether a municipality has the legal authority to 
use its zoning laws to prohibit natural gas drilling within 
its borders or whether its constitutionally guaranteed and 
legislatively delegated zoning authority is preempted by 
the Environmental Conservation Law (“ECL”). Specifi -
cally, ECL 23-0303(2) provides that: “The provisions of 
this article shall supersede all local laws or ordinances re-

The Billion Dollar Question—Are Municipalities 
Preempted Under New York State Law from Using 
Their Zoning Powers to Control Hydraulic Fracturing for 
Natural Gas? 
By David Everett and Robert Rosborough
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zoning districts and determining which uses will be per-
mitted therein and which uses will not.10 

As the Court of Appeals has repeatedly emphasized, 
“[o]ne of the most signifi cant functions of a local govern-
ment is to foster productive land use within its borders 
by enacting zoning ordinances.”11 In that same vein, local 
governments spend signifi cant amounts of time, effort, 
and resources on developing comprehensive plans outlin-
ing the zoning and planning goals for the future of their 
communities.12 Taken together, these powers leave local 
land use matters in the hands of municipalities—those in-
dividuals who know their communities best and can best 
determine what land uses will serve the public health, 
safety, and general welfare of their citizens.13 Because the 
“inclusion of [a] permitted use in [a zoning] ordinance is 
tantamount to a legislative fi nding that the permitted use 
is in harmony with the general zoning plan and will not 
adversely affect the neighborhood,”14 New York courts 
have consistently held that a municipality’s home rule 
authority includes the power to zone out certain uses of 
land in order to serve the public health, safety, or general 
welfare of the community.15 

In these cases, the Towns of Dryden and Middlefi eld 
determined that the extraction of natural gas poses a sig-
nifi cant threat to their residents’ health, safety, and wel-
fare and, thus, should not be a permitted use within their 
Towns, absent further studies and data concluding that 
these uses will not detrimentally affect their ground water 
supply, community character, roads, agriculture, or local 
tourism, among other things.16

B. Express Preemption
Although municipal home rule powers are construed 

very broadly, any local law must be consistent with the 
Constitution and the general laws of the State.17 Where 
the Legislature has expressly preempted an area of regu-
lation, a local law governing the same subject matter must 
yield.”18 Indeed, as the Court of Appeals has held, 

The preemption doctrine represents a 
fundamental limitation on home rule 
powers. While localities have been in-
vested with substantial powers both by 
affi rmative grant and by restriction on 
State powers in matters of local concern, 
the overriding limitation of the preemp-
tion doctrine embodies the untrammeled 
primacy of the Legislature to act…with 
respect to matters of State concern. Pre-
emption applies both in cases of express 
confl ict between local and State law and 
in cases where the State has evidenced its 
intent to occupy the fi eld.19

Notably, however, the fact that State and local laws 
touch on the same subject matter does not automatically 
lead to the conclusion that the State intended to preempt 
the entire fi eld of regulation.20 

from using their zoning authority to otherwise interfere 
with the State’s regulatory program. They argue that if all 
municipalities throughout the State could ban natural gas 
drilling, it would confl ict directly with the intention of 
the Legislature to promote the effi cient use of the State’s 
natural resources.

In contrast, the Towns argue that their constitution-
ally guaranteed and legislatively delegated zoning pow-
ers cannot be usurped or superseded without an express 
statement to do so. They contend that ECL 23-0303(2) 
contains no such expression, and the plain meaning of 
the term “regulation” in that section limits the scope of 
preemption to local laws that relate to the operations of 
the natural gas industry. Zoning laws, they contend, do 
not “regulate” or relate to gas drilling operations. Instead, 
they relate to land uses in general, an entirely different 
matter. Furthermore, the Towns assert that the Court of 
Appeals’ interpretation of a nearly identical supersession 
provision contained   in the Mined Land Reclamation Law4 
is controlling,5 and requires the conclusion that the zon-
ing laws at issue are not preempted.

The parties’ positions are discussed in more detail 
below.

II. Preemption Under ECL 23-0303(2)
An analysis of the plaintiffs’ preemption claims must 

begin with a local government’s legislatively delegated 
authority to adopt zoning laws governing permissible 
and impermissible land uses within its borders. Indeed, 
the Towns argue that because the Legislature has set forth 
a comprehensive statutory scheme under which local 
governments are vested with the authority to regulate 
land uses, their zoning authority cannot be preempted 
absent a clear expression to do so and ECL 23-0303(2) con-
tains no such expression.6 

A. Constitutional and Statutory Authority of 
Municipalities to Enact Zoning Laws

The New York State Constitution provides that “ev-
ery local government shall have the power to adopt and 
amend local laws not inconsistent with the provisions of 
this constitution or any general law…except to the extent 
that the legislature shall restrict the adoption of such a 
local law.”7 Implementing this express grant of authority, 
the Legislature enacted the Municipal Home Rule Law, 
which provides that a municipality may enact local laws 
for the “protection and enhancement of its physical and 
visual environment” and for the “protection, order, con-
duct, safety, health and well-being of persons or property 
therein.”8 Most importantly, the Legislature delegated to 
every local government the authority to adopt, amend, 
and repeal generally applicable zoning laws and to “per-
form comprehensive or other planning work relating to 
its jurisdiction.”9 Moreover, the General City, Town and 
Village Laws grant municipalities the express authority 
to regulate land use within their jurisdiction by defi ning 
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a generally applicable land use restriction, but instead 
impermissibly enacted a regulation which interfered with 
the operations of the natural gas industry in violation of 
ECL 23-0303(2).32 

Dryden and Middlefi eld have asserted that, unlike 
the zoning ordinance in Envirogas, their zoning laws do 
not regulate the operations of natural gas drilling. They 
do not impose duplicative fees, area and bulk restrictions, 
or other conditions applicable only to the natural gas in-
dustry. Instead, the challenged laws adopted by Dryden 
and Middlefi eld are generally applicable zoning regula-
tions merely identifying the land uses that are permissible 
and impermissible in their Towns. As such, they argue 
that the Court’s holding in Envirogas is distinguishable 
and should not control.

The legislative history underlying ECL 23-0303(2) 
does not provide a clear indication of the scope of the 
preemption intended by the Legislature. Indeed,   other 
than a passing reference to the supersession language in a 
memorandum from the Division of Budget, the bill jacket 
is silent on the preemption issue.33 To supplement this 
dearth of legislative history, the plaintiffs attempt to rely 
on an interpretation of section 23-0303(2) by a former em-
ployee of DEC who asserts that the section was intended 
to preempt local zoning laws. In response, the Towns 
argue that the interpretation of the ECL does not require 
reliance upon DEC’s “knowledge and understanding of 
underlying operational practices or…an evaluation of 
factual data and inferences to be drawn therefrom,” but 
instead is a question of “pure statutory reading and anal-
ysis, dependent only on accurate apprehension of legisla-
tive intent.” As a result, DEC’s interpretation of section 
23-0303(2) is not entitled to deference.34 Thus, regardless 
of DEC’s alleged interpretation, the courts are tasked with 
determining, as a matter of law, whether the Legislature, 
by its chosen language, clearly expressed an intent to pre-
empt a municipality’s zoning authority to control natural 
gas drilling.

  In addition, the Towns argue that when the Legisla-
ture has intended to supersede the local zoning laws, it 
has done so expressly. For example, in ECL 27-1107, the 
Legislature expressly declared that municipalities were 
prohibited from requiring “any approval, consent, permit, 
certifi cate or other condition including conformity with lo-
cal zoning or land use laws and ordinances, regarding the 
operation of a [hazardous waste treatment, storage, and 
disposal] facility.”35 The Legislature has also expressly 
preempted local zoning laws related to the siting of major 
electric generating facilities.36 Had the Legislature intend-
ed to preempt zoning laws under ECL 23-0303(2), it could 
have done so easily.37 Its failure to expressly preempt 
local zoning laws appears to lead to the conclusion that 
the Legislature did not intend ECL 23-0303(2) to preempt 
such laws.

As noted above, the plaintiffs assert that the Legis-
lature has expressly stated its intent in ECL 23-0303(2) to 
preempt a municipality’s zoning authority over natural 
gas drilling. Specifi cally, section 23-0303(2) provides that 
“[t]he provisions of this article shall supersede all local 
laws or ordinances relating to the regulation of the oil, gas 
and solution mining industries; but shall not supersede lo-
cal government jurisdiction over local roads or the rights 
of local governments under the real property tax law.”21 
Relying on the maxim of statutory construction that the 
expression of one thing necessarily implies the exclusion 
of all others,22 the plaintiffs argue that the Legislature’s 
choice to exclude local roads and real property taxation 
from the preemption leads to the conclusion that, by fail-
ing to include an exception for zoning authority, the Leg-
islature intended section 23-0303(2) to preempt it. Not-
withstanding this position,23 the Dryden and Middlefi eld 
cases will likely turn, instead, on the courts’ interpretation 
of the scope of the phrase “regulation of the oil, gas and 
solution mining industries.”24

1. The Plain Language of ECL 23-0303(2)
When determining the preemptive scope of ECL 23-

0303(2), the courts must start with the plain language em-
ployed by the Legislature25 and must construe the phrase 
“relating to the regulation of the oil, gas and solution min-
ing industries.”26

The Towns argue that the term “regulation” is de-
fi ned as “an authoritative rule dealing with details or 
procedure.”27 Thus, under the plain language of section 
23-0303(2), a local law is not expressly preempted unless 
it   relates to the details or procedures of natural gas drill-
ing. This is consistent with New York law generally which 
draws a distinction between local laws that regulate the 
operation of a business or enterprise and those that gov-
ern land uses in general.28 Generally applicable zoning 
laws, such as those challenged in these cases, do not relate 
to the details or procedures of the natural gas drilling 
industry in any way. Instead, they identify land uses that 
are permissible and impermissible within the municipal-
ity. 

As noted above, only one court has interpreted the 
supersession clause contained in ECL 23-0303(2). In Mat-
ter of Envirogas, Inc. v. Town of Kiantone,29 the petitioner 
challenged a zoning ordinance which imposed a $25 
permit fee and a requirement to post a $2,500 compliance 
bond prior to construction of any gas well within the 
Town.30 The Court struck down the ordinance, specifi -
cally noting that ECL 23-0303(2) made it clear that the su-
persession provision “pre-empts not only inconsistent lo-
cal legislation, but also any municipal law which purports 
to regulate gas and oil well drilling operations, unless the 
law relates to local roads or real property taxes which are 
specifi cally excluded by the amendment.”31 Clearly, the 
Court recognized in that case that Kiantone did not adopt 
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cepted the petitioner’s argument that section 23-2703(2) 
was intended to preempt a town zoning law.45 Indeed, the 
Court noted: 

To read into ECL 23-2703(2) an intent to 
preempt a town zoning ordinance pro-
hibiting a mining operation in a given 
zone, as petitioner would have us, would 
drastically curtail the town’s power to 
adopt zoning regulations granted in 
subdivision (6) of section 10 of the Stat-
ute of Local Governments and in Town 
Law § 261. Such an interpretation would 
preclude the town board from deciding 
whether a mining operation—like other 
uses covered by a zoning ordinance—
should be permitted or prohibited in a 
particular zoning district. In the absence 
of any indication that the statute had 
such purpose, a construction of ECL 23-
2703(2) which would give it that effect 
should be avoided.46

Following the Court of Appeals’ decision in Frew Run, 
the Legislature amended ECL 23-2703(2) to expressly cod-
ify the Court’s holding.47 Had the Legislature disagreed 
with the Court’s interpretation of the phrase “relating to 
the extractive mining industry” in Frew Run, this amend-
ment gave it ample opportunity to overrule the Court and 
add a provision expressly preempting all zoning laws. 
That the Legislature declined to do so appears signifi -
cant.48

In light of the amendment to section 23-2703(2), the 
Town of Sardinia, a rural community located in western 
New York, amended its zoning law to eliminate mining 
as a permitted use throughout the Town.49 Petitioner, the 
owner and operator of three mines within the Town, chal-
lenged the amendments on various grounds, including 
that the Town’s authority to eliminate mining as a permit-
ted use was superseded by ECL 23-2703(2). Specifi cally, 
the petitioner argued that the Court of Appeals’ holding 
in Frew Run only left “municipalities with the limited au-
thority to determine in which zoning districts mining may 
be conducted but not the authority to prohibit mining in 
all zoning districts.”50 

The Court, however, rejected the petitioner’s attempt 
to limit the municipality’s home rule authority.51 Instead, 
the Court reaffi rmed its holding in Frew Run that the 
MLRL supersession clause was intended to preempt only 
those local laws that regulated the operations of mining.52 
Although the Court recognized that local land use laws 
had an incidental effect on the mining industry, it held 
that “zoning ordinances are not the type of regulatory 
provision the Legislature foresaw as preempted by Mined 
Land Reclamation Law; the distinction is between ordi-
nances that regulate property uses and ordinances that 
regulate mining activities.”53

2. New York Courts’ Interpretation of the 
Analogous Supersession Clause of the Mined 
Land Reclamation Law

Although the interpretation of ECL 23-0303(2) is a 
matter of fi rst impression, the phrase “relating to the 
regulation” has been repeatedly construed by New York 
courts in the context of the supersession provision in the 
Mined Land Reclamation Law (“MLRL”).38 In the Court 
of Appeals’ landmark decision in   Matter of Frew Run 
Gravel Prods. v. Town of Carroll,39 the Court was asked to 
consider whether the MLRL supersession provision —ECL 
23-2703(2)—was “intended to preempt the provisions of 
a town zoning law establishing a zoning district where a 
sand and gravel operation is not a permitted use.”40 At 
that time, the MLRL supersession provision provided that 
it “shall supersede all other state and local laws relating to 
the extractive mining industry.”41 Notably, this language is 
nearly identical to that contained in ECL 23-0303(2).

Construing this supersession clause according to the 
plain meaning of the phrase “relating to the extractive 
mining industry,” the Court of Appeals concluded that 
the Town of Carroll Zoning Ordinance—a law of general 
applicability—was not expressly preempted because the 
“zoning ordinance relate[d] not to the extractive mining 
industry but to an entirely different subject matter and 
purpose: i.e., regulating the location, construction and 
use of buildings, structures, and the use of land in the 
Town.”42 Specifi cally, the Court held:

The purpose of a municipal zoning 
ordinance in dividing a governmental 
area into districts and establishing uses 
to be permitted within the districts is 
to regulate land use generally. In this 
general regulation of land use, the zon-
ing ordinance inevitably exerts an inci-
dental control over any of the particular 
uses or businesses which, like sand and 
gravel operations, may be allowed in 
some districts but not in others. But, this 
incidental control resulting from the mu-
nicipality’s exercise of its right to regulate 
land use through zoning is not the type 
of regulatory enactment relating to the 
“extractive mining industry” which the 
Legislature could have envisioned as be-
ing within the prohibition of the statute 
ECL 23-2703(2).43

Thus, the Court concluded that, in limiting the 
MLRL’s supersession to those local laws “relating to the 
extractive mining industry,” the Legislature intended to 
preempt only “[l]ocal regulations dealing with the actual 
operation and process of mining.”44 By interpreting the scope 
of ECL 23-2703(2) in such a way, the Court avoided the 
concomitant impairment of local authority over land use 
matters that would have inevitably resulted had it ac-
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as ECL 23-0301 states, the Legislature likely did not in-
tend to wholly supersede local zoning laws.

The plaintiffs also posit that the Legislature has enact-
ed detailed statutory provisions governing the operations 
of the natural gas industry, which include regulations 
specifying the permissible location and size of drilling 
units and the location of well pads.57 These regulations 
establish a limit on the number of wells that may be 
constructed statewide and provide minimum area and 
setback requirements to ensure adequate protection of the 
State’s natural gas resources, as well as to encourage an 
effi cient yield of these resources.58 Because the Legislature 
has recognized the importance of State regulation in these 
areas, the plaintiffs conclude that the Legislature intended 
to supersede any confl icting local laws, including zoning 
laws.

In response, the Towns argue that their zoning laws 
simply determine where heavy industrial uses may be 
permitted and are not inconsistent with the State regula-
tions because they only incidentally impact the day-to-
day operations of the gas industry.59 The ECL provisions 
including those regulating delineation of pools and well 
spacing units do not appear to contain any provisions in-
dicating that the Legislature intended to wholly preempt 
a municipality’s exercise of its zoning authority. More-
over, as the Third Department has recognized, “[a] neces-
sary consequence of limiting the number of wells is that 
some people will be prevented from drilling to recover 
the oil or gas beneath their property.”60 

III. Public Policy Concerns
Signifi cant policy concerns exist on both sides of this 

issue. As the plaintiffs argue, if the courts determine that 
Dryden’s and Middlefi eld’s zoning laws are not preempt-
ed, municipalities throughout the State could similarly 
enact zoning bans on natural gas drilling which could 
lead to the waste of the natural resources, contrary to the 
Legislature’s intent,61 and an impermissible restriction on 
the rights of individual landowners who desire to profi t 
from those activities. If local governments are permit-
ted to ban drilling, the plaintiffs contend, the natural gas 
industry, which has invested millions of dollars in gas 
leases in New York, will lose the value of its investment. 
In light of this situation, the industry would likely look to 
invest future dollars in natural gas drilling elsewhere in 
the country, where it does not face a similar threat. Thus, 
the plaintiffs argue, local governments should not be per-
mitted to deprive their residents (or others in the State) of 
this economic boon simply by zoning out hydraulic frac-
turing and other drilling activities that are amply regu-
lated at the State level.

The Towns, on the other hand, assert that a depriva-
tion of their constitutionally guaranteed and legislatively 
delegated authority to control land uses within their bor-
ders would obviate New York’s longstanding history of 

Recognizing the primacy of local control over land 
use matters, the Court further noted that “[a] municipal-
ity is not obliged to permit the exploitation of any and all 
natural resources within the town as a permitted use if 
limiting that use is a reasonable exercise of its police pow-
ers to prevent damage to the rights of others and to pro-
mote the interests of the community as a whole.”54 

Undoubtedly, the holdings in Frew Run and Gernatt 
have continuing vitality today and are applicable to the 
question of statutory interpretation presented in the 
Dryden and Middlefi eld cases. Based on these cases, the 
Towns argue that they are only preempted from regulat-
ing the actual operations, processes, and details of natural 
gas drilling, not from adopting generally applicable zon-
ing laws that determine what land uses are permissible or 
impermissible within their borders. 

C. Implied Preemption
Alternatively, the plaintiffs in the Dryden and Mid-

dlefi eld cases argue that, even if the courts were to con-
clude that the Legislature has not expressly preempted a 
municipality’s home rule authority to adopt zoning bans 
on gas drilling, the Legislature has impliedly evidenced 
its intent in State policy to preempt these laws in favor of 
promoting the development of natural gas to maximize 
its recovery and protect the correlative rights of the min-
eral owners across the State.55 

ECL 23-0301 provides the Legislature’s statement of 
policy underlying the statewide regulation of the natural 
gas industry. Specifi cally, section 23-0301 declares that it is

in the public interest to regulate the de-
velopment, production and utilization 
of natural resources of oil and gas in this 
state in such a manner as will prevent 
waste; to authorize and to provide for the 
operation and development of oil and gas 
properties in such a manner that a greater 
ultimate recovery of oil and gas may be 
had, and that the correlative rights of all 
owners and the rights of all persons in-
cluding landowners and the general pub-
lic may be fully protected, and to provide 
in similar fashion for the underground 
storage of gas, the solution mining of salt 
and geothermal, stratigraphic and brine 
disposal wells.56

The plaintiffs argue that this statement of policy 
indicates that the Legislature intended to promote the vi-
ability of natural gas drilling in New York and discourage 
waste by preempting local attempts to ban the practices. 
In response, the Towns argue that the Legislature’s decla-
ration of policy specifi cally recognizes the interplay that 
must occur between the rights of owners of natural gas 
properties and the rights of all other landowners and the 
general public. In order to fully protect the rights of both, 
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Acknowledging that this is an issue of fi rst impres-
sion in this State, the Dryden Court also looked to the de-
cisions of the highest courts in Pennsylvania and Colora-
do that had decided this issue under similar circumstanc-
es, noting that although “they are not binding precedents 
in this case, it is instructive that both courts reached the 
same conclusion as this court did by applying New York 
precedent—that their respective State’s statute governing 
oil and gas production does not preempt the power of a 
local government to exercise its zoning power to regulate 
the districts where gas wells are a permitted use.”67

Although the Supreme Court in the Middlefi eld case 
looked at the issue slightly differently, focusing extensive-
ly on the legislative history underlying ECL 23-0303(2), 
it reached the same conclusion—“that the supersession 
clause contained [in] ECL § 23-0303(2) does not serve to 
preempt a local municipality…from enacting land use 
regulation within the confi nes of its geographical jurisdic-
tion and, as such, local municipalities are permitted to 
permit or prohibit oil, gas and solution mining or drilling 
in conformity with…constitutional and statutory author-
ity.”68 After reviewing the ECL’s oil and gas provisions 
from their enactment in 1963 through the addition of 
the supersession clause in 1981, the Supreme Court con-
cluded that “no support [exists] within the legislative 
history leading up to and including the 1981 amendment 
of the ECL as it relates to the supersession clause which 
would support plaintiff’s position in this action.”69 The 
Court also held that the plain meaning of the term “regu-
lation” in section 23-0303(2) demonstrated “convincingly” 
that the Legislature’s intention was to enact statewide 
standards for “the manner and method to be employed 
with respect to oil, gas and solution drilling or mining,” 
which the Court found could be “harmonized with the 
home rule of local municipalities in their determination 
of where oil, gas and solution drilling or mining may oc-
cur.”70

Although no appeals to the Appellate Division have 
yet been fi led from these decisions at the time of this writ-
ing, it is anticipated that the plaintiffs will indeed appeal 
each decision.

V. Conclusion
In sum, the New York appellate courts may soon be 

faced with the novel question of whether a municipal 
zoning law prohibiting natural gas drilling is preempted 
by ECL 23-0303(2). For now, the Towns have won a de-
cisive victory in the lower courts, which upheld their 
authority to enact generally applicable zoning ordinances 
banning natural gas drilling and extraction within their 
borders. Given the statewide importance of this question 
to local governments, property owners, and gas drilling 
companies alike, however, the fi nal decision in these ac-
tions may indeed lay with the Court of Appeals.

promoting local governments’ municipal home rule pow-
ers.62 This history extends planning and zoning responsi-
bilities to local governments because local elected offi cials 
are the ones most intimately involved with the land use 
issues that specifi cally face their municipalities.63 The 
Legislature expressly delegated these powers to local gov-
ernments because it determined those matters should not 
be handled on a statewide level. Moreover, municipalities 
expend signifi cant amounts of time, effort, and resources 
on developing comprehensive plans, outlining the zon-
ing and planning goals for the future of their communi-
ties, and extensively rely on those plans in determining 
what land uses should be permitted within their borders. 
The Towns contend that this constitutionally guaranteed 
authority cannot be undermined solely because a natural 
gas driller owns or leases property within the municipal-
ity. Local land use matters, including whether and where 
to permit heavy industrial uses, should not be determined 
by DEC or by a private gas drilling company. Thus, the 
Towns argue that, as a matter of sound public policy, local 
land use matters cannot be taken out of the hands of those 
who best know the unique issues facing the municipality. 

Clearly, in the Dryden and Middlefi eld cases, the courts 
must weigh not only the proper interpretation of ECL 23-
0303(2), but also the signifi cant public policy implications 
that will result from their decisions. Because both sides 
have strong policy arguments on their side, it will be in-
teresting to see how extensively the courts rely on those 
considerations in determining whether ECL 23-0303(2) 
preempts local zoning laws.

IV. The Supreme Court Rulings
In late February 2012, the fi rst skirmish in this battle 

went to the Towns. In each case, the Supreme Court 
upheld the Towns’ right to exercise their local land use 
powers to ban natural gas drilling activities within their 
borders against the plaintiffs’ contention that that author-
ity was preempted by ECL 23-0303(2). Each Court ap-
proached the issue slightly differently.

In the Dryden case, the Supreme Court focused on the 
Court of Appeals’ decisions in Frew Run and Gernatt hold-
ing that no meaningful difference existed between the 
supersession provisions in the MLRL and in the language 
of ECL 23-0303(2) and its legislative history. As a result, 
the Court concluded that Dryden’s zoning ordinance was 
not preempted by section 23-0303(2).64 Specifi cally, the 
Court rejected the plaintiff’s attempts to distinguish the 
language of section 23-0303(2) from the language of the 
MLRL supersession provision at issue in Frew Run. The 
Court also held that the Legislature’s inclusion of two ex-
ceptions for local roads and real property taxes in section 
23-0303(2) did not support the conclusion that it “intend-
ed to preempt local zoning power not directly concerned 
with regulation of operations,”65 especially where section 
23-0303(2) did not contain a “clear expression of legisla-
tive intent to preempt local zoning authority.”66 
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pending on whether a building is residential or commercial 
and toxicologists and epidemiologists have worked to de-
velop a body of knowledge regarding known and potential 
health effects of chemicals. However, the dose a person 
receives is site-dependent. As a result, a critical component 
to understanding the potential for health risks associated 
with vapor intrusion is the concentration of the chemical 
suspected of posing such a risk, and much of the evaluation 
of vapor intrusion risks associated with a site is aimed at de-
termining whether there exists a potential for humans to be 
exposed to a contaminant related to a site at suffi cient levels 
to cause adverse health impacts. 

III. New York’s Vapor Intrusion Program

A. DEC’s Aggressive Approach to Vapor Intrusion 
Evaluation

Beginning in the early 2000s, the state of New York be-
gan focusing on the potential health impacts of vapor intru-
sion and reassessing previous assumptions of human health 
risks associated with contamination. In 2005, the State issued 
a draft guidance outlining a comprehensive approach to the 
assessment of vapor intrusion risks. This guidance was then 
fi nalized in 2006 with the issuance of the DEC Strategy and 
DOH Guidance. As described in the DEC Strategy, the 2006 
DEC and DOH documents were intended to be “comple-
mentary,” setting forth the approach by which “all past, cur-
rent, and future contaminated sites” would be evaluated for 
the potential for risk associated with vapor intrusion.5 The 
DEC Strategy describes DEC’s plan for addressing vapor in-
trusion risks at contaminated sites whereas the DOH Guid-
ance provides the methodology for conducting the actual 
soil vapor intrusion investigations. 

The DEC Strategy calls for all sites currently undergoing 
investigation and remediation for suspected contamination 
as well as future sites to be evaluated for potential soil vapor 
intrusion impacts. Since the issuance of the DEC Strategy, 
vapor intrusion investigations have been integrated into the 
DEC’s remedial investigation process,6 thereby making it a 
requirement to assess the potential for soil vapor intrusion 
and address any risks associated with such an assessment in 
the selected remedy for a site.

Additionally, and perhaps more signifi cantly, DEC 
pledged in the DEC Strategy to evaluate all past sites in 
the State of New York.7 “Past” sites are defi ned as all sites 
for which remedial determinations had been made prior to 
2003.8 Pursuant to DEC’s program, past sites were initially 
screened to determine whether VOCs were found at these 
sites and, if so, whether the VOCs found at the site were 
chlorinated VOCs (CVOCs).9 Past sites with no indica-
tion of VOC contamination were determined by DEC to 

I. Introduction
In 2006, the state of New York changed the landscape 

for contaminated sites in New York with the issuance of two 
documents: the Department of Environmental Conserva-
tion’s (“DEC”) Strategy for Evaluating Soil Vapor Intrusion at 
Remedial Sites in New York (hereinafter, the “DEC Strategy”) 
and the Department of Health’s (DOH) Guidance for Evaluat-
ing Soil Vapor Intrusion in the State of New York (hereinafter, 
the “DOH Guidance”).1 As described in the DEC Strategy, 
these documents are “complementary documents” that de-
scribe the state of New York’s approach to evaluating vapor 
intrusion.2 Following the release of these documents, New 
York moved forward with what is arguably the most aggres-
sive vapor intrusion program in the country. 

This article describes vapor intrusion generally, New 
York’s program and its impacts on the state level, the cur-
rent state of vapor intrusion investigation on the national 
stage, and practical tips for property owners in light of these 
impacts.

II. Vapor Intrusion in General
Vapor intrusion is the migration of gaseous or volatile 

chemicals from the subsurface underlying a building, either 
groundwater or soil, into the building itself.3 The volatile 
chemicals present in the subsurface can be naturally occur-
ring or occur as a result of chemical spills or leaks. A well-
known example of a naturally occurring chemical that can 
migrate into buildings from the subsurface is radon. The 
most common chemicals cited for man-made vapor intru-
sion are volatile organic compounds (VOCs), typically chlo-
rinated VOCs associated with manufacturing or dry-clean-
ing operations such as trichloroethylene (TCE) or perchloro-
ethylene (otherwise known as CVOCs) and non-chlorinated 
VOCs associated with gasoline service stations like benzene. 
Volatile chemicals enter a building as a result of a pressure 
differential between the subsurface and the interior of the 
building. Contamination from a site may spread off-site via 
the groundwater, causing potential vapor intrusion risks at 
nearby properties.

Vapor intrusion presents a potential health risk due to 
chronic or long-term exposure to these chemicals as people 
living or working in a structure overlying soil or ground-
water contamination inhale the chemicals. As with any 
potential risk due to chemical exposure, the true health risk 
is dependent on the dose or amount of chemical to which a 
person is exposed, the length of time of the exposure, and 
the potential to cause a health impact associated with a 
particular chemical.4 Two of these factors are fairly constant 
across sites in that regulatory authorities have developed 
default parameters to be used for length of exposure de-
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site-specifi c and parties will need to work with the appro-
priate regulatory authority to determine what sampling is 
required and whether an iterative approach to investigating 
soil vapor intrusion is acceptable at a site.23 

During and following the data collection phase, the 
next step is to evaluate the data. The DOH Guidance calls 
for an evaluation of the collected data in light of several fac-
tors including, but not limited to, all known contamination 
at a site, potentially relevant regulatory standards, present 
and future use of the building, background contaminant 
levels and completed or proposed remedial actions.24 While 
the DOH Guidance describes generally how parties should 
evaluate each of the types of data, it also provides decision 
matrices that set forth more specifi cally the steps to be taken 
in response to sub-slab and indoor air data.25 At present, 
DOH has developed two matrices to be used for decision-
making and assigned four chemicals to those matrices—car-
bon tetrachloride, tetrachloroethene, 1,1,1-trichloroethane, 
and TCE.26 

Based on the data collected, three responses are likely. 
First, the samples may demonstrate a lack of a risk of vapor 
intrusion such that no further investigation is necessary. 
This response is expected only where sub-slab samples are 
suffi ciently low to show no risk due to vapor intrusion.27 By 
way of example, the DOH Guidance Matrix 1 effectively sets
the threshold level for further investigation or remedial 
at 5 µg/m3 for TCE and carbon tetrachloride.28 Second, 
sampling results may not evidence present vapor intrusion 
impacts, but a potential for such impacts may exist such that 
monitoring may be required.29 Third, the results may dem-
onstrate impacts within a structure as a result of the migra-
tion of contaminants from the subsurface such that mitiga-
tion of those impacts is necessary.30 Mitigation may take the 
form of remediating the source of the impacts, sealing the 
interior of the building to prevent the migration, the installa-
tion of systems to reverse the pressure differential such that 
vapor cannot go into a building, or a combination of any or 
all of the above. 

IV. Impacts of New York’s Vapor Intrusion 
Evaluation Program

New York’s emphasis on evaluating vapor intrusion 
risks at contaminated sites has had numerous impacts on 
the state level. These impacts include not only the reopening 
of previously closed sites but also new litigation in the form 
of actions to recover costs expended in investigating and 
remediating vapor intrusion and a potential rejuvenation of 
previously expired toxic tort claims as well as new obliga-
tions on landlords. 

A. Reopening of Past Sites
As discussed above, DEC has launched an effort to re-

evaluate conditions at hundreds of sites previously thought 
to be closed. At the time of issuance of the 2006 policy, DEC 
determined there were 421 high priority past sites to be eval-
uated for potential vapor intrusion risk.31 Since that time, 

require no further assessment.10 Past sites with evidence 
of VOC contamination were categorized into two priority 
groups—high priority was placed on sites with Priority 1 
for sites with CVOC contamination and Priority 2 for sites 
with non-chlorinated VOC contamination.11 According to 
the DEC Strategy, DEC reviewed its records of past sites and 
determined there were 421 Priority 1 past sites in the state 
of New York.12 In collaboration with the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA), these 421 sites were to be divided 
up into two groups, those sites at which EPA would take the 
lead (sites on the National Priorities List in New York) and 
the remaining sites at which DEC would take the lead.13 The 
status of this review is discussed in more detail below. 

B. DOH’s Guidance for Evaluating Sites
As stated above, the DOH Guidance sets forth the meth-

odology recommended to be used by parties to assess soil 
vapor intrusion14 risks at sites in the State of New York. No-
tably, the DOH Guidance applies to all sites, both residential 
and non-residential, at which vapor intrusion is being inves-
tigated, including investigations performed voluntarily or 
pursuant to DEC’s environmental remediation programs.15 
The DOH Guidance describes the data to be collected, the 
means by which to evaluate that data, possible monitoring 
and/or mitigation techniques, and recommendations for 
communicating with the potentially impacted community. 

The fi rst step in assessing soil vapor intrusion risks is 
to determine whether the site poses a risk at all. According 
to the DOH Guidance, soil vapor intrusion should be in-
vestigated at any site where there is (1) known or suspected 
subsurface source of volatile chemicals; and (2) an existing 
building or a possibility of buildings in the future.16 Once a 
site is established as posing a potential vapor intrusion risk, 
the next step is to collect data.17 

In order to determine whether contamination at a site is 
causing, or poses a threat of causing, health impacts through 
vapor intrusion, the DOH Guidance calls for potential va-
por intrusion issues to generally be evaluated through the 
collection of four types of environmental samples.18 These 
types of samples are soil vapor, sub-slab, indoor air, and 
ambient or outdoor air. Soil vapor samples look at the levels 
of volatile contaminants in the air space within the soil and 
are generally taken in the vicinity of the building being in-
vestigated.19 Sub-slab samples are taken below the fl oor slab 
underlying the building to evaluate the soil vapor content 
directly beneath the building, basically to determine what 
type of soil vapor could migrate into a building.20 Indoor 
air samples refl ect the actual conditions within a build-
ing to which a person within that environment is, in fact, 
exposed.21 Indoor air samples are generally taken during 
the heating season on the lowest level of a building includ-
ing crawl spaces and basements, as these samples are most 
likely to represent the worst case for potential exposure 
from sub-surface contaminants. Last, ambient air samples 
taken just outside a building provide a snapshot of the back-
ground levels for a particular chemical in the area.22 Wheth-
er all of these types of data need to be collected is somewhat 
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CAE’s former facility, alleging that groundwater contamina-
tion from these neighboring properties had contributed to 
contamination at CAE’s former property and the surround-
ing area.38 This case is unique in that it is one of the fi rst (if 
not the very fi rst) actions for cost recovery in New York as 
a result of costs incurred to investigate and address vapor 
intrusion years after a remedy was implemented at the site. 
According to the complaint, following extensive investiga-
tion and remediation beginning in 1984, in 1998, pursuant to 
consent orders entered into with DEC, CAE spent $4 million 
on soil remediation on its property and DEC determined at 
that time that no remedial action was required to address 
groundwater due to low contamination levels.39 Despite the 
prior remedy and decision on groundwater contamination, 
in 2003 and 2004, DEC undertook an investigation of soil va-
por issues in the area surrounding CAE’s former facility in-
cluding investigating sub-slab and indoor air concentrations 
at a number of properties.40 As a result of this investigation, 
DEC installed over 120 soil vapor mitigation systems at sur-
rounding properties and then pursued reimbursement from 
CAE for $2.5 million in costs DEC incurred in conducting 
the soil vapor investigation and mitigation.41 While CAE has 
reimbursed DEC for some of these costs, it denied respon-
sibility for $2.1 million in costs and DEC has fi led claims 
against the company for the outstanding costs as well as to 
require CAE to conduct additional investigation and reme-
diation at the surrounding properties.42 CAE is now seeking 
to recover the $400,000 paid to DEC as well as the remain-
ing $2.1 million demanded by DEC from the neighboring 
property owners and operators, which it alleges contributed 
to the soil vapor contamination problems in the area.43 This 
complaint is just one example of what parties can expect 
to occur at contaminated sites in New York, including, as 
with the CAE case, sites previously thought to have a fi nal 
remedy. Both CAE and the defendants in the present action 
were met with tail liability that they likely had believed to 
have been extinguished following the completion of the 
1998 remedial action.

The impact of the state of New York’s approach to va-
por intrusion will likely be felt on the toxic tort front as well. 
Toxic tort actions alleging either personal injury or property 
damage as a result of vapor intrusion caused by ground-
water contamination emanating from a contaminated site 
are not uncommon. However, tort actions are generally not 
intended to be open-ended. Rather, plaintiffs must bring 
such actions within the applicable statute of limitations. 
For responsible parties at closed sites, the statute of limita-
tions arguably provides a defense to later brought actions 
for personal injury or property damage as a result of con-
tamination. However, a 2008 New York appellate decision 
called such a defense into question in a matter involving soil 
vapor intrusion. In Aiken v. General Electric Co.,44 a New York 
appellate court held that plaintiffs’ claims of property dam-
age due to soil vapor contamination were not necessarily 
precluded by the statute of limitations despite the fact that 
the plaintiffs had knowledge of groundwater contamination 
underneath their properties as early as 1983. In that case, 

DEC has reopened all 421 identifi ed sites and initiated an 
evaluation of vapor intrusion at each of these sites.32 As of 
August 2011, DEC reported that vapor intrusion evaluation 
was “Complete” at 247 sites and “Underway” at 174 sites.33 
Of those sites for which DEC reported vapor intrusion eval-
uation to be complete, DEC determined 50 sites required 
some type of mitigation to remediate vapor intrusion risks, 
57 sites required further monitoring, and 140 sites needed no 
further action.34 Additionally, 12 of the sites at which the va-
por intrusion risks are still being evaluated were required to 
install mitigation systems.35 DEC has not indicated when it 
plans to complete the evaluation of the remaining 174 sites. 
However, based on DEC’s progress to date, it seems likely to 
occur in the next few years.

While DEC is making what is arguably swift progress in 
evaluating the 421 high priority sites, responsible parties at 
other past sites are left somewhat in the dark as to the status 
of their closed sites. As discussed above, the 421 sites for 
which an evaluation is either complete or under way were 
identifi ed as top priority by DEC as a result of the presence 
of CVOC contamination at these sites. The remaining closed 
sites with non-chlorinated VOC contamination such as ben-
zene or naphthalene (contaminants often associated with 
former gasoline stations) were determined to pose a lower 
risk because many of these compounds biodegrade in the 
presence of oxygen and are more easily identifi ed as a result 
of recognizable odors.36 As a result, DEC stated that these 
sites would be addressed as identifi ed. However, DEC did 
not foreclose the idea that the priority of these remaining 
sites would be re-evaluated at a later date, thereby leaving 
these sites vulnerable to re-opening in the future. 

B. Litigation Impacts 
While the need to evaluate vapor intrusion impacts at 

current and future sites is now well known, the potential 
litigation implications of the state of New York’s focus on 
vapor intrusion is continuing to take shape. The primary 
types of litigation impacted by New York’s vapor intrusion 
efforts are cost recovery actions and toxic tort. 

As parties are required to engage in investigation and 
remediation of vapor intrusion impacts at sites, whether 
those sites are current sites or sites re-opened as a result 
of DEC’s evaluation of vapor intrusion at past sites, those 
same parties will likely pursue recovery of these costs from 
other potentially responsible parties at these sites. While 
potentially responsible parties at sites currently being in-
vestigated should not be surprised by a cost recovery action 
that includes costs associated with vapor intrusion investi-
gation, parties may be surprised by actions concerning sites 
that were previously thought to be closed. A recent example 
is the fi ling of a federal lawsuit in the Northern District 
of New York, seeking recovery of $2.5 million in response 
costs related to soil vapor contamination pursuant to the 
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, 
and Liability Act (CERCLA) and various state law claims.37 
On June 24, 2011, CAEUSA, Inc. (CAE) fi led suit against 
numerous owners and operators of properties neighboring 
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meetings required to be held to discuss” the report.53 While 
the rule does not impose any affi rmative obligation on 
landlords to investigate and remediate soil vapor intrusion 
outside of what they might otherwise be required to do un-
der other environmental laws, this information could impact 
the landlord’s ability to retain tenants as well as attract new 
tenants.

V. Vapor Intrusion on the National Stage
As with many recent environmental issues, the efforts 

by states such as New York to dig deeper into the potential 
impacts of vapor intrusion have had impacts on the national 
level. While vapor intrusion has been a known pathway 
of potential exposure for many years, there has been an in-
creased focus on vapor intrusion at the federal level in the 
past year. In the past year, EPA has taken a number of steps 
to address vapor intrusion, including considering the addi-
tion of a vapor intrusion component to the Hazard Ranking 
System (“HRS”), announcing its plan to fi nalize its vapor 
intrusion evaluation guidance, and issuing a fi nal health 
assessment for TCE in which vapor intrusion is an obvious 
focus. These actions are described in more detail below. 

On January 31, 2011, EPA made its announcement that 
it is considering adding a vapor intrusion component to 
the HRS.54 The HRS is the principal means by which EPA 
evaluates sites for inclusion on the National Priorities List 
(NPL). The NPL is a list of priority sites used to focus EPA’s 
investigation of known or suspected releases and represents 
what EPA has determined are sites that pose a risk to human 
health or the environment.55 The HRS currently evaluates 
four different pathways—the groundwater pathway, the 
surface water pathway, the soil exposure pathway, and the 
air migration pathway—to assess such risks.56 Notably, the 
evaluation of these pathways does not include an evaluation 
of the risk of vapor intrusion. As a result, the HRS does not 
currently consider the risk of vapor intrusion in determining 
whether a site poses a suffi cient risk to human health or the 
environment to warrant listing on the NPL. The inclusion of 
this pathway would allow EPA to consider vapor intrusion 
risks in listing decisions and could potentially result in sites 
that do not currently qualify for placement on the NPL to be 
eligible for placement on that list. 

On March 17, 2011, EPA announced its plan to fi nal-
ize its Evaluating Vapor Intrusion to Indoor Air Pathway from 
Contaminated Groundwater and Soil (Subsurface Vapor Intrusion 
Guidance), which was originally released in draft in 2002.57 
This effort to fi nalize the federal vapor intrusion guidance 
largely was the result of an EPA Offi ce of the Inspector Gen-
eral report entitled Final Guidance on Vapor Intrusion Impedes 
Efforts to Address Indoor Air Risks in which the Inspector Gen-
eral recommended that EPA review the 2002 guidance based 
on the body of knowledge developed during the time since 
the Subsurface Vapor Intrusion Guidance’s initial issuance.58 
As a result, EPA engaged in such a review to identify provi-
sions in the guidance that need to be revised in light of that 
knowledge. Additionally, EPA provided a new opportunity 

several property owners had brought an action for property 
damages in 1983 against a former facility owner, alleging 
that CVOCs had migrated from the facility into a neighbor-
ing residential area and were contaminating their drinking 
water wells.45 That case was subsequently settled.46 Much 
later, in 2004 and 2005, the facility owner conducted an as-
sessment of vapor intrusion risks in the residential neigh-
borhood at the request of DEC, leading the facility owner to 
announce in 2004 that “soil vapor from the contamination 
emanating from the groundwater…was a potential problem 
for residents.”47 Two years later, in 2006, a second group of 
property owners that did not have drinking water wells im-
pacted by the contamination brought the Aiken suit, seeking 
damages for the alleged soil vapor intrusion of their prop-
erty. The defendant moved for summary judgment, arguing 
the claims were barred by the three-year statute of limita-
tions given that the groundwater contamination in the area 
had been widely known for over twenty years.48 The plain-
tiffs, however, countered that, despite being on notice of the 
groundwater contamination, they were not on notice as to 
the threat soil vapor intrusion posed to their property until 
2004 at the earliest and thus fi led their action within three 
years of discovery of the injury to their property. The defen-
dant was unsuccessful at the trial court level and appealed 
to the appellate division where the defendant was again un-
successful. In affi rming the lower court’s denial of summary 
judgment, the court acknowledged that the groundwater 
contamination was widely known but held that there was 
a question of fact as to “when plaintiffs should have sus-
pected, let alone discovered, that their properties had been 
damaged by soil vapor intrusion.”49 This decision effectively 
requires that a plaintiff know or have reason to know of the 
injury resulting from the particular pathway of vapor intru-
sion in order for the clock to begin to run on statute of limi-
tations. As a result, even responsible parties that long ago 
settled cases concerning groundwater contamination in an 
area, such as the defendant in the Aiken case, cannot enjoy 
the fi nality a statute of limitations is intended to provide.

C. Impacts on Lessors
Additionally, the impacts of New York’s focus on vapor 

intrusion have extended to landlords. On December 3, 2008, 
New York became the fi rst state to require property owners 
to inform tenants of results demonstrating a potential risk 
of vapor intrusion. As of that date, the state of New York 
requires property owners to notify their tenants and occu-
pants, whether residential or commercial, about contamina-
tion reports evidencing a potential risk of vapor intrusion, 
regardless of where the contamination originated.50 The 
disclosure is required whenever an owner receives51 results 
from indoor air, sub-slab air, ambient air, sub-slab ground-
water, and/or sub-slab soil sampling that exceed either a 
DOH or Occupational Safety and Health Administration 
(OSHA) guideline for indoor air quality.52 The rule requires 
the property owner, within 15 days of receiving the air 
contamination report, to give all tenants or occupants fact 
sheets prepared by DOH, notices of resources providing 
supplemental information, and “timely notice of any public 
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tially responsible parties that are not directly involved 
with these actions. Additionally, parties at non-chlo-
rinated VOC contaminated past sites likely have not 
been contacted. However, these parties should not ig-
nore present actions or the possibility of future actions 
at past sites but should work to educate themselves 
on the process of vapor intrusion evaluation generally 
and at any site at which they may be implicated.

• Responsible parties and current property owners at 
sites at which vapor intrusion evaluation is necessary 
should employ environmental consultants that are 
well-versed in vapor intrusion investigations, includ-
ing the DOH Guidance, to conduct such investiga-
tions. A knowledgeable environmental consultant 
will be able to provide advice as to the appropriate 
approach for conducting the evaluation and, where 
necessary, the appropriate mitigation measures for a 
particular site. For example, questions that may arise 
include whether staged data collection depending 
on the circumstances of the evaluation, or whether it 
is appropriate to install mitigation systems at some 
point during the evaluation rather than continue with 
lengthy data collection.

• Prospective property owners or long-term lessees 
should ensure that vapor intrusion risks are evaluated 
as part of their due diligence. Vapor intrusion risks 
could have a number of negative impacts, including 
requiring investigation and mitigation, potential toxic 
tort liability, and impacts to a landlord’s ability to rent 
a property, to name a few. As a result, prospective 
property owners and long-term lessees should engage 
environmental consultants with signifi cant experience 
in assessing vapor intrusion risks when considering 
property at which there is a risk of vapor intrusion. 
In particular, such parties may want to consider in-
cluding compliance with the screening provisions of 
ASTM Standard E 2600-08: Standard Practice for the 
Assessment of Vapor Intrusion into Structures on Property 
Involved in Real Estate Transactions in the scope of work 
for environmental consultants assisting with due dili-
gence. 

• Finally, parties should consider obtaining environ-
mental insurance to the extent it is available to pro-
vide coverage for vapor intrusion risks. There are 
numerous environmental insurance products on the 
market such as, for example, a pollution legal liabil-
ity policy that can be used to protect policyholders 
against third party claims related to off-site conditions 
or unknown conditions on-site.
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a fi nal vapor intrusion guidance document in November 
2012.60 The fi nal federal guidance document will clearly 
impact the evaluation of vapor intrusion impacts at sites un-
dergoing investigation and remediation under federal over-
sight and may have impacts on the state level as well. 

Finally, on September 28, 2011, EPA released its fi nal 
health assessment for TCE.61 Although not directly related 
to EPA’s federal policy on vapor intrusion, the Integrated 
Risk Information System assessment demonstrates a clear 
focus on the potential health risks associated with inhalation 
exposure to TCE from vapor intrusion. Traditionally, EPA’s 
focus has largely been on oral exposure to TCE through 
the drinking of contaminated drinking water. However, for 
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threshold values as a result of the TCE assessment, it may 
lead to the reopening of more sites.

VI. What Does New York’s Vapor Intrusion 
Program Mean for Property Owners?

While the state and federal emphasis on vapor intrusion 
risks is not new, it is clear that such emphasis is growing as 
evidenced by the aggressive approach taken by the state of 
New York over the last fi ve years and the actions taken by 
EPA over the past year. As discussed above, these changes 
have, and will continue to have, direct impacts on investiga-
tion and remediation requirements at contaminated sites 
as well as more indirect impacts such as litigation risks and 
impacts on the marketability of property. As a result, past 
and present property owners or operators as well as parties 
considering buying property, especially in the state of New 
York, need to be aware of the potential impact vapor intru-
sion could have on them and take steps to reduce their risks:

• Responsible parties for closed sites should be aware 
of the potential reopening of such sites as a result 
of vapor intrusion risks. While it is likely that many 
responsible parties at past sites contaminated with 
CVOCs are aware of the status of those sites under 
DEC’s vapor intrusion initiative, there may be poten-
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Other steps the fi rm has taken to attain its Green Ini-
tiative goal include:

• Placing paper recycling containers at everyone’s 
desk

• Ordering offi ce supplies that contain recycled mate-
rials, such as paper containing at least 30% recycled 
content

• Using and purchasing as necessary Energy Star-
designated copiers and other offi ce equipment

• When possible and as needed, reconditioning/
refi nishing wood furniture using eco-friendly prod-
ucts, rather than replacing the furniture

• Cleaning offi ce carpets using environmentally 
friendly products, such as Chemspec DFC105

• Using low-volatile organic compound paint

• Upgrading bathrooms to reduce the amount of 
water used in urinals, water closets (fl ushometers), 
and water faucets

• Purchasing Green Wave biodegradable plates and 
containers, EarthSmart utensils (made from corn 
and potatoes), and FabriKal Greenwar 

Chadbourne developed the Green Initiative to refl ect 
its engagement with environmental issues from both 
professional and civic vantage points. Since the program 
launched, Chadbourne has helped clients establish their 
own green practices and hosted a Green Business Summit 
in New York in June 2008. Chadbourne’s Green Initiative 
is the fi rm’s way of taking immediate, quantifi able steps 
to limit its impact on the environment. The program cov-
ers Chadbourne’s New York, Washington, and Los Ange-
les offi ces. 

For more information regarding Chadbourne’s initia-
tive, please see: http://www.chadbourne.com or contact 
Andrew Blum, Media Relations Manager, ablum@
chadbourne.com, (212) 728-4519.

Kilpatrick Townsend & Stockton LLP
Another fi rm which has been at the forefront of creat-

ing and promoting a more sustainable business practice 
and which has signed on to the ABA/EPA Law Offi ce Cli-
mate Challenge is Kilpatrick Townsend & Stockton LLP 
(“Kilpatrick”). In 2008, Kilpatrick launched an initiative 
that touches upon all aspects of sustainability including 

In early 2007, the American Bar Association (“ABA”) 
and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) 
partnered to encourage law offi ces to commit to waste 
reduction and energy and resource conservation. The 
partnership resulted in the Law Offi ce Climate Challenge 
Program. As part of the New York State Bar Association’s 
(“NYSBA”) effort to promote and grow the program, we 
are continuing our recognition of fi rms within the state of 
New York that have committed to this challenge. In this 
issue of The New York Environmental Lawyer, we recog-
nize the innovation and commitment of attorneys in the 
New York offi ces of Chadbourne & Parke and Kilpatrick 
Townsend & Stockton LLP. Information on the ABA-EPA 
Law Offi ce Climate Challenge Program can be found 
at: http://www.abanet.org/environ/climatechallenge/
home.shtml. Questions regarding the NYSBA’s support of 
the Law Offi ce Climate Challenge may be directed to Me-
gan Brillault (mbrillault@bdlaw.com) or Kristen Wilson 
(kwilson@harrisbeach.com) .

Chadbourne & Parke
Chadbourne & Parke launched its Green Initiative in 

April 2008. With a goal of becoming a model environmen-
tal citizen, Chadbourne’s Green Initiative began with a 
focus on recycling and reducing its energy and resource 
consumption. The fi rm incorporated both large and small 
changes, from recycling bins at desks and less use of plas-
tic water bottles to double-sided printing, use of recycled 
paper and Energy Star-rated equipment.

As part of its Green Initiative, Chadbourne enrolled 
in the ABA-EPA Law Offi ce Climate Challenge. In April 
2008, Chadbourne was certifi ed as a leader in the Green 
Power Partnership category and is now a leader in the 
other three categories: Best Paper Practices, Waste Wise, 
and Energy Star. The fi rm documented a 50% reduction 
in paper usage and Chadbourne’s New York offi ce alone 
documented an 11.8% decrease in power usage. In 2008 
and 2009, Chadbourne purchased renewable energy cer-
tifi cates to offset 60% of its domestic energy use. As of 
2010, the fi rm increased that percentage to 100%.

The fi rm switched to using more energy-effi cient light 
bulbs and encourages its employees to shut off lights, 
computers, and all other equipment when they are not in 
their offi ces. Copiers and printers have been programmed 
for two-sided usage and employees have been encour-
aged to do more work electronically without printing. 
The fi rm also set up a “green” suggestion box for employ-
ees so that its program continues to grow and expand. 

Greening the Legal Profession—
Law Offi ce Climate Challenge Profi les
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• use of copy and printer paper with 35% recycled 
content. 

In addition, Kilpatrick provides each of its employees 
with re-usable mugs for both hot and cold beverages. 

Kilpatrick’s sustainability agenda for 2012 is also 
packed with some innovative ways to continue sustain-
ability. On the agenda for 2012, Kilpatrick is considering a 
way to provide carbon offsets for traveling to meetings or 
other professional-related events and to develop a meth-
odology to quantify the fi rm’s energy consumption and 
paper use. As a result of Kilpatrick’s sustainability prac-
tices, some of the fi rm’s clients have also expressed inter-
est in how to run more sustainable business places. 

Kilpatrick is not only at the forefront in New York 
but also in Georgia where it has the distinction of being 
the fi rst law fi rm to join the Partnership for a Sustainable 
Georgia Program, a voluntary environmental leadership 
initiative sponsored by the Georgia Environmental Pro-
tection Division. 

For additional information on Kilpatrick’s sustain-
ability initiative, please see: http://kilpatricktownsend.
com/en/About_Us/Sustainability.aspx, or contact 
Whitney Deal, Associate Director, Social Responsibility, 
wdeal@kilpatricktownsend.com, (404) 815-6651. 

the environment, social responsibility, and pro-bono and 
diversity initiatives. As part of this global sustainability 
practice, the fi rm created the “Keeping Sustainable @ Kil-
patrick Townsend” program. Kilpatrick is one of the few 
fi rms that have signed onto the Energy Star Program, the 
Green Power Partnership Program, and the WasteWise 
Program. 

In January 2011, with the merger of Kilpatrick Stock-
ton and Townsend and Townsend and Crew, one of the 
primary goals as part of bringing the two fi rms together 
was to roll out the Keeping Sustainable @ Kilpatrick 
Townsend program fi rm-wide. As part of Kilpatrick’s 
dedication to furthering sustainability practices, the fi rm 
bought renewable energy certifi cates for all of its legacy 
offi ces in 2010 (the year prior to the merger). In addition, 
for any offi ce space that Kilpatrick builds out, it uses en-
vironmentally friendly carpets and fl ooring. 

Some current sustainable practices that are incorpo-
rated into Kilpatrick’s offi ces include:

• motion sensor lights;

• use of recycled paper products in lieu of Styrofoam; 

• use of biodegradable utensils; 

• double-sided printing; 

• use of 100% post-consumer product for letterhead;

Follow NYSBA 
on Twitter visit

www.twitter.com/
nysba

and click the link to follow 
us and stay up-to-date on 
the latest news from the 

Association
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Professional Responsibility includes both legal posi-
tivism—compliance with the Rules of Professional Con-
duct—and a system of ethics. However, using the phrase 
“legal ethics” synonymously with application of the Rules 
of Professional Conduct obscures the regulatory nature of 
the Rules of Professional Conduct, and can lead lawyers 
to perceive the rules as ethical norms rather than regula-
tions. 

 Not long ago, I attended a course on the Rules of Pro-
fessional Conduct during which one of the panelists ad-
mitted that he primarily guided his conduct by whether 
he thought he would be able to look himself in the mirror 
after taking a particular action. In a different forum, a re-
nowned trial attorney lecturing about the art of litigation 
told the audience that he primarily relied “on his gut” 
when deciding how to handle ethical problems that arose 
during litigation. 

These lawyers appear to have an innate perception 
that matters of professional responsibility are issues of 
ethics, rather than questions of law. How else could one 
explain any lawyer relying on his or her intuition to de-
termine whether behavior comports with regulations? 
Would an attorney ever advise clients facing a question 
of compliance with a regulation governing their business 
to simply rely on their gut or look themselves in the mir-
ror to determine what to do? No. But, the accepted view 
that questions of professional responsibility are matters of 
ethics rather than issues of regulatory compliance—as re-
fl ected in our use of word ethics—apparently leads some 
lawyers to do exactly that. 

Lawyers who argue against the ability to teach ethical 
behavior in classrooms may be correct about the distinc-
tion between ethics and positive law, but they are mistak-
en if they conclude that this distinction makes the study 
of ethics irrelevant. The issue of professional conduct is 
not solely a matter of whether behavior complies with 
the Rules.6 It is a question of understanding the system of 
values that the Rules protect so the lawyer can properly 
apply the Rules and make discretionary decisions that 
enhance the profession. 

Unlike most sovereign commands, the Rules often de-
fer to the judgment of the governed. For example, a law-
yer may limit the scope of representation.7 A lawyer may 
exercise judgment to waive a right or position of the client 
or accede to reasonable requests.8 A lawyer may disclose 
confi dential information under certain circumstances.9 A 
lawyer may represent a client despite a potential confl ict 
of interest if certain conditions are met.10 A lawyer may 

The legal profession is uniquely concerned with the 
meaning of words and the application of language, yet 
lawyers are notably careless with the terms applied to 
governance of their conduct. In particular, we use the 
word “ethics” to describe any matter that pertains to pro-
fessional responsibility. 

Law students refer to their Professional Responsibil-
ity class as their ethics course. Mandatory Continuing 
Legal Education requirements include a minimum of four 
hours of credits in “Ethics and Professionalism.”1 How-
ever, lawyers and MCLE providers refer to these only as 
“ethics” credits. More to the point, many—if not most—of 
these courses focus on the intricacies of the Rules of Pro-
fessional Conduct with scant discussion of ethics as such. 
Bar associations have Committees on Professional Ethics 
which, again, focus primarily on application of the Rules 
of Professional Conduct.

“[T]he application of rules by an outside 
authority to govern conduct is legal 
positivism—a system in which compliance 
with the rules is an end in itself regardless 
of value judgments.“

Ethics and Professionalism involve more than consid-
eration of ethics alone.2 Ethics is normative and involves 
an effort to determine what constitutes moral behavior 
or what distinguishes right from wrong. Immanuel Kant 
described ethics as internal values that form a basis for 
self-control.3 By contrast, the application of rules by an 
outside authority to govern conduct is legal positivism—a 
system in which compliance with the rules is an end in 
itself regardless of value judgments.4 

The distinction between law and ethics can also be 
practically illustrated. Following any given course on pro-
fessional responsibility, the discussion among the attend-
ees is likely to include some expression of dissatisfaction 
with the idea that one can teach ethical behavior in a class 
or determine whether behavior is ethical by application of 
specifi c rules such as the Rules of Professional Conduct. 

Lawyers who believe that ethical behavior cannot be 
determined by reference to printed rules are not wrong.5 
Laws may be based on the moral judgments of the law-
maker, but compliance with the law does not necessarily 
require consideration of ethical values. One can violate a 
law for a good purpose, and one can comply with a law 
to achieve selfi sh or even malicious ends. 

The Roles of Positivism and Ethics in Professional 
Responsibility
By Randall C. Young
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advance costs and fees for an indigent or pro bono cli-
ent.11 Whether the lawyer should engage in such permis-
sible activities as part of representation is within the law-
yer’s control and subject to personal ethical judgment. 

Similarly, if the Rules and the cases applying them 
are ambiguous or fail to address a particular situation, 
the lawyer can turn to other attorneys or the Committee 
on Professional Ethics for guidance about what is proper 
behavior within the profession. This guidance must be 
drawn from judgments about the priorities and values of 
the legal profession as a whole—a philosophy of ethics. 

The Rules themselves are an expression of the ethical 
values of the profession, and studying their nuances and 
history can provide insight into those values. Consider 
that under the Code of Professional Conduct, the Com-
mittee on Professional Ethics was sometimes called upon 
to weigh the Canons calling for zealous representation 
against other professional obligations, such as candor, 
preservation of confi dences, and public confi dence in the 
judicial system.12 The Rules of Professional Conduct do 
not reference zealous representation. This represents an 
expression of what the values of the profession are and 
should be. Such changes can have signifi cant meaning—if 
they are recognized and internalized by attorneys. 

Professionalism entails both the application of the 
Rules and promotion of an overarching system of ethics 
in which they are rooted. With this understanding, law-
yers should treat the Rules of conduct as the regulations 
that they are, but also study and discuss the normative 
ethics that are expressed through the Rules.
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made that this law should not be read as increasing the 
burden on the public body. In any event, it represents an 
additional step toward transparency, meriting consider-
ation prior to each and every meeting of a public body. 

Land Bank Application Process Opens 
A new law allows local governments to establish land 

banks for the purpose of acquiring real property that is 
tax delinquent, vacant, tax foreclosed, or abandoned. 
Once acquired, a municipality can redevelop or other-
wise improve the land banked real property. Land banks 
would be created by the adoption of a local law, ordi-
nance, or resolution. Land banks would be formed as type 
C not-for-profi t corporations. The law provides that no 
more than ten land banks may exist at any time and their 
creation must be approved by the New York State Urban 
Development Corporation d/b/a Empire State Develop-
ment (“ESD”). ESD anticipates approving applications 
in several rounds. A maximum of fi ve applications will 
be approved in this round. The application, along with 
ESD’s criteria for assessment of applications can be found 
at http://www.esd.ny.gov/ and must be submitted to 
ESD regional offi ces by 3:00 p.m. on March 30, 2012. 

The intent of the Act is to convert   vacant, abandoned, 
or tax delinquent properties to productive use. In order to 
achieve this, land banks have the power to acquire such 
properties. Land banks may also acquire other real prop-
erty from municipalities and may purchase non-munic-
ipally owned real property consistent with an approved 
redevelopment plan. The Act also provides that delin-
quent tax liens may be purchased from a municipality. A 
land bank does not have the power of eminent domain. 

While land banks may receive grants and loans from 
municipalities, the state and the federal government, they 
are not otherwise supported by state funds. Land banks 
may raise funds for redevelopment by issuing bonds, bor-
rowing money and disposing of property as well as any 
other activity permitted by the Act. 

Land banks must keep an inventory of property ac-
quired and maintain such property in accordance with 
all local laws. Land banks may convey, exchange, sell, 
transfer, lease as lessor, grant, release and demise and 
pledge any and all interests in, upon, or to the real prop-
erty of the land bank. The local law, resolution, or ordi-
nance creating the land bank may establish a hierarchical 
ranking of priorities for the use of the real property to be 
conveyed, which may include but not be limited to: 1) use 
for purely public spaces and places; 2) use for affordable 
housing; 3) use for retail, commercial and industrial ac-
tivities; and 4) use as wildlife conservation areas.

New Law Increases Transparency Requirements
A new law effective February 2, 2012, imposes open-

ness requirements on public bodies prior to public meet-
ings conducted pursuant to the Open Meetings Law. Pub-
lic bodies will be required to make certain records avail-
able to the public prior to such meetings. Records already 
subject to the Freedom of Information Law (“FOIL”) as 
well as any proposed resolution, law, rule, regulation, 
policy, or amendment thereto scheduled to be discussed 
at such a meeting must be made available upon request 
to the extent practicable prior to or at the meeting during 
which it will be discussed. A reasonable fee, determined 
in the same manner as under FOIL, may be charged. 

When providing materials at a meeting, public bodies 
must now make sure that a suffi cient number of copies of 
materials are made available. Public bodies must make a 
judgment call as to which records may not be practicable 
to provide. For instance, more voluminous materials or 
oversized maps and plans might be made available for a 
fee prior to a meeting, while less voluminous materials 
might be reproduced and distributed at a meeting. Public 
bodies must also ensure that their professionals diligently 
prepare materials in advance of meetings in order to al-
low suffi cient time to comply with the new law’s man-
date. 

Signifi cantly, if the municipality or agency maintains 
a “regularly and routinely updated website and utilizes 
a high speed internet connection” the records must be 
posted on the website to the extent practicable prior to the 
meeting.

The posting requirement, coupled with the expansive 
inclusion of records subject to FOIL in the new law, poses 
an interesting issue. Must a public body post all records 
subject to FOIL on its website if such records are related 
to an item scheduled to be discussed at the meeting? Of 
course, these records were always available upon request 
pursuant to FOIL, but some may read this new law as 
placing an affi rmative obligation on a municipal body to 
post such information on its website. While it may not be 
practicable to anticipate every permutation of FOIL-able 
information that an agenda item implicates, care should 
still be taken in considering just what constitutes a record 
“scheduled to be the subject of discussion.” A related con-
cern is the posting of items that are specifi cally exempt 
from FOIL by law. All records should be reviewed for pri-
vacy and other statutory exemptions prior to posting. 

The memorandum in support of the bill asserts that 
this law will actually decrease the burden imposed on 
agencies by reducing the likelihood of FOIL requests after 
meetings are held. Therefore, there is an argument to be 

 Legal Update
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among other things. The natural gas industry and prop-
erty owners have challenged these bans in two lawsuits. 
See Anschutz Exploration Corp. v. Town of Dryden1 and Coo-
perstown Holstein Corp. v. Town of Middlefi eld.2 For a discus-
sion of these cases and the issues raised, see the article in 
this issue, The Billion Dollar Question—Are Municipalities 
Preempted Under New York State Law from Using Their Zon-
ing Powers to Control Hydraulic Fracturing for Natural Gas? 
by David Everett and Robert Rosborough.

Endnotes
1. Sup Ct, Tompkins County, Rumsey, J., Index No. 2011-0902. 

2. Sup Ct, Otsego County, Cerio, Jr., A.J., Index No. 2011-0930. 

Robert A. Stout Jr.  and David Everett are attorneys 
in the Environmental Practice Group of Whiteman Os-
terman & Hanna LLP in Albany, New York. Their prac-
tice includes municipal, environmental, land use and 
energy related matters.

Land banks are intended to remove barriers to rede-
velopment, especially in upstate cities and municipalities 
that are experiencing a signifi cant lack of investment in 
real property. Any area that contains vacant, abandoned, 
or tax delinquent properties should investigate the use of 
a land bank.

Legal Challenges to Zoning Laws Addressing 
Hydraulic Fracturing for Natural Gas

While many municipalities have embraced natural 
gas drilling by hydraulic fracturing, many have also ad-
opted zoning bans or moratoria on natural gas drilling 
within their borders. The Towns of Dryden and Middle-
fi eld determined that the extraction of natural gas poses 
a signifi cant threat to their residents’ health, safety, and 
welfare and, thus, should not be a permitted land use, 
absent further studies and data concluding that these uses 
will not detrimentally affect their groundwater supply, 
community character, roads, agriculture, or local tourism, 
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that “no offi cial inspection sta-
tion as defi ned by 15 NYCRR 
79.1(g) may issue an emission 
certifi cate of inspection, as de-
fi ned by 15 NYCRR 79.1(a), for 
a motor vehicle, unless that 
motor vehicle meets the require-
ments of section 217.3 of this 
Subpart.” The Commissioner 
and the ALJ both noted that 15 
NYCRR 79.1(g) defi nes an “of-
fi cial safety inspection station” 
as one which has been issued a 

license by the Commissioner of DMV “to conduct safety 
inspections of motor vehicles exempt from the emissions 
inspection requirement.” No evidence was presented that 
established Respondents held that license or that Gurabo 
was an offi cial safety inspection station conducting safety 
inspections of motor vehicles exempt from the emissions 
inspection requirement. 

The Respondents challenged the ALJ’s decision ar-
guing that the ALJ drew a negative inference based on 
the fact that the Respondents did not testify during the 
hearing or present evidence to refute DEC’s charges. The 
Commissioner found the Respondents’ liability to be fully 
supported by the record evidence and the reasonable con-
clusions that can be drawn from that evidence. As such, 
he did not reach this issue. 

The Respondents also claimed that the DEC is collat-
erally estopped and barred by res judicata from bringing 
charges for those inspections for which the Department of 
Motor Vehicles has already found the Respondents liable. 
The Commissioner found that the enforcement activities 
of the DMV and DEC are not duplicative, in that their 
respective enforcement authorities are based on separate 
statutes, regulations and jurisdictions. Of the 1,416 inspec-
tions DEC cited in the proceeding, 40 also served as the 
basis of the DMV’s determinations. The Commissioner 
analyzed whether multiple penalties may be imposed 
for multiple offenses arising from a single inspection. To 
that end, the elements of each offense were examined to 
determine whether each offense required proof of a fact 
not required for the other. A violation of 6 NYCRR Part 
217-4.2 requires proof that the Respondents conducted 
inspections using equipment or procedures that were not 
in compliance with DEC’s procedure or standards. On 
the other hand, DMV’s penalty assessments and license 
revocations were “strictly on the basis of the violation of 
Vehicle and Traffi c Law Section 303(e)(3), meaning fraud, 
deceit or misrepresentation in securing the license or cer-
tifi cate to inspect vehicles or in the conduct of licensed or 

In the Matter of the Alleged Violations of Article 
19 of the Environmental Conservation Law of the 
State of New York, and Part 217 of Title 6 of the 
NYCRR by Gurabo Auto Sales Corp., Manuel R. 
Inoa and Ramon B. Reyes 

Decision and Order of the Commissioner 

February 16, 2012

Summary of the Decision
DEC claimed that respondents completed 1,416 mo-

tor vehicle inspections using non-compliant air emissions 
equipment and procedures and issued 1,416 certifi cates 
of inspection for those inspections without testing the 
vehicles’ onboard diagnostic (OBD) systems. For the in-
spections at issue, DEC claimed the respondents did not 
check the vehicles’ OBD systems, but instead simulated 
the inspections, based on a 15-fi eld profi le that DEC iden-
tifi ed in the inspection data transmitted to the Depart-
ment of Motor Vehicles (DMV). The Commissioner found 
that respondents Gurabo Auto Sales Corp. (“Gurabo”), 
Manuel R. Inoa, and Ramon B. Reyes (collectively, the 
“Respondents”) violated 6 NYCRR 217-4.2 by operating 
an offi cial emissions inspection station using equipment 
or procedures that were not in compliance with DEC 
procedures or standards. A civil penalty of One Hundred 
Twenty Thousand ($120,000) Dollars was assessed against 
Gurabo, Sixty-Four Thousand Five Hundred ($64,500) 
Dollars against Inoa, and Fifty-Five Thousand Five Hun-
dred ($55,500) Dollars against Reyes. 

Background
By complaint dated August 24, 2010, DEC alleged 

violations of 6 NYCRR Parts 217-4.2 and 1.4 for the 
completion of 1,416 motor vehicle inspections using non-
compliant air emissions equipment and procedures and 
the issuance of 1,416 certifi cates of inspection for these 
inspections without testing the vehicles’ onboard diag-
nostic systems. Mr. Inoa and Mr. Reyes worked at Gurabo 
and performed vehicle inspections. DEC requested a civil 
penalty of Seven Hundred Eight Thousand ($708,000) 
Dollars, with each respondent held jointly and severally 
liable. 

Decision and Order of the Commissioner
The Commissioner concurred with the ALJ in fi nd-

ing Respondents liable for operating an offi cial emissions 
inspection station using equipment or procedures that 
were not in compliance with DEC procedures or stan-
dards in violation of 6 NYCRR Part 217-4.2. The second 
cause of action, related to alleged violations of 6 NYCRR 
Part 217-1.4, was dismissed. 6 NYCRR Part 217-1.4 states 

Administrative Decisions Update 
Prepared by  Robert A. Stout Jr.
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to be generally proportionate to the number of improper 
inspections that each performed. 

On the same date, the Commissioner issued a Deci-
sion and Order related to In the Matter of the Alleged Viola-
tions of Article 19 of the Environmental Conservation Law of 
the State of New York and Part 217 of Title 6 of the NYCRR by 
AMI Auto Sales Corp., Manuel R. Inoa and Ramon B. Reyes. 
AMI Auto Sales Corp. (AMI) previously conducted an 
auto inspection business at the same location as Gurabo 
employing the same two individual respondents. In that 
matter, close to 4,000 violations served as the basis for the 
complaint. The Commissioner assessed a civil penalty 
of Three Hundred Forty Five Thousand ($345,000) Dol-
lars against AMI, One Hundred Eighty Thousand Dol-
lars ($180,000) Dollars against Inoa and One Hundred 
Sixty Five Thousand ($165,000) Dollars against Reyes. 
The reasoning in the AMI decision largely tracked that 
of the Gurabo decision. However, AMI asserted an ad-
ditional defense, claiming that it had been dissolved by 
proclamation on June 25, 2003. The violations that served 
as the basis of the complaint occurred during the period 
between March 28, 2008 and October 13, 2009. The Com-
missioner noted that “it has been consistently held that a 
dissolved corporation continues its corporate existence to 
pay liabilities or obligations, be sued, and participate in 
administrative proceedings in its corporate name, even if 
the activities which gave rise to the liability occurred after 
corporate dissolution.” The Commissioner points out that 
AMI continued to operate as an offi cial emissions inspec-
tion station licensed by the DMV until October 2009. 
Further, the Commissioner notes that AMI held itself out 
to DEC, DMV and the general public as a corporation and 
cannot now deny the existence and viability of its corpo-
rate entity in an attempt to avoid liability. 

Robert A. Stout Jr. is an associate in the Environ-
mental Practice Group of Whiteman Osterman & Hanna 
LLP in Albany, New York. 

certifi ed activity, and required facts not required for the 
proof of the offense in the DEC proceeding.” Each offense 
charged by DEC also required proof of facts not required 
for the proof of the offense charged in the DMV proceed-
ing. Therefore, multiple offenses and penalties were au-
thorized by the Commissioner. 

With respect to the civil penalty, the ALJ found that 
the DEC request of Seven Hundred Eight Thousand 
($708,000) Dollars was excessive. Further, the ALJ and 
the Commissioner found that joint and several liability is 
not appropriate. In light of the penalty that the DMV as-
sessed and the revocation of Gurabo’s inspection license, 
among other things, the ALJ adjusted the penalty down-
ward, recommending a penalty of One Hundred Twenty 
Thousand ($120,000) Dollars against Gurabo and Sixty 
Thousand ($60,000) Dollars each against Inoa and Reyes. 
The ALJ noted that the penalties account for the serious-
ness and large number of violations and the aggravating 
factor of Respondents’ knowing, intentional violations of 
inspection procedure. The ALJ underscored the signifi -
cance of the OBD testing to the control of air pollution 
and found that the use of a simulator to bypass required 
emissions testing undermines the regulatory scheme cre-
ated to protect the environment and public health. The 
Commissioner found that the adverse impacts of automo-
tive emissions, including ozone, are well documented, 
and rejected the Respondents’ argument that no evidence 
was presented as to any pollutants “being emitted into 
the air, or the impact of same.” Rather, the Commissioner 
found that the Respondents’ actions subverted the regula-
tory scheme designed to address and control the adverse 
impacts of automotive emissions. The Commissioner 
modifi ed the ALJ’s penalty recommendation to refl ect 
the fact that Inoa conducted approximately one hundred 
more improper inspections than Reyes (760 vs. 656). As 
such, a penalty of Sixty-Four Thousand Five Hundred 
($64,500) Dollars was assessed against Inoa and Fifty-Five 
Thousand Five Hundred ($55,500) Dollars against Reyes, 
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Rationale
The mere fact that the injury is “probabilistic rather 

than certain does not defeat standing.”12 Similarly, if the 
injury is cognizable, as was the case here, standing need 
not be precluded where the signifi cance or magnitude 
of said injury is not readily quantifi able, nor otherwise 
ascertainable.13 To establish standing, plaintiff need only 
seek relief, which if granted would “compensate for or 
mitigate said injury.”14 The Circuit Court, unlike the 
lower court, did not require a showing that ABC members 
were upset by the potential diminution in “bird and wild-
life activities” or that said members “would no longer vis-
it the park,” nor was the Court swayed by the quasi-spec-
ulative nature of the claim.15 Rather, the Court considered 
the proximity of the wetlands to the park and noted that 
many bird and other wildlife species cohabit both but 
nonetheless depend on the wetlands for food, reproduc-
tion, and shelter.16 Furthermore, faced with declining pol-
lution densities or extinction, many wildlife species—due 
to range and lifespan limitations—may not be able to 
traverse the distances needed to fi nd substitute habitat.17 
Viewed in this light, the destruction of 18.4 of 26.8 acres of 
wetlands stands to negatively impact the biota of the park 
in the manner complained of by ABC members,18 and the 
relief, as requested, would prevent the injury complained 
of; as such, the standing requirements were satisfi ed.

Conclusion
The Court found that ABC had stated facts, which if 

believed, would sustain a fi nding of Article III standing. 

Otis Simon
Albany Law School

Endnotes
1. American Bottom Conservancy v. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, No. 

10-3488, 2011 WL 2314757, at *1-3 (7th Cir. June 14, 2011).

2. Id.

3. Id. at *1.

4. Id. at *1, *8.

5. Id. at *1, *4, *8.

6. Id. at *1.

7. Id. 

8. Id. 

9. Id. 

10. Id. at *4.

11. Id. *4, *8.

12. Id. at *5.

13. Id. at *3.

14. Id. 

15. Id. *5-6.

Recent Decisions

American Bottom Conservancy v. U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers, No. 10-3488, 2011 WL 
2314757 (7th Cir. June 14, 2011)

Facts
The American Bottom Conservancy (ABC), an envi-

ronmental advocacy group whose mission is to preserve 
wetlands, fi led suit against Waste Management of Illinois, 
Inc. (WMI), a waste management and disposal company, 
seeking to “invalidate” a permit granted by the Army 
Corps of Engineers, co-defendant to suit.1 The permit au-
thorized WMI to destroy certain wetlands for the build-
ing of a new landfi ll.2 The wetlands sat atop portions of 
a Mississippi fl ood plain. The fl ood plain, or “American 
Bottom,”—a popular name for that segment of the Mis-
sissippi—is rich in biota and functions as a “habitat for 
many different species of birds, butterfl ies, and other 
wildlife.”3

The proposed landfi ll would occupy approximately 
180 acres of a 220-acre tract of land that abuts the Mis-
sissippi River for several miles.4 Horseshoe State Park—
used by members of ABC to watch “birds and other 
wildlife”—runs parallel to the Mississippi on the opposite 
side.5 The 220-acre tract mentioned above contains fi ve 
wetland areas, totaling 26.8 acres.6 The majority of the 
26.8 acres (of wetlands) lie within a half mile of the park, 
at its southernmost end.7 This area of the park is the loca-
tion most frequented by bird watchers and wildlife en-
thusiasts.8 18.4 of the 26.8 acres, or 69 percent, of the wet-
lands area would be destroyed by the proposed landfi ll.9 

ABC contends that the destruction of 18.4 acres of 
wetlands will cause harm to its members that frequent 
the park to “watch birds and other wildlife” because said 
wildlife are certain to decrease in numbers (or perhaps 
disappear totally) pursuant to the slated reduction in 
habitat.10

Procedural History  
The District Court on its own initiative dismissed the 

claim for lack of standing. On appeal, the Circuit Court 
reversed “with instructions to reinstate suit.”11

Issue
In order to establish Article III standing, and where 

the injury is probabilistic, must the plaintiff merely allege 
facts demonstrating that the relief sought, if granted, will 
mitigate or reduce the probability of said injury occur-
ring, irrespective of the magnitude of said injury (e.g., a 
purely aesthetic injury)? 

Recent Decisions and Legislation in Environmental Law
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to comments.17 Plaintiff, Earthjustice, submitted objec-
tions.18 The objections included the alleged TMDL failure 
to address all applicable water standards, to include a 
large enough margin of safety (required), and to subdi-
vide waste-load allocation properly.19 The District and 
Maryland submitted a response to the objection and then 
submitted a fi nal draft to the EPA the next day.20 It was 
approved.21 

In 2009, environmental organizations Anacostia 
Riverkeeper and Earthjustice brought suit against EPA 
administrator, Lisa Jackson, under the CWA and the Ad-
ministrative Procedure Act (“APA”) in federal district 
court for the District of Columbia.22 A group of local wa-
ter authorities (Municipal Intervenors) and WASA, the 
District’s sewer authority, sought to intervene on behalf 
of the EPA.23 Plaintiffs consented.24 Plaintiffs moved for 
summary judgment and defendants made cross motions 
for summary judgment.25 The District Court granted 
plaintiffs’ motion in part.26

Issues
1. Whether or not the states and the EPA are required 

to evaluate the TMDLs capacity to protect all uses 
of a navigable water?

2. Whether the TMDL approved for the Anacostia 
River protected all designated uses and not just 
aquatic life?

3. Whether EPA reasonably concluded that pollution 
occasionally exceeding the TMDL was acceptable?

4. Whether EPA’s reliance on Secchi depth was suf-
fi cient in approving the TMDL?

5. Whether EPA’s subdivision of the TMDL across 
point and non-point sources was appropriate?

6. Whether there was an adequate margin of safety in 
the calculation of the TMDL?

Rationale
The District Court looks at the plain language in 

the CWA and the Act’s implementing regulations to 
determine how the EPA and the states should evaluate 
TMDL submissions.27 The CWA clearly states that TM-
DLs should restrict contaminants “at a level necessary to 
implement the applicable water quality standards with 
seasonal variations and a margin of safety.”28 The Act’s 
implementing instructions go on to clarify that water 
quality standards defi nes “the water quality goals of a 
water body.…”29 The uses designated to the Anacostia 
River by D.C. and the state of Maryland are recreational, 
aesthetic enjoyment and protection of aquatic life.30 Con-
sequently, the District Court ruled that it is the EPA’s 
responsibility to evaluate the TMDL’s capacity to protect 
each of these designated uses.31

16. Id. at *4.

17. Id. 

18. Id. at *4. 

* * *

Anacostia Riverkeeper, Inc. v. Jackson, F. 
Supp. 2d, 2011 WL 3019922 (D.D.C. July 25, 
2011)

Facts
Under the Clean Water Act (CWA) each state, includ-

ing the District of Columbia, is required to maintain cer-
tain water quality standards for navigable waters.1 The 
standards are determined by the designated uses of the 
river and criteria which defi ne the maxim um allowable 
pollutant levels to protect these uses.2 The designated 
uses range from ecological-sustaining plant and animal 
life, to recreational and aesthetic-suitable for swimming, 
boating, etc.3 The water quality criteria are expressed nu-
merically, based on quantitative data, and narratively, us-
ing terms such as “free from visible waste” or “suffi cient 
clarity for aesthetic purposes.”4

If the discharge of pollutants into a navigable wa-
terway exceeds the water quality standards, the state 
is required to submit for approval by the United States 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) total maximum 
daily loads (TMDLs) for pollutants.5 Once approved, the 
state must “attain and maintain” these water quality stan-
dards.6

States are required to monitor navigable waters and 
assess water quality standards.7 Every two years the 
states must submit to the EPA a list of waters not attain-
ing the required quality standards.8 This is known as a 
303(d) list.9 EPA approves or rejects proposed TMDLs.10 If 
a TMDL is approved, EPA must also subdivide the daily 
limits among the point and non-point sources of pollut-
ant discharge.11 The standards set may be described using 
“Secchi depth” and/or “Nephelometer Turbidity Units” 
(NTUs). A Secchi depth is the depth underwater at which 
a Secchi disc cannot be seen from the surface of the wa-
ter.12 The disc is merely eight inches in diameter and has 
alternating black and white quadrants.13 NTUs describe 
the level of contaminants in the water by measuring how 
much light can pass from the surface to a detector placed 
underwater.14

In 2007, the District of Columbia and the state of 
Maryland jointly submitted TMDL proposals for the Ana-
costia River that would effectively protect aquatic plant 
and animal life.15 The EPA approved the TMDL.16

Procedural History
From April 6, 2007 to May 7, 2007, a draft TMDL 

for the Anacostia River was produced and made subject 
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gated by the EPA itself.54 When rules are made because 
specifi c issues are not addressed in the statute, the agency 
should have more deference in their interpretation.55 The 
District Court rejected plaintiffs’ contention.56

The fi nal issue plaintiffs raised regards the adequacy 
of the TMDL margin of safety.57 Anacostia Riverkeeper ar-
gued that the EPA should have a qualitative way to show 
how large the margin of safety is.58 Plaintiffs were dissat-
isfi ed with the claim that the margin of safety is implicit.59 
The Final TMDL, however, delineates many conservative 
assumptions made so that fi nal models would over-pre-
dict the presence of contaminants.60 The CWA requires the 
existence of a margin of safety, but is quiet on how it must 
be achieved or shown.61 Additionally, EPA produced an 
agency memorandum specifi cally approving the use of an 
implicit margin of error.62 In this case, the court deemed 
the agency’s implicit method of determining a margin of 
safety reasonable and deferred to its judgment.63

Conclusion
The court granted plaintiffs’ motion for summary 

judgment on the grounds that the EPA did act arbitrarily 
and capriciously in approving a TMDL proposal which 
violated the CWA and the APA—ignoring the protection 
of recreational activities and aesthetic enjoyment of the 
Anacostia River.64

Steven Fingerhut
Albany Law School ‘13

Endnotes
1. Anacostia Riverkeeper, Inc. v. Jackson, F. Supp. 2d, 2011 WL 3019922, 1 
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The fi nal draft of the TMDL did not address recre-
ational or aesthetic enjoyment uses of the River whatso-
ever.32 It was not written to protect either of these uses.33 
WASA argued, though, that the TMDL fulfi lled the rele-
vant water quality standard.34 The court, however, points 
out that it has only fulfi lled one of the designated uses.35 
WASA misinterpreted the term “water quality standard” 
and substituted it for “designated use.”36 The TMDL was 
deemed suffi cient for protecting one of the uses, but not 
all of them and thus did not satisfy the River’s water 
quality standard.37

Municipal Intervenors additionally argued that 
pursuant to the CWA, it has the authority to rank con-
taminant issues in a river by designated use and allocate 
funds accordingly.38 The court clarifi ed that this is a 
misinterpretation of the CWA.39 The language of the rel-
evant part of the Act allows for states to rank rivers based 
on environmental hazard, and prioritize them.40 It does 
not authorize ranking designated uses of each river.41 The 
court found that EPA’s approval of this partial TMDL was 
inconsistent with the CWA and was arbitrary and capri-
cious.42

Plaintiffs contend that the TMDLs approved by the 
EPA allow for excess periodic violations during severe 
high fl ow events so that water quality standards will not 
be met.43 In determining whether the EPA was reason-
able in accounting for the effect that occasional violations 
would have on average water quality standards, the court 
fi rst looked to EPA regulations.44 The regulations are 
silent on this issue so the court focused on guidance writ-
ten by the EPA in 2006, which asserts that the underlying 
standard should be used.45 In other words, the allowable 
amount of violations was appropriately consistent with 
the water quality standard made by the state.46 The court 
held that proposing a TMDL based on D.C. law was rea-
sonable and appropriate.47 It gave deference to the agency 
because the statute and regulation is silent on the issue.48

Plaintiffs additionally asserted that the TMDLs 
should not have been calculated only using Secchi depths 
and that NTU measurements should have been utilized, 
too.49 The court rejected this argument, because there is 
a relationship between the two tests.50 It was ruled in a 
circuit court opinion that substituting one criterion with 
another is “arbitrary and capricious” only if no “rational 
relationship” exists between the two criteria.51 Because 
there is a relationship between Secchi depth and NTU 
measurements, the court ruled that the EPA’s discretion 
was not abused.52

Another issue raised by plaintiffs was the EPA’s ap-
proval of a TMDL, which allocates daily limits at each 
storm sewer system (also known as MS4s) and not at each 
individual pipe in each MS4.53 The court noted that the 
rules regarding the daily limit allocation were promul-
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N.Y. Blue Line Council, Inc. v. Adirondack Park 
Agency, 86 A.D.3d 756, 927 N.Y.S.2d 432 (3d 
Dep’t 2011)

Introduction
This case1 is a cross appeal from a judgment of the 

Supreme Court of Essex County decided on December 2, 
2009.2 

Facts
The Adirondack Park Agency (APA) is charged with 

regulating land use and development within the Ad-
irondack Park and to carry out this obligation the APA 
is empowered to “adopt, amend and repeal…such rules 
and regulations, consistent with this article, as it deems 
necessary to administer this article, and to do any and all 
things necessary or convenient to carry out the purposes 
and policies of this article and exercise powers granted by 
law.”3

In 2008, the APA made nine amendments to its exist-
ing regulations.4 Four of these nine amendments were 
subsequently challenged by petitioners through an Article 
78 proceeding in Supreme Court.5 The four challenged 
amendments affected “(1) the expansion of preexisting, 
nonconforming shoreline structures, (2) subdivisions 
involving wetlands, (3) parcels divided by roads, and (4) 
hunting and fi shing cabins.”6 The effects of all four of the 
challenged amendments would be to increase the restric-
tiveness of the zoning laws within the Park.7 

There are two sets of petitioners in this case: (1) a 
group of municipal governments located within the Ad-
irondack Park and (2) the New York Blue Line Council, 
which represented two not-for-profi t corporations, a 
construction company, a lumber company, and two indi-
vidual property owners.8 The Supreme Court addressed 
the claims of the two sets of petitioners individually. The 
Supreme Court fi rst determined that the municipal gov-
ernments lacked the capacity to sue on the four claims set 
forth in the complaint, and therefore denied their claims 
in their entirety.9 The Supreme Court then addressed the 
claims as they relate to the Blue Line Council and dis-
missed two of its four claims.10 The parties subsequently 
fi led cross-appeals with the Supreme Court Appellate Di-
vision, Third Department.11 

Issue
Whether the parties had the capacity to challenge the 

2008 APA amendments? 

Discussion
The capacity of the municipal petitioners was ad-

dressed fi rst. The Court established that capacity “con-

21. Id. at 7–8.

22. Id, at 8. 

23. Id. 

24. Id.

25. Id. at 9. 

26. Id. 

27. Id. at 10, 11. 

28. Anacostia Riverkeeper, Inc., 2011 WL 3019922, at 11; 33 U.S.C. § 
1313(d)(1)(C). 

29. Anacostia Riverkeeper, Inc., 2011 WL 3019922, at 11; 40 C.F.R. § 130.3. 

30. Anacostia Riverkeeper, Inc., 2011 WL 3019922, at 12.

31. Id. at 21.

32. Id. at 12.

33. Id. 

34. Id. 

35. Id. at 15–17.

36. Id. at 15.

37. Id. at 18, 27. 

38. Anacostia Riverkeeper, Inc., 2011 WL 3019922, at 18; see also, 33 U.S.C. 
§ 1313(d)(1)(A).

39. Anacostia Riverkeeper, Inc., 2011 WL 3019922, at 18–21.

40. Id. at 18.

41. Id. 

42. Id. at 21. 

43. Id. at 28,

44. Id. 

45. Anacostia Riverkeeper, Inc., 2011 WL 3019922, at 29; see also, 2006 
Guidance at 39–40.

46. Anacostia Riverkeeper, Inc., 2011 WL 3019922, at 29–30.

47. Id. at 30.

48. Id. 
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50. Id. at 31. 

51. Chem. Mfrs. Ass’n. v. E.P.A., 28 F. 3d 1259, 1265 (1994).

52. Anacostia Riverkeeper, Inc., 2011 WL 3019922, at 31. 

53. Id. at 31–33.

54. Id. at 33. 

55. Id. 

56. Id. 

57. Id. at 34–35. 

58. Id. at 34. 

59. Id. 

60. Id. 

61. Id. at 35.

62. Anacostia Riverkeeper, Inc., 2011 WL 3019922, at 35; see also, EPA, 
Protocol for Developing Sediment TMDLs, Oct. 1999, available at 
www.epa.gov/owow/tmdl/sediment/pdf/sediment.pdf.

63. Anacostia Riverkeeper, Inc., 2011 WL 3019922, at 35.

64. Id. at 35.
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Conclusion
The Court held that all claims made by the petition-

ers of this case against the APA challenging the Agency’s 
2008 amendments were to be dismissed on the grounds 
that neither set of petitioners had the capacity or standing 
to bring suit at this time. 

Emma Maceko
Albany Law School ‘12
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 Brod v. Omya, Inc., No. 09-4551-CV, 2011 WL 
2750916 (2d Cir. July 18, 2011)

Facts
Plaintiffs-appellants, consisting of private citizens and 

an environmental advocacy group (collectively, “RCO”), 
commenced this action pursuant to the citizen suit pro-
vision of the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act 
(“RCRA”) against defendant, a mineral processing facil-
ity, Omya, Inc., in the United States District Court for the 
District of Vermont.1 RCO alleged (1) that Omya, through 

cerns a litigant’s power to appear and bring its grievance 
before the court.”12 The Court stated that, as relevant 
here, “municipal corporate bodies, as subdivisions of the 
state, cannot contest the actions of the state [or state agen-
cies] which affect them in their governmental capacity or 
as representatives of their inhabitants,”13 unless one of 
four exceptions apply.14 The four exceptions, as set out in 
City of New York v. State of New York, are: “(1) an express 
statutory authorization to bring such a suit; (2) where the 
State legislation adversely affects a municipality’s pro-
prietary interest in a specifi c fund or moneys; (3) where 
the State statute impinges upon ‘Home Rule’ powers of 
a municipality constitutionally guaranteed under article 
IX of the State Constitution; and (4) where the municipal 
challengers assert that if they are obliged to comply with 
the State statute they will by that very compliance be 
forced to violate a constitutional proscription.”15 In N.Y. 
Blueline Council, the municipal petitioners asserted that 
the challenged amendments affect them in their govern-
mental capacity, because these amendments “directly 
steal” legislative power to regulate land use within their 
jurisdictional territory (the “Home Rule” exception).16 
The municipal petitioners further contended that they 
have express statutory authorization to sue under N.Y. 
Executive Law § 818(1), which states that “‘any act of the 
APA may be challenged in a CPLR Article 78 proceeding 
by ‘any aggrieved person.’”17 To this end, as the Supreme 
Court argued, Executive Law § 818(1) was not “intended 
to trump the requirement that an aggrieved party must” 
fi rst have the capacity to sue.18 Furthermore, while the 
municipal petitioners “do have the capacity to raise their 
claims insofar as they argue that the 2008 amendments 
violated the home rule protections contained in article 
IX of the N.Y. Constitution,” the Court held that the mu-
nicipal petitioners’ arguments lacked merit because the 
amendments address issues of “ substantial state concern” 
and therefore are related to matters reserved to the state.19 
The Appellate Division affi rmed the Supreme Court’s dis-
missal of municipal petitioners’ complaints in full.20 

With respect to the Blue Line Council, the Appellate 
Division also dismissed its complaints in their entirety as 
being “not ripe for review.”21 The challenges against the 
APA amendments were made before the amendments 
were put into effect fully. In the Court’s view, none of the 
allegations set forth by petitioners constituted “concrete 
injuries suffi cient to state a justiciable claim” because “the 
mere fact that petitioners may have to endure the APA re-
view process is not suffi cient, without more, to constitute 
injury for this purpose.”22 Furthermore, none of parties 
represented by the Blue Line Council have claimed that 
they have been directly injured by being turned down by 
the APA for a proposed subdivision project; in fact, none 
of the petitioners have claimed that they have any current 
plans to subdivide their properties.23 In short, the Court 
held, “the alleged injuries are merely hypothetical at this 
time” and, therefore, dismissed all of the claims.24
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Issue
Must a private plaintiff in alleging that defendant 

unlawfully used, stored, or disposed of hazardous sub-
stances in violation of RCRA provisions and regulations 
identify the hazardous substances or contaminant(s) with 
reasonable specifi city upon which the claim is based?

Rationale 
The Second Circuit noted that the citizen suit notice 

requirements of RCRA were by nature jurisdictional and 
non-waivable.16 As a matter of policy “[such require-
ments] serve the [dual] purpose of ‘giving the appropriate 
governmental agency an opportunity to act and the al-
leged violator an opportunity to comply,” while simulta-
neously discouraging the use of the federal courts as the 
medium of fi rst resort.17 As such, the NOI “must identify 
with reasonable specifi city each pollutant that the defen-
dant is alleged to have discharged unlawfully.”18

Conclusion
The Second Circuit held that both claims were prop-

erly dismissed because RCO had failed to notify Omya as 
to the contaminants upon which RCO sought to ultimate-
ly premise liability.19 As such, the remainder of RCO’s 
contentions need not be addressed.20 

Otis E. Simon
Albany Law School ‘12
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its waste disposal practices—dumping hazardous materi-
als into unlined pits and allowing the same to seep into 
the groundwater—“created an imminent and substantial 
[threat]” to human safety, as prescribed by RCRA,2 and 
(2) that Omya violated other RCRA provisions that pro-
hibit the unauthorized disposal, or open dumping, of 
hazardous/toxic materials into the waters and lands of 
the United States.3 

Prior to commencing the action, RCO fi led a Notice of 
Intent (NOI) on Omya, the Administrator for the United 
States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the Ver-
mont Department of Environmental Conservation, and 
various other agencies outlining the nature of the charges 
as well as its intent to sue, “as required by the citizen suit 
provision of RCRA.”4 In the NOI, RCO listed several con-
taminants but failed to include within said list the “con-
taminants upon which liability was ultimately premised,” 
e.g., arsenic and aminoethylethanolamine (AEEA).5 Field 
sampling conducted by RCO and a study commissioned 
by Omya—both completed during motion pleading—re-
vealed that arsenic and AEEA were present at elevated 
levels in the groundwater and the source of the contami-
nation was shown to be Omya’s unlined pits.6 The study 
further alleged that AEEA in suffi ciently great concentra-
tions may cause birth defects in humans.7 Based on the 
new data RCO argued that AEEA posed an “imminent 
and substantial [threat] to human health,” and, as such, 
liability for the endangerment claim should be premised 
upon the fact that AEEA was present in the groundwa-
ter.8 RCO further argued that even though arsenic was 
detected in the groundwater at concentrations of 8 to 12 
parts per billion (ppb), which is far below that prohibited 
by the open dumping regulations9 promulgated pursuant 
to RCRA, Omya could nonetheless be held liable under 
the statute because the EPA, in capping the maximum 
allowable concentration for arsenic at 10 ppb for “com-
munity water systems” under the Safe Drinking Water 
Act (SDWA),10 also meant to simultaneously override 
and conform the RCRA groundwater specifi cations (50 
ppb for arsenic) to the more stringent SDWA regulations 
which are 10 ppb for arsenic. 

Procedure 
The District Court granted summary judgment to 

RCO on the endangerment liability claim and to Omya on 
the open dumping claim.11 The Court thereafter vacated 
the endangerment liability Order entered against Omya, 
and ultimately dismissed all claims pertaining to AEEA.12 
RCO then appealed the judgment that vacated the liabil-
ity Order that was entered against Omya.13 RCO also ap-
pealed the District Court’s dismissal of the open dumping 
claim.14 The Second Circuit affi rmed in totality the judg-
ment rendered by the District Court.15
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Donziger waived any privilege to which he may have 
been entitled after failing to submit a timely privilege log 
with respect to subpoenaed documents.10

Issue 
Whether any privilege to which the Respondents 

may have been entitled was waived by either the transfer 
of the waiver by Mr. Donziger or the application of the 
crime-fraud exception to privilege.

Rationale
The Court found that the waiver of privilege aimed 

at Mr. Donziger extended to the Respondents.11 Conse-
quently, all of the documents on Respondents’ privilege 
logs, falling within the scope of the Donziger subpoena, 
were waived.12 Therefore, the subpoenas issued pursu-
ant to Rule 45 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, 
requires Respondents to produce any designated docu-
ments, electronically stored information or tangible things 
in Mr. Donziger’s possession custody or control.13

Additionally, the Court found that Chevron had 
made a showing of probable cause regarding the crime-
fraud exception to privilege by alleging intimidation of 
the Ecuadorian judiciary, improper conduct relating to 
expert reports, and the LAP’s involvement in the criminal 
prosecution of Chevron’s attorneys in Ecuador.14 

Conclusion
The Court overruled the Respondents’ objections to 

Chevron’s subpoenas, except as to documents that had 
not existed at the time the Donziger waiver was made.15 
Moreover, those documents not in existence at the time of 
the Donziger waiver were ordered to be submitted to the 
Court to determine whether the crime-fraud exception 
applied to them.16

Kevin Cassidy
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Chevron Corp. v. Salazar, No. 11 Civ. 
3718(LAK)(JCF), 2011 WL 3424486 (S.D.N.Y., 
2011)

Facts
Chevron initiated a series of subpoenas in the United 

States following an Ecuadorian court’s eighteen billion 
dollar judgment for a group of Ecuadorians, known as the 
Lago Agrio plaintiffs (LAPs), against Chevron Corpora-
tion (Chevron) for massive environmental damage to Ec-
uador’s rainforest by an oil operation of Texaco, Inc. (sub-
sequently acquired by Chevron).1 The subpoenas are to be 
used for three purposes. First, they are to be used in the 
Lago Agrio litigation.2 Second, the subpoenas are for the 
arbitration before the Bilateral Investment Treaty between 
the United States and Ecuador pursuant to the United 
Nations Commission on International Trade Law rules in 
which Chevron seeks insulation from any liability.3 Last, 
they are to be used in an Ecuadorian criminal proceed-
ing alleging that the Ecuadorian government abused its 
criminal justice system by bringing charges against two 
Chevron lawyers involved in related litigation.4

Procedural History
Prior to the eighteen billion dollar judgment, Chevron 

fi led an action in the United States District Court for the 
Southern District of New York, “alleging the LAPs, their 
attorneys, various consultants, and a number of envi-
ronmental activist groups had engaged in a racketeering 
conspiracy” in violation of the Racketeer Infl uenced and 
Corrupt Organizations Act (RICO), under 18 U.S.C. § 
1961.5 Chevron’s ninth cause of action in that suit sought 
a declaratory judgment pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 2201(a) 
“establishing that any judgment by the Lago Agrio court 
would be unenforceable on the ground that it would have 
been obtained through fraud and without procedures 
compatible with due process[,]” was separated from the 
RICO complaint by the Court, giving way to the instant 
proceeding.6 

In this action, the attorneys representing the LAPs: 
Laura Garr, Andrew Woods, Joseph C. Kohn, and the fi rm 
of Kohn, Swift & Graf, P.C. (Respondents) objected to the 
subpoenas served on them.7 Respondents asserted the 
“attorney-client privilege and the work product doctrine, 
and submitted privilege logs identifying the documents 
at issue.”8 Chevron fi led a motion to compel.9

In a separate but related proceeding fi led in the same 
district, the court held that the LAPs’ lead attorney Mr. 
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3. Whether the determination of SWC to require CRP 
to enter into a contract with an independent audi-
tor as a condition of license renewal was arbitrary 
and capricious?

Rationale
In consideration of CRP’s claims of vagueness, the 

court considered whether the statute in question gave 
fair notice and provided clear standards of enforcement.6 
Without much discussion, the court held section 826–a700 
was not unconstitutionally vague and that the issue of 
overbreadth was not relevant to the disputed conduct.7

As for the claim of violating due process rights, SWC 
was recognized to have wide authority on how it man-
ages its licensing, including imposition of conditions like 
an independent auditor.8 The court found CRP was not 
entitled to a license without such a condition and there-
fore CRP had no protected property interest as part of its 
due process rights.9

Lastly, the court inquiry on whether the independent 
auditor requirement for license renewal was arbitrary and 
capricious was governed by the rational basis standard. 
CRP’s former general manager’s involvement in a con-
spiracy to maintain certain customers and territory in the 
carting industry was deemed an adequate rational basis 
for SWC’s determination to require an independent audi-
tor as part of CRP’s license renewal.10

Conclusion
The court concluded that the constitutional claims 

were without merit and that the lower court judgment 
should include a provision proclaiming section 826–a.700 
is not unconstitutional.

Michael Gadomski
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CRP Sanitation, Inc. v. Solid Waste Comm’n 
of Cnty. of Westchester, 86 A.D.3d 608 (N.Y. 
App. Div. 2d Dep’t 2011)

Facts
Plaintiff, CRP Sanitation, Inc. (“CRP”), was a solid 

waste hauler licensed to do business in Westchester 
County. Its general manager was indicted in June 2006 
and pled guilty to two counts of racketeering conspiracy.1 
When CRP sought a renewal of its license in 2008, the Sol-
id Waste Commission of County of Westchester (“SWC”), 
pursuant to section 826-a.700 of the Laws of Westchester 
County, required the plaintiff to contract with an indepen-
dent auditor in order to continue operating in Westchester 
County.2 

The aforementioned statute states: “The commis-
sion may, in the event that the information disclosed and 
reported by an applicant, licensee or registrant pursuant 
to this chapter produces adverse information which may 
indicate a violation of the standards set forth in this chap-
ter and specifi cally with regard to the standards outlined 
in Article VI hereof, require, without a hearing and as a 
condition of the issuance, reinstatement and/or renewal 
of a license or registration, that the applicant, licensee or 
registrant enter into a contract with an independent audi-
tor approved or selected by the commission, all at the sole 
cost and expense of the applicant.”3

Procedural History
CRP, along with Tarrytown R & T Corp., initiated a 

hybrid proceeding, pursuant to CPLR Article 78, against 
SWC and the County of Westchester asking the court to 
review the determination by SWC requiring CRP to con-
tract with an independent auditor; to compel the SWC to 
review and issue certain licenses; and to order an action 
for declaratory judgment fi nding section 826-a.700 uncon-
stitutional.4 The Supreme Court of New York, Westchester 
County, with Justice Robert A. Neary presiding, denied 
CRP’s application and dismissed the petition.5

Issues
1. Whether section 826–a.700 of the Laws of 

Westchester County is unconstitutionally vague or 
overbroad under the due process clause?

2. Whether imposing a requirement to enter into 
contract with an independent auditor violates due 
process rights?
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their environmental analysis.14 It should be noted that in 
earlier proceedings, the ESDC was characterized as hav-
ing committed a failure of transparency because ESDC 
failed to disclose to the court a particular provision in the 
Development Agreement that allowed a signifi cant time 
extension outside of 25 years for Phase II of the Project.15 
In support of its argument that the 10-year deadline could 
be relied on if commercially reasonable effort was used to 
meet the goal, ESDC maintained that the provision was 
simply the product of transactional lawyers anticipating 
risks.16 While the court agreed with ESDC that the MTA 
and Development Agreements allowed for a build-out 
in 10 years, it was also true that the agreements where 
structured in such a way as to compensate for the poor 
economy in order to begin the project.17 ESDC also ac-
knowledged that construction on a portion of the Project 
had lagged, which jeopardized the Project from being 
complete on a 10-year schedule. The poor economic 
conditions only added to this problem.18 ESDC tried to 
present a number of reasons why the Project would be 
completed in 10 years, such as FCRC having a fi nancial 
incentive to complete the Project as fast as possible, but 
the court found these arguments as well as the others 
to be unsupported by any type of analysis.19 The court 
found ESDC’s “invocation of the commercially reasonable 
effort provision” to be unfounded based on the deadlines 
set forth in the Development Agreement.20 

Next, the court had to determine if ESDC was re-
quired to prepare a SEIS prior to its approval of the 
MGPP.21 Based on a Technical Analysis prepared by its 
environmental consultant, the 2006 FEIS and the Techni-
cal Memorandum prepared at the approval of the 
MGPP—ESDC concluded that a SEIS was not required.22 
An agency may use its own discretion in deciding wheth-
er to submit a SEIS, but the agency, in this case ESDC, has 
a responsibility to review reports and other analyses in 
order to make that determination.23 Although the deter-
minations should be reasonable, not every conceivable 
environmental impact must be identifi ed.24 The court 
took issue with the Technical Analysis because it made 
many assumptions without any studies to corroborate 
those notions.25 Due to the unsupported statements in the 
Technical Analysis the court found the analysis to fall 
short of the standard provided by SEQRA in that ESDC 
failed to “take a hard look at the environmental impacts” 
of the MGPP.26 The court determined that a SEIS was re-
quired because a prior renegotiation of the MTA Agree-
ment and the extended deadlines available through the 
Development Agreement signifi cantly changed the con-
struction of Phase II of the Project and ESDC failed to ad-
dress the environmental impacts stemming from these 
changes.27 The court did not take a position on the desir-
ability of the Project or the extended timetable for con-
struction because, as SEQRA provides, that is for ESDC to 
determine; the court merely ensures that ESDC performs 
this responsibility.28 

Develop Don’t Destroy Brooklyn, Inc. v. 
Empire State Development Corp., 927 
N.Y.S.2d 571 (Sup. Ct. N.Y. Co. 2011)

Facts
The largest single-developer project in New York 

City’s history,1 The Atlantic Yards Project (AYP), extends 
over 22 acres and is to be constructed in two phases.2 
Phase I includes a new sports arena for the New Jersey 
Nets, several buildings near the arena, a new MTA/Long 
Island Railroad rail yard and various transit access im-
provements.3 Phase II entails 11 of the Project’s 16 high-
rise buildings, which will be for both commercial and 
residential use, and also the development of eight acres of 
publicly accessible open space.4

Procedural History
These Article 78 proceedings were brought under 

the State Environmental Quality Review Act (SEQRA) to 
challenge modifi cations made to the development plan 
for the AYP.5 In prior proceedings, petitioners challenged 
the acceptance of the modifi ed general project plan 
(MGPP) by Empire State Development Corp. (ESDC).6 
The court denied the petitions on March 10, 2010.7 On 
November 9, 2010 the court granted leave to reargue and 
renew.8 On reargument the court held that ESDC did not 
adequately demonstrate that its continuing use of a 10-
year build plan for the project was acceptable and did not 
elaborate enough on the issue of why a Supplemental En-
vironmental Impact Statement (SEIS) was not necessary.9 
The ESDC failed to speak to the impact of the build date 
based on the terms of the Development Agreement with 
Forest City Ratner Companies (FCRC) and a renegoti-
ated agreement between the Metropolitan Tra nsportation 
Authority (MTA) and FCRC.10 The court remanded the 
proceedings to ESDC to determine the impact of the build 
date and if a SEIS was needed.11 ESDC had an environ-
mental consultant prepare a Technical Analysis of the ex-
tended construction period for the project and ESDC also 
issued a response to the Supreme Court.12 

Issues
Whether the Empire State Development Corpora-

tion’s continuing use of the 10-year build date of a devel-
opment plan for environmental analysis had a rational 
basis? Whether a SEIS was required under SEQRA?

Rationale
Petitioners argued that the MTA Agreement and the 

Development Agreement, which were both negotiated by 
ESDC, rendered the 10-year build date an inaccurate time 
frame from which to assess the environmental impact.13 
Naturally, the respondents contended that the 10-year 
build date was a reasonable time frame on which to base 
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29. Id. at 584–85.

30. Id. at 585.

31. Id. 

32. Id. at 578.

33. Id. at 584.

* * *

Deerfi eld Plantation Phase II-B Property 
Owners Ass’n, Inc. v. U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers, 2011 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 75766 (D. S. 
Car. 2011) 

Facts
Deertrack Golf, Inc. (Deertrack) owned an 85-acre 

golf course (Deerfi eld Tract) in Horry County, South Caro-
lina. In about 2005, Deertrack closed the golf course and 
entered into a purchase contract with Bill Clark Homes 
of Myrtle Beach (BCH), which intended to redevelop the 
Deerfi eld Tract into a residential subdivision. In February 
2006, a BCH consultant submitted a request for a jurisdic-
tional determination (JD) by the U.S. Army Corps of Engi-
neers (Corps) as to whether the Deerfi eld Tract contained 
“waters of the United States” subject to jurisdiction under 
Section 404 of the Clean Water Act (CWA). Located on the 
Deerfi eld Tract were two non-navigable tributaries of the 
Atlantic Ocean and a series of ponds interconnected by 
a series of ditches and swales. In August 2006, the Corps 
determined that the Deerfi eld Tract did not contain wet-
land areas or other waters of the United States, and there-
fore none of the waters on the Tract were subject to fed-
eral jurisdiction under the CWA. In April 2009, Deerfi eld 
Plantation Phase II-B Property Owners Association, Inc. 
(Deerfi eld) fi led suit against the Corps, the Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA), and Deertrack, challenging the 
Corps’ 2006 JD.1

Procedural History
In August 2009, the parties jointly moved to volun-

tarily remand the action so the Corps could reconsider 
its 2006 JD. The court granted the motion, and in March 
2010, the Corps issued a superseding JD (2010 JD) con-
cluding it had jurisdiction over two non-navigable tribu-
taries constituting 0.37 acres of the Deerfi eld Tract. Deer-
fi eld challenged the 2010 JD, contending that additional 
ponds and channels on the property should also be con-
sidered “waters of the United States.” Before the Court in 
this case were cross motions for summary judgment.2

Issue
Whether the Corps’ 2010 JD was arbitrary and capri-

cious in concluding that only two tributaries, but none of 
the ponds, ditches, and swales located on the Deerfi eld 
Tract, were subject to federal jurisdiction under the CWA?

Conclusion
The petitioners requested that the Project be invali-

dated and construction stopped pending ESDC looking 
further into the environmental impacts, but the court
declined to grant this request.29 Phase I construction
was already well under way and a large amount of
both private and public funds have been committed to 
Phase I.30 The court viewed a stay of Phase II construc-
tion to be unnecessary because Phase II construction will 
not start for many years, and it is unlikely that FCRC will 
proceed before the environmental review has been com-
pleted.31 The court found ESDC’s use of the 10-year build 
date for the MGPP was void of a rational basis and was 
“arbitrary and capricious.”32 A SEIS was required due to a 
potentially drastic change in the construction schedule.33

Edward Kiewra
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and frequency of water fl ow that they did not have a sig-
nifi cant nexus to a traditionally navigable body of water.14 

Using the standard of review applicable to challenges 
to a federal agency action under the CWA, the court 
acknowledged that agency actions, fi ndings, and conclu-
sions will be set aside only when they are found to be 
arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of discretion, or otherwise 
not in accordance with law.15 The Court held that the 
Corps reasonably concluded, based on its research and 
on-site inspections, that the ponds, ditches, and swales 
located on the Deerfi eld Tract displayed no evidence of 
relatively permanent fl ow and that the Corps reasonably 
applied its longstanding interpretation that the ponds, 
ditches, and swales are not “waters of the United States” 
under the Rapanos plurality test.16 Similarly, the Court 
held that the Corps reasonably concluded that the ditches, 
ponds, and swales lacked a signifi cant nexus to down-
stream navigable waters due to their low volume and 
frequency of fl ow.17

Conclusion
The Court concluded that the Corps’ 2010 JD was not 

arbitrary, capricious, or an abuse of discretion, and, there-
fore, granted the Corps’ and the EPA’s motion for sum-
mary judgment.

Paul McGrath
Albany Law School ‘12
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4. In Riverside, 474 U.S. 121 (1985), the U.S. Supreme Court held that 
wetlands adjacent to traditionally navigable waters fell within the 
CWA’s defi nition of “navigable waters,” reasoning that Congress 
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5. In SWANCC, 531 U.S. 159 (2001), noting that “[i]t was the 
signifi cant nexus between the wetlands and navigable waters that 
informed [its] reading of the CWA in Riverside[,]” the Supreme 
Court held that wholly isolated intrastate ponds were not 
“navigable waters” under the CWA.

6. Before the Court in Rapanos, 547 U.S. 715 (2006), was the 
application of CWA jurisdiction over four Michigan wetlands 
near ditches or man-made drains that eventually emptied into 
traditional navigable waters. The Supreme Court had to decide 
whether “navigable waters” in the CWA “extend[ed] to wetlands 
that d[id] not contain and [were] not adjacent to waters that [were] 
navigable in fact.” The court was split, and proposed two different 
approaches so as not to allow CWA jurisdiction over wetlands 
lying alongside remote and insubstantial ditches and drains. 
The four-justice plurality concluded that “only those wetlands 
with a continuous surface connection to bodies that are ‘waters 
of the United States’ in their own right, so that there is no clear 
demarcation between ‘waters’ and wetlands, are ‘adjacent to’ 
such waters and covered by the [CWA].” Citing SWANCC, Justice 
Kennedy wrote that a “signifi cant nexus” test is the appropriate 

Rationale
The Court began by giving a statutory and case law 

background on federal jurisdiction under the CWA, fi rst 
noting that the CWA protects navigable waters, which are 
defi ned by the CWA as “the waters of the United States.”3 
The Court went on to discuss the U.S. Supreme Court’s 
holdings in U.S. v. Riverside Bayview Homes, Inc.,4 Solid 
Waste Agency of Northern Cook County v. U.S. Army Corps 
of Engineers (SWANNC),5 and Rapanos v. U.S.,6 as well as 
the “Rapanos Guidance” prepared by the Corps and the 
EPA to instruct personnel on how to make CWA jurisdic-
tional determinations in compliance with the new rules 
announced in Rapanos.7 Rapanos set out two jurisdictional 
standards: one by the plurality opinion, and one by Jus-
tice Kennedy known as the “signifi cant nexus” test. The 
Rapanos guidance provides that CWA jurisdiction exists 
over a body of water if either of these tests is met.8

The Court discussed that under the Rapanos Guid-
ance, the Corps and EPA would continue to assert juris-
diction over all traditional navigable waters and wetlands 
adjacent to traditional navigable waters. In accordance 
with the plurality opinion in Rapanos, the Guidance pro-
vides that CWA jurisdiction is proper over non-navigable 
tributaries of traditional navigable waters that are rela-
tively permanent and over wetlands that have continuous 
surface connection to such tributaries.9 Non-permanent 
and non-navigable tributaries are to be evaluated under 
the signifi cant nexus test, which provides that jurisdic-
tion exists if such tributaries and their adjacent wetlands 
have a signifi cant nexus to a traditionally navigable body 
of water.10 The signifi cant nexus test assesses whether 
the non-navigable and non-permanent tributaries and 
their adjacent wetlands affect the “chemical, physical and 
biological integrity of downstream traditional navigable 
waters.”11 

Turning to the jurisdictional determination at issue in 
this case, the Court noted that in making its 2010 JD, the 
Corps reviewed its own records, aerial photography, a 
USDA soil survey of the area, a U.S. Geological Survey of 
the area, and a Fish and Wildlife Service wetland invento-
ry map of the area, and noted any potential wetland areas 
suggested in the surveys and inventories. The Court also 
noted that to resolve any confl icts between the surveys, 
the Corps conducted two on-site inspections of the Deer-
fi eld Tract, from which the Corps could not conclusively 
determine whether the site was ever a wetland.12 

The Court found that each of the Corps’ determina-
tions correctly adhered to the CWA jurisdictional tests as 
described in the Rapanos Guidance. In its determination 
of jurisdiction over the two non-navigable tributaries, 
the Corps based its 2010 JD on geological and vegeta-
tive characteristics of the tributaries suggesting that they 
fl owed continuously and were therefore “relatively per-
manent” waters.13 With respect to the remaining ponds, 
ditches, and swales on the Tract, the Corps stated in the 
2010 JD that they contained such a low volume, duration, 
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Issue
Whether a hunting organization has Article III stand-

ing to intervene in an action to compel the FWS to make 
a determination on candidate species for listing under the 
ESA?

Rationale
Species are added to the ESA through a notice and 

comment procedure, initiated either by the Secretary or 
an “interested person.”7 Pursuant to the ESA, the FWS 
must undertake a specifi c process to determine whether 
the species warrants consideration, and if so, the FWS 
must decide within twelve months of a listing petition 
whether, and how, the species should be classifi ed.8 The 
FWS must, within that twelve months, make a fi nding 
that the listing is either (1) warranted; (2) not warranted; 
or (3) warranted, but precluded by higher listing priori-
ties.9 Plaintiffs challenged the FWS’s failure to meet the 
statutory deadlines for classifi cation of hundreds of spe-
cies the Plaintiffs petitioned for listing.10

SCI moved for intervention as a matter of right, or in 
the alternative, permissive intervention. Intervention as 
a matter of right, governed by Rule 24(a) of the Federal 
Rules of Civil Procedure (FRCP), requires that an interve-
nor establish Article III standing.11 To demonstrate such 
standing, the potential intervenor must establish “(1) an 
injury-in-fact that is (a) concrete and particularized and 
(b) actual and imminent, (2) causation, and (3) redress-
ability.”12 While SCI asserts an interest in “the hunting 
and sustainable use conservation” of the specifi c species 
at issue, SCI failed to demonstrate either causation or 
redressabiilty because the injury is based on the substan-
tive outcome of the FWS listing, which is not addressed 
in the settlement agreement and, therefore, not before the 
court.13 

SCI’s motion to intervene with the Court’s permission 
was also denied.14 Permissive intervention is governed 
by Rule 24(b) of the FRCP, which requires an intervenor 
to demonstrate “(1) an independent ground for subject 
matter jurisdiction; (2) a timely motion; and (3) a claim or 
defense that has a question of law or fact in common with 
the main action.”15 If those criteria are satisfi ed, the next 
step is to consider whether the intervention will unduly 
prejudice or delay the adjudication.16 

Finding that the permissive intervention of SCI could 
lead to undue delay, since the settlement agreements are 
already pending before the Court, permissive interven-
tion was denied.17 Additionally, the Court found that 
forcing FWS to continue to litigate would cause prejudice, 
consuming scarce resources that may interfere with settle-
ment obligations.18 Since SCI would still be able to par-
ticipate in the administrative review process of the FWS’s 
eventual listing determination, its own substantive inter-
ests were not prejudiced by denial of intervention.19

approach. Under that test, in order to be “navigable” under the 
CWA, “a water or wetland must possess a ‘signifi cant nexus’ to 
waters that are or were navigable in fact or that could reasonably 
be so made.” Justice Kennedy concluded that “wetlands possess 
the requisite nexus, and thus come within the statutory phrase 
‘navigable waters,’ if the wetlands, either alone or in combination 
with similarly situated lands in the region, signifi cantly affect the 
chemical, physical, and biological integrity of other covered waters 
more readily understood as ‘navigable.’”

7. Deerfi eld Plantation, 2011 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 75766 at *15-16.

8. Id. at *16 (quoting the Rapanos Guidance).

9. Id. at *16-17.

10. Id. at *17.

11. Id. at *17-18.

12. Id. at *20-22.

13. Id. at *23-25.

14. Id. at *26-27.

15. Id. at *28-29.

16. Id. at *41-42.

17. Id. at *53.

* * *

In re Endange red Species Act Section 4 
Deadline Litigation, 2011 WL 4005349 (D.D.C. 
Sept. 9, 2011)

Facts
Plaintiffs, the Center for Biological Diversity and 

WildEarth Guardians, fi led suit against the Fish and Wild 
Service (FWS), seeking to compel the FWS to make the 
determination of whether to list species as endangered or 
threatened under the Endangered Species Act (ESA) in a 
timely fashion.1 

The Safari Club International (SCI) moved to inter-
vene in the action, arguing that if the FWS did ultimately 
determine that three specifi c species—the greater sage 
grouse, the New England cottontail, and the lesser prai-
rie-chicken—were listed as endangered, it would impair 
the group’s ability to hunt such species.2 

Procedural History
The Plaintiffs and the FWS reached a settlement in 

July of 2011, following mediation.3 The proposed settle-
ment established a schedule for FWS to “resolve the back-
log of candidate (i.e. warranted-but-precluded) species,” 
which consisted of 251 species.4 While the settlement 
required the FWS to resolve the backlog, it did not require 
that the FWS “reach any particular substantive outcome 
on any petition or listing determination.”5 

SCI moved to intervene as a defendant in the case, 
seeking to oppose the settlements because they would 
require FWS to take action on three species of particular 
hunting interest to SCI.6 
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and public meetings and comment periods, the NPS pub-
lished a fi nal EIS identifying objectives that included the 
protection of native plant communities and the cultural 
landscape by reducing the deer population.2 The NPS 
established four alternatives in the EIS for meeting this 
objective: take no action (alternative A); employ rotational 
fencing of selected forest areas and introduce chemical re-
productive control agents (alternative B); directly reduce 
deer population by using sharpshooters (alternative C); 
use sharpshooters to reduce the population and maintain 
it with chemical reproductive control agents (alternative 
D).3 The NPS ultimately chose alternative D. 

The EIS also briefl y summarized other alternatives 
considered but rejected by the NPS, which included the 
reintroduction of predators. Coyotes were among those 
predators considered for reintroduction, but the NPS re-
jected that alternative, relying on a 1997 study showing 
that coyotes could not effectively control deer popula-
tions.4 

The Connecticut-based nonprofi t Friends of Animals, 
and the Pennsylvania-based nonprofi t Compassion for 
Animals, Respect for the Environment (“FOA”), fi led a 
complaint in November 2009, challenging the procedures 
used by the NPS in concluding that the massive deer cull 
was the best option for preserving vegetation in Valley 
Forge Park.5 

Procedural History
In April 2010, FOA moved to supplement the record 

with three studies related to the feeding and human-inter-
action habits of coyotes, which was denied by the District 
Court in early October 2010. After the NPS announced in 
late October 2010 that it would commence the deer cull 
in the upcoming winter, FOA moved for a preliminary 
injunction. The District Court then granted the NPS’s mo-
tion for summary judgment and denied FOA’s motion for 
preliminary injunction as moot.6 FOA appealed.

Issues
FOA put forth several arguments. First, that the NPS, 

in failing to include introduction of coyotes as an alterna-
tive in its EIS, failed to consider all reasonable alternatives 
as required under NEPA.7 Second, it argued that the EIS 
contained false alternatives—that alternatives A and B 
were only “straw men”—and as a result, the NPS left it-
self with only one viable option: to shoot the deer.8 Third, 
FOA argued that the District Court gave undue deference 
to the NPS without properly reviewing the administrative 
record because it concluded that increasing the number 
of coyotes in an urban park environment was against 
“common sense.”9 Finally, it took issue with the District 
Court’s denial of its motion to supplement the record 
with three studies addressing coyote hunting habits and 
tendencies in human interaction, arguing that some cir-

Conclusion
As SCI failed to demonstrate causation or redressabil-

ity to satisfy the requirements of intervention as of right, 
and because permissive intervention would cause undue 
delay and prejudice, the Court denied SCI’s request for 
intervention.20 

Krysten Kenny
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* * *

Friends of Animals v. Caldwell, 2011 U.S. 
App. LEXIS 13094 (3rd Cir. 2011) 

Facts
Between 1983 and 2009, the population density of 

white tailed deer in the Valley Forge National Histori-
cal Park, located outside of Philadelphia among rapidly 
growing suburbs, increased from roughly 33 deer per 
square mile to 241 deer per square mile. However, the 
deer density needed to maintain natural forest regenera-
tion in the Park was estimated to be between 10 and 40 
deer per square mile, and as a result, the National Park 
Service (NPS) sought to take action for preserving the 
Park’s vegetation.1

After a three-year study, publishing of notices, distri-
bution of a draft environmental impact statement (EIS), 
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the record.21 The Court concluded that even if it was er-
ror, remand was not required because the NPS complied 
with NEPA in determining that coyote predation was an 
unreasonable alternative.22

With regard to FOA’s fi nal argument, the Third Cir-
cuit declined to address whether a specifi c exception ap-
plied in NEPA cases for a more permissive approach to 
allowing extra-record evidence. Instead, it reasoned that 
there was no reason to supplement the record because 
FOA’s proposed evidence either did not confl ict with the 
NPS fi ndings or was irrelevant because the EIS focused 
on the failure of coyotes to control the deer population, 
not on the issues surrounding human-coyote interac-
tions.23 

Conclusion
The Third Circuit affi rmed the District Court’s deci-

sion granting summary judgment in favor of the NPS. 

Paul McGrath
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* * *

cuits have adopted a more permissive approach to allow-
ing extra-record review in NEPA cases.10

Rationale
Addressing FOA’s fi rst argument, the Third Circuit 

fi rst noted that it “must evaluate the NPS’s choice of al-
ternatives in light of the stated objectives of the action.”11 
The Court stated that “[a]n alternative is properly ex-
cluded from consideration in an [EIS] only if it would be 
reasonable for the agency to conclude that the alternative 
does not bring about the ends of the federal action.”12 The 
Court reasoned that since the NPS’s primary objective 
was to protect the native vegetation and landscape of the 
Park, and it determined that the deer density of 241 deer 
per square mile had negative impacts on plant and ani-
mal communities, then “any reasonable alternative would 
have to result in the reduction of the deer population or in 
the prevention of such a high density of deer from access-
ing the vegetation and landscape.”13 

The Third Circuit found that the NPS clearly re-
searched the idea of reducing the deer population 
through the use of predators.14 The Court reasoned that 
although the NPS only relied on the 1997 study conclud-
ing that coyotes could not control a deer population, 
with no evidence suggesting that coyotes could reduce 
the deer population at Valley Forge Park, the NPS’s con-
clusion that coyote reintroduction was not a reasonable 
alternative and did not require further study was neither 
arbitrary nor capricious.15 The court further noted that, 
although not dispositive, FOA did not offer a detailed 
counterproposal that had a chance of success.16 In fact, 
two of the three studies that FOA moved to supplement 
the record with actually supported the NPS’s conclusion 
that coyote predation was not a reasonable alternative.17 

Addressing FOA’s second argument, the Court rec-
ognized that other Circuits have interpreted the require-
ments of NEPA—that federal agencies study in detail all 
reasonable alternatives—to preclude agencies from defi n-
ing the objectives of their actions in terms so unreason-
ably narrow that they can be accomplished by only one 
alternative.18 However, the court noted that NEPA does 
not mandate particular results, and courts only consider 
whether an agency’s decisions regarding which alterna-
tives to discuss and how extensively to discuss them were 
arbitrary.19 The Court concluded that the NPS seriously 
considered options other than using sharpshooters to kill 
the deer and included a reasonable range of alternatives, 
and, therefore, did not violate the NEPA requirements.20

Addressing FOA’s third argument, the Third Circuit 
declined to state conclusively if the District Court’s own 
“common sense” interpretation of the NPS constituted an 
error, noting that the District Court clearly had reviewed 
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Where a property owner has violated a condition of a 
special use permit, adjacent property owners who are ag-
grieved by the violation will have standing to sue on that 
violation.13

Daniel Ellis II
Albany Law School ‘12
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1. Goldman v. A & E Club Properties, __ A.D.3d __, 2011 WL 5222873, *1 

(2d Dep’t 2011). 
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 Hinds Investments, L.P. v. Angioli, __ F.3d __, 
2011 WL 3250461 (9th Cir. 2011)

Facts
Plaintiff Hinds Investments (“Hinds”) alleged that 

defendants, manufacturers of dry cleaning machines, 
were contributors to waste disposal regulated under 
the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of 19761 
(“RCRA”) because of the design of the machines.2

Hinds owned two shopping locations which leased 
space to dry cleaners that emitted a common dry cleaning 
chemical, perchloroethylene (PCE), which polluted the 
groundwater.3 Hinds claimed that defendants designed 
the dry cleaning machines “so that wastewater contami-
nated with PCE would and did fl ow into drains and into 
the sewer system.”4 Hinds similarly contended that de-
fendants’ instruction manuals “instructed users that they 
should dispose of contaminated waste water in drains or 
open sewers.”5

Procedural History
The United States District Court for the Eastern Dis-

trict of California granted defendants’ motion to dismiss 
for failure to state a claim and the United States Court of 
Appeals for the Ninth Circuit affi rmed.6

Goldman v. A & E Club Properties, __ A.D.3d 
__, 2011 WL 5222873 (2d Dep’t 2011)

Facts
Here the Defendant, A & E Club Properties (A & E), 

owns and leases out property that is operated as a beach 
and tennis club located at the end of a private road.1 The 
property is operated in its current capacity under a spe-
cial use permit that is conditioned on the property owner 
maintaining the private road.2 The Plaintiffs are four 
property owners whose properties are also located on the 
private road and immediately adjacent to the tennis club.3 
Plaintiffs brought this action seeking to enjoin A & E’s use 
of the property as a tennis club on the theory that it is in 
violation of a condition of its special use permit requir-
ing it to maintain the private roadway that had allegedly 
fallen into disrepair.4

Procedural History
Plaintiffs brought their action seeking an injunction 

against A & E’s use of the tennis club in violation of its 
special use permit.5 Defendant moved for dismissal in Su-
preme Court under CPLR 3211(a)(3) stating that Plaintiffs 
lacked standing  to sue on the violation of the special use 
permit.6 The Supreme Court denied Defendant’s motion 
to dismiss on the grounds that it failed to demonstrate 
that the Plaintiffs were not aggrieved by the violation of 
the special use permit condition.7 The Appellate Division 
affi rmed.8

Issue
Whether property owners have standing to sue an 

adjacent property owner for a violation of conditions of a 
special use permit.

Rationale
The Supreme Court and the Appellate Division both 

reached the determination that adjacent property own-
ers have standing to sue on a violation of conditions of 
a special use permit.9 The Appellate Division stated that 
the Defendant failed to demonstrate, under CPLR 3211(a)
(3), that Plaintiffs were not aggrieved by the violation of 
the special use permit condition requiring Defendant to 
maintain the private roadway.10 As a result of failing to 
show that Plaintiffs were not aggrieved by the violation, 
the Appellate Division affi rmed the Supreme Court’s 
denial of the Defendant’s motion to dismiss for lack of 
standing.11

Conclusion 
The Appellate Division affi rmed the Supreme Court’s 

denial of A & E’s motion to dismiss for lack of standing.12 
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Lampke v. Petro, Inc., No. 35947/2008, 2011 
N.Y. Misc. LEXIS 1823 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. Suffolk 
Co. 2011)

Facts
Plaintiffs Edna and Robert Lampke, residential prop-

erty owners in Remsenburgh, New York, commenced an 
action against Defendants, Petro, Inc. and Matson Heat-
ing and Air Conditioning, Inc. (“Matson”), for damages 
due to Matson’s “negligent installation of a furnace and 
oil burner” resulting in a petroleum spill at their resi-
dence.1 Plaintiffs then proceeded to move for partial sum-
mary judgment regarding the liability of the Defendants, 
claiming them to be “dischargers” under N.Y. Navigation 
Law §172 (8).2

Petro, Inc. contracted with Matson to install the fur-
nace and oil burner on the Plaintiffs’ property.3 Plaintiffs 
alleged that “petroleum discharged onto the concrete 
basement fl oor of their residence, as well as into the soil 
beneath it, requiring excavation of the soil from the area 
below the basement fl oor.”4 Additionally, Plaintiffs asked 
the court to take judicial notice of the fl ow of petroleum 
into the groundwater considering the sandy nature of the 
soil.5

Petro, Inc. claimed that it was not responsible as a 
“discharger” of petroleum because it merely delivered 
the oil and the spill was not due to the manner in which 
the delivery occurred.6 Petro, Inc. further claimed that 
the spill was due to the negligent installation of the oil 
furnace and burner by Matson.7 Petro, Inc. also argued 
against the Plaintiffs’ claim for judicial notice stating that 
lacking evidence as to the amount of spillage, the depth of 
seepage, and the depth of the underground water, there is 
no proof of groundwater contamination.8 On the contrary, 
Matson argued that based on Navigation Law §172 (8), a 
discharge did not occur because the petroleum seeped to 
a depth of only two feet, and therefore did not contami-
nate the groundwater ten feet below the surface.9

Procedural History
The Supreme Court granted the Plaintiffs’ motion 

for partial summary judgment against the Defendants 
regarding the issue of liability.10 Additionally the Court 
placed the action back on the calendar for a trial to deter-
mine the issue of damages.11

Issue 
Whether Petro, Inc. and Matson are considered “dis-

chargers” of petroleum, and thus strictly liable under N.Y. 
Navigation Law §181?

Issue
Whether Hinds’s claim that defendants contributed to 

the disposal of hazardous waste was plausible on its face 
due to the design of and instructions for the dry cleaning 
machines used on Hinds’ properties?7

Rationale
The Ninth Circuit, reviewing the district court’s deci-

sion de novo, fi rst looked to the defi nition of the word 
“contribute.”8 When RCRA does not defi ne a term, it is 
accorded its plain and ordinary meaning.9 The dictionary 
defi nitions for the word contribute are to “lend assistance 
or aid to a common purpose” or to “have a share in any 
act or effect” or “to be an important factor in; help to 
cause.”10 The Court next looked to the context of the stat-
ute prohibiting “contributing to,” noting that it prohibited 
“handling, storage, treatment, transportation, or dis-
posal,” all of which were “active functions with a direct 
connection to the waste itself.”11 The Court also looked 
to the purpose of the defendants’ machinery, noting that 
it had a “purpose helpful to society, like the dry clean-
ing of clothes.”12 The Court then looked to other courts’ 
decisions on the scope of RCRA, noting that the sale of an 
asbestos-laden building was not “contributing to” waste 
disposal because there was no “handling or storing” of 
the materials.13

Conclusion
The Ninth Circuit held that the defendants’ mere de-

signing of equipment to generate waste did not give them 
control over, or active involvement in, the disposal of the 
waste by others.14

Benjamin Casilio
St. John’s University School of Law ‘12
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6. Id. at 3.

7. Id.

8. Id. at 3–4.

9. Id. at 4.

10. Id. at 1.

11. Id. at 1, 8.

12. Id. at 7 (citation omitted).
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395 (2d Dep’t 2011)); Tifft v. Bigelow’s Oil Serv., Inc., 70 A.D.3d 
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* * *

Milner v. Department of Navy, 131 S.Ct. 1259 
(2011)

Facts
In Milner v. Department of the Navy,1 a citizen made 

a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request for dis-
closure of maps and data identifying the locations of 
stored explosives on Naval Magazine Indian Island in 
Washington’s Puget Sound.2 The Department of the Navy 
denied the FOIA requests in 2003 and 2004 citing so-
called Exemption 2,3 which does not compel disclosure of 
information “related solely to the internal personnel rules 
and practices of an agency.”4 The Department stated, 
“disclosure would threaten the security of the base and 
surrounding community.”5 

Procedural History
Dismissal of Milner’s suit to compel was affi rmed by 

the Ninth Circuit.6 The Supreme Court granted certiorari 
to resolve a longstanding circuit split about the scope of 
Exemption 2 and reversed the District Court and Appeals 
Court.7

Rationale
Writing for the eight-justice majority in her fi rst term, 

Associate Justice Kagan explicitly and narrowly defi ned 
the scope of FOIA Exemption 2, overruling what had been 
applied as a two-tiered standard for the past thirty years.8 
Following the 1981 decision by the D.C. Circuit in Crooker 
v. Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco & Firearms,9 courts have read 
FOIA Exemption 2 broadly to “cover any ‘predominantly 
internal’ materials.”10 The Crooker approach encompassed 
two-standards, the lower threshold known as “Low 2,” 
which prevented disclosure only of information about 

Rationale
The Supreme Court of New York, Suffolk County 

granted Plaintiffs’ motion for partial summary judgment, 
concluding that the Plaintiffs had “made an initial prima 
facie showing of entitlement to judgment as a matter of 
law on the issue of liability.”12 Defendants were unable to 
meet their burden, lacking suffi cient evidentiary proof to 
defeat a motion for summary judgment.13 

The Court relied on Navigation Law §172 (8) to defi ne 
“discharger” as “any intentional or unintentional action 
or omission resulting in the releasing, spilling, leaking, 
pumping, pouring, emitting, emptying or dumping of 
petroleum into the waters of the state or onto lands from 
which it might fl ow or drain into said waters, or into 
waters outside the jurisdiction of the state when damage 
may result to the lands, waters or natural resources with-
in the jurisdiction of the state.”14 Applying Navigation 
Law Article 12 liberally, the Court determined that Petro, 
Inc. was subject to liability as a “discharger” for having 
contracted with Matson for the installation of the furnace 
and oil burner.15

The Plaintiffs successfully showed that Petro, Inc. and 
Matson caused the oil leak—directly or indirectly—lead-
ing to the seepage of petroleum into the soil underneath 
the Plaintiffs’ basement, and that they had not negligently 
contributed to the discharge by the Defendants.16 Howev-
er, the only evidentiary proof put forth by the Defendants 
were affi rmations of counsel made without personal 
knowledge, which the court concluded were “insuffi cient 
to defeat a motion for summary judgment.”17 Although 
Matson produced a letter written by the company hired 
to clean up the spill to the Department of Environmental 
Conservation stating that the groundwater had not been 
affected by the spill, the Court found this letter to be hear-
say and thus inadequate to overcome a motion for sum-
mary judgment.18

Conclusion
The Supreme Court of New York, Suffolk County, 

granted partial summary judgment in the Plaintiffs’ favor 
holding the Defendants liable as “dischargers” of petro-
leum, due to the negligent installation of a furnace and oil 
burner.19 The Court further set a calendar date for a trial 
to determine the issue of damages.20

Tammy Garcia
Albany Law School ‘13
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* * *

Nonnon v. City of New York, 2011 N.Y.Slip 
Op. 06463, 2011 WL 4089536 (1st Dep’t 2011)

Facts
This is a consolidated action brought against the 

City of New York for the personal injuries and wrongful 
deaths that allegedly arose from the plaintiffs’ exposure 
to hazardous substances from the Pelham Bay Landfi ll, 
located in the Bronx.1

Pelham Bay landfi ll was operated by the Department 
of Sanitation from 1963 until its forced closure in 1978.2 
The City of New York owned the landfi ll while it was in 
operation and continues to own it to this day.3 The land-
fi ll was designated as an “inactive hazardous waste site” 
after it had been found that the site, while in operation, 
had allowed several corporations to illegally dispose of 
hazardous waste in the landfi ll.4 

From 1991 to 1993, nine separate actions were brought 
against the City by residents of the neighborhoods closest 
to the landfi ll who were allegedly exposed to toxins over 
the years.5 These actions alleged that the “extended expo-
sure to the hazardous materials emanating from the land-
fi ll caused the development of either acute lymphoid leu-
kemia (ALL) or Hodgkin’s disease.”6 Plaintiffs presented 
expert opinions on epidemiology and toxicology and the 
subsequent studies done on those affected.7 

“human resources and employee relations.”11 The broader 
interpretation known as “High 2” prevented disclosure of 
materials that would “signifi cantly risk circumvention” 
of federal agency protections, and was relied on by the 
Department of the Navy in refusing Milner’s request in 
the case at bar.12 The Ninth, Second and Seventh Circuits 
have applied this broader, tiered Crooker approach, while 
the Eighth, Fifth and Sixth Circuits have defi ned Exemp-
tion 2 more narrowly.13

Justice Kagan opined that the Crooker approach was 
too broad, and that in order to effect the intent of the 
FOIA legislation, a single, narrow approach is required.14 
Analyzing under canons of statutory interpretation and 
noting “the Act’s goal of broad disclosure,” Justice Kagan 
found that Congressional intent had been misconstrued 
in Crooker; too broad an approach would “engulf other 
FOIA exemptions, rendering ineffective the limitations 
Congress placed on their application.”15 The Court held 
that Exemption 2 “encompasses only records relating to 
issues of employee relations and human resources.”16 
Thus, Milner’s request for maps and information about 
the explosives stored by the Navy at Indian Island was 
not precluded under Exemption 2. 

Justice Breyer’s dissent warns of the possibility that 
overturning three decades of precedent could lead to 
over-classifi cation of information by governmental agen-
cies and thwart the intent and application of the law.17 He 
found that the circuit split for which the Court granted 
certiorari preceded Crooker and as such, there was no 
disagreement or need to overrule stare decisis.18 Justice 
Breyer found that FOIA’s intent had been met through 
this precedent and that with the decision of the Court to 
narrow Exemption 2, governmental agencies did not have 
clear enough information to be able to implement the rul-
ing in a timely manner.19 

Conclusion
On its face, the result of the ruling in Milner should 

be increased citizen access to government information 
through the FOIA process because the scope of exclusion 
has been narrowed. The government will have a greater 
burden of demonstrating that Exemption 2 applies, and 
may no longer rely on the broader scope of Crooker. How-
ever, it is also important to recognize that the Milner con-
troversy is not over. In a concurring opinion, Justice Alito 
identifi ed an alternative and potentially applicable reason 
to deny the FOIA request, under Exemption 7.20 Though 
not raised by the Department, Exemption 7 applies to 
information that is classifi ed as a legitimate law enforce-
ment purpose.21 It remains to be determined whether the 
requested maps and information fall within the classifi ca-
tion of law enforcement purposes.

Nikki Nielson
Albany Law School ‘12
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strated, through epidemiological and toxicological data, a 
connection between the landfi ll and their present illnesses 
to warrant a trial on their claims.22 

Conversely, the court held that the plaintiffs suffering 
from Hodgkin’s disease were unable to provide suffi cient 
and similar evidence to survive the City’s motion for 
summary judgment.23 

Conclusion
The First Department affi rmed in part the lower 

court’s decision to deny the City’s motion for summary 
judgment by holding that the plaintiffs suffering from 
ALL suffi ciently raised a triable issue of fact regarding the 
issue of causation.24 

Chad Pritts
 Albany Law School ‘12
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Procedural History
The New York State Court of Appeals upheld the 

denial of the City’s motion to dismiss the nine actions for 
failure to state a claim.8 The motion was premised upon 
the alleged insuffi ciency of evidence presented by plain-
tiffs’ experts to establish causation.9 On October 12, 2007, 
the City made a motion for summary judgment on all 
nine actions.10 The motion was denied by the court.11

Issue
Whether the plaintiffs’ expert testimony has provided 

an adequate scientifi c foundation in raising a triable issue 
of fact regarding the existence of a causal connection be-
tween the landfi ll and the plaintiffs’ current illnesses. 

Rationale
When there is a question as to the legitimacy of an 

expert’s opinion, courts apply the Frye test, which looks 
to the reliability and general acceptance of the principles 
used by the expert, not to the reliability of the expert’s 
conclusion.12 Here, because epidemiology and toxicology 
are well-accepted methodologies, the court looked to the 
experts’ procedures to determine the legitimacy of the 
evidence proffered.13 

The Court then applied the test set forth in Parker v. 
Mobil Oil Corp. to determine whether the expert opinions 
were able to demonstrate causation.14 The test requires 
that the expert’s opinion show: (1) the plaintiff was ex-
posed to a toxin; (2) the toxin is able to cause the alleged 
illness; and (3) the plaintiff was “exposed to the toxin lev-
els suffi cient to cause illness.”15 

Due to the diffi culty in quantifying a person’s actual 
exposure to a toxin, the Court of Appeals recognized that 
a precise level of exposure is not needed to satisfy specifi c 
causation.16 Rather, specifi c causation can be satisfi ed 
where the plaintiffs’ expert opinions provide a suffi cient 
“‘scientifi c expression’ of plaintiffs’ exposure levels.”17 
Courts have also held that specifi c causation can be satis-
fi ed where the relative risk in an epidemiological study 
translates to a “50% likelihood that an exposed individu-
al’s disease was caused by the agent.”18

Here, the presence of such toxins in the areas neigh-
boring the landfi ll is well documented.19 The City has 
admitted, through concessions and consent decrees, that 
the surface and groundwaters had been polluted by con-
taminants from the landfi ll.20 The court determined that 
all plaintiffs living in close proximity to the landfi ll were 
exposed over the years to the toxins that originated from 
the landfi ll.21 The court further determined that all of the 
plaintiffs’ suffering from ALL had suffi ciently demon-
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Force action offi cer assigned to the NRDC’s FOIA request, 
and John Pellett, the Air Force counsel responsible for re-
viewing the NRDC’s administrative appeal.12 The Court 
was satisfi ed that both Air Force representatives had the 
requisite “personal knowledge” to allow the Court to base 
its determination on their sworn statements.13 

The Court found the Air Force’s declarations to be 
suffi ciently detailed, due to their identifi cation of branch-
es that were searched and the particular search terms 
used.14 Furthermore, upon administrative appeal by the 
NRDC, the Air Force had re-contacted those branches 
and searched additional branches.15 The Court held that 
any records obtained by the NRDC did not affect whether 
the Air Force’s search had been adequate and that the 
Air Force was not obligated to locate every existing re-
cord.16 Although the Air Force had initially failed to turn 
over certain records due to a “miscommunication,” its 
subsequent disclosure of those records absolved it from 
any wrongdoing.17 Finally, the Court found no evidence 
to suggest the Air Force had failed to contact anyone or 
failed to search anywhere where responsive information 
would have been found.18

Conclusion
The Court held that the Air Force had conducted an 

adequate search.19 Summary judgment was granted for 
the Air Force and the NRDC’s request for discovery was 
denied.20

Kevin Cassidy
Albany Law School ‘13
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Natural Res. Def. Council, Inc. v. Wright-
Patterson Air Force Base, No. 10 Civ. 
3400(SHS), 2011 WL 3367747 (S.D.N.Y. 2011)

Facts
Plaintiff Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc. 

(NRDC) brought this action against Wright Patterson Air 
Force Base and the United States Department of the Air 
Force (Air Force) for failure to conduct an adequate search 
for records in response to NRDC’s Freedom of Informa-
tion Act (FOIA) request concerning a six billion dollar 
“coal-to-liquid facility” (Facility).1 Plaintiff claimed that 
the Facility would be hazardous to human health and to 
the environment because it would emit over twenty-six 
(26) million tons of carbon dioxide per year.2 In its FOIA 
request, the NRDC sought information from transactions 
and communications concerning the Facility made by 
Baard Energy, the Air Force, the Department of Defense, 
the Ohio Department of Development, the Ohio Air Qual-
ity Development Authority and the Columbiana County 
Port Authority.3

In response to NRDC’s FOIA request, the Air Force is-
sued a “No Records” response after searching for disposi-
tive records at Detachment 1, Air Force Research Labora-
tory (AFRL) Directorate of Contracting. The Air Force 
then forwarded to the NRDC an article about the AFRL’s 
alternative fuel program and a document entitled “The 
Dayton Region’s Wright Patterson Air Force Base Strate-
gic Vision[.]”4 Following an NRDC appeal, the Air Force 
searched its Headquarters Air Force Material Command 
and Aeronautical Systems Center offi ces at the Wright 
Patterson Air Force Base.5 After the commencement of the 
instant action, the Air Force provided evidence of “mis-
communication” regarding the existence of responsive 
documents and provided those responsive documents at 
issue to the NRDC.6

Procedural History
The NRDC made an administrative appeal of the Air 

Force’s initial “No Records” response.7 Following an af-
fi rmation of that response and the Air Force’s dismissal 
of the NRDC’s appeal, the NRDC brought an action 
challenging the adequacy of the Air Force’s search.8 The 
Air Force moved for summary judgment.9 The NRDC 
opposed the motion and cross-moved for limited discov-
ery.10

Issue 
Whether the Air Force conducted an adequate search 

for records responsive to the NRDC’s FOIA request.11

Rationale
In order to determine the adequacy of the search, the 

Court looked to the declarations of Darrin Booher, the Air 
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Part of the Court’s opinion focused on Environmental 
Conservation Law § 27–1301(3) to demonstrate that reme-
dial programs for waste disposal sites include measures 
to abate or control, not just elimination and removal. 
The Court inferred this inclusion of lesser measures to 
indicate there was “a preference [for] the most thorough 
cleanup that makes sense in light of technical feasibility 
and cost-effectiveness.”12

These interpretations taken together led the Court to 
hold that Environmental Conservation Law § 27–1313(5)
(d) requires a threshold fi nding of a signifi cant threat, but 
that a remedial program is not limited if circumstances 
call for a more thorough clean-up.13 The overall effect of 
the Court’s interpretation is to authorize the DEC to regu-
late and require remedial programs that may encompass a 
wide array of measures in removing toxic waste.14 

The Court was careful to point out that the DEC’s au-
thority to order remedial programs was not “unfettered,” 
but rather was limited “to the extent feasible” and, there-
fore, the DEC may not unilaterally fashion a remedial 
program without consideration of practicalities as they 
relate to each particular regulated site.15

Conclusion
The New York Court of Appeals affi rmed the order of 

the Appellate Division holding the challenged DEC regu-
lations to be reasonable interpretations of the statutory 
scheme authorizing the agency to identify and remediate 
inactive hazardous waste disposal sites.16

Dissent by Judge Pigott
In dissent, Judge Pigott argues that the appropriate 

interpretation of ECL 27-1313(5)(d) would be to fi nd that a 
remedial program’s objective is limited to complete clean-
up of a site via “elimination of the signifi cant threat.”17

Michael W. Gadomski
Albany Law School ‘13
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In the Matter of New York State Superfund 
Coalition, Inc. v. New York State Department 
of Environmental Conservation, __N.E.2d __, 
No. 189, Slip Op. 08996 (2011)

Facts
Petitioner is a not-for-profi t corporation with mem-

bers holding land that is listed on a registry of hazardous 
waste disposal sites and subject to Department of Envi-
ronmental Conservation (DEC) regulation.1 Petitioner 
challenged DEC regulations of remedial programs aimed 
at cleaning inactive hazardous waste disposal sites that 
are recognized as “signifi cant threat[s].”2 Petitioner’s 
Article 78 challenge of the regulations was based on the 
argument that the regulations were ultra vires and imper-
missibly wide in scope.3 

The DEC adopted regulations to restore inactive haz-
ardous waste disposal sites and included a requirement to 
achieve as part of the clean-up “pre-disposal conditions, 
to the extent feasible.”4 The authority enabling the DEC 
to implement such remedial programs is derived from 
article 27, title 13 of the New York State Environmental 
Conservation Law.5 This statute provided the DEC with 
the regulatory authority to create remedial programs to 
clean up waste disposal sites and remove any substantial 
danger these sites posed to the environment.6

Procedural History
The Supreme Court, Appellate Division, Third De-

partment modifi ed an order by the Supreme Court, 
Albany County, which annulled two of the regulations 
originally challenged.7 The Third Department’s modifi ca-
tion served to reverse the portion of the lower court order 
annulling the aforementioned regulations.8 The Court of 
Appeals granted leave to appeal for consideration of the 
issue.9

Issue
Whether the breadth of DEC regulations requiring 

restoration of inactive hazardous waste disposal sites to 
meet pre-disposal conditions exceeds the agency’s en-
abling authority under Environmental Conservation Law 
§ 27–1313(5)(d).

Rationale
The Court will defer to the governmental agency 

charged with the responsibility of administering a statute 
when making a judicial interpretation of such a statute 
involves specialized knowledge and operational prac-
tices.10 In its interpretation here, the Court noted that the 
DEC sought “cost-effective” remedial efforts to reduce the 
dangers of environmental contamination, to the extent 
feasible.11
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of the state and for costs of assessing this injury; and (6) 
defendants are jointly and severally liable for damages to 
natural resources under the common law doctrine of nui-
sance.7 The manufacturer defendants moved to dismiss 
the state law claims.8

Issue
Whether, at the pleading stage, the failure to plead a 

claim seeking damages distinct from damages available 
under CERCLA, in this case state law claims, requires re-
pleading or dismissal?9 

Rationale
Defendants contend that allowing the plaintiffs to 

proceed with the state law causes of action would under-
mine the intent of CERCLA.10 The defendants also claim 
that this would present the plaintiffs with the opportunity 
for double recovery.11 The court found both of these ar-
guments unpersuasive.12 In passing CERCLA, Congress 
intended to preserve the rights of states to impose addi-
tional liability.13 The court also found the issue of double 
recovery to be premature. The double recovery remains 
only a threat and it was too soon for the court to make 
such a determination. The defendants’ motions to dismiss 
the state law claims on preemption grounds were, there-
fore, denied.14

The defendants also claimed that the state’s claim of 
public nuisance was time barred by the New York State 
statute of limitations.15 Signifi cant evidence recognized 
by the court demonstrated that the discovery of the in-
jury occurred beyond the allowable statute of limitations. 
This was due to the court acknowledging that the DEC 
classifi cation of the site as a hazardous waste site and the 
preliminary site assessment constituted adequate discov-
ery of the injury.16 For these reasons, the court determined 
that the claim was time barred.17

Defendants also claimed that the plaintiff’s claim of 
restitution fails under New York law.18 They claimed that 
because the restitution claim is based on public nuisance, 
which is time barred, it fails under New York law. The 
court found that the plaintiff properly alleged the ele-
ments of the restitution claim under New York law and 
that claim is not time barred.19

The last claim that defendants moved to dismiss was 
indemnifi cation.20 To make a valid claim for indemnity a 
plaintiff must allege that multiple parties are subject to an 
obligation or duty to a third party under circumstances 
that one of them should perform it rather than the oth-
ers.21 The court noted that “since the state never identifi ed 
and alleged in its complaint that it had a duty or legal 
obligation to remediate the West Side site” its indemni-
fi cation claim fails.22 The court granted the defendants’ 
motion to dismiss but granted plaintiff leave to replead 
within thirty days.23 

11. Id. at 9.

12. Id. at 10.

13. Id. at 11.

14. Id.

15. Id. at 12–13.

16. Id. at 13–14.

17. N.Y. State Superfund Coal., Inc. v. N.Y. State Dep’t of Envtl. 
Conservation, __ N.E.2d __, No. 189, slip op. at 16 (N.Y. Dec. 15, 
2011) (Pigott, J., dissenting).

* * *

New York v. West Side Corp., No. 07-CV-4231, 
2011 WL 2342752 (E.D.N.Y. June 3, 2011)

Facts
The New York State Department of Environmental 

Conservation (DEC) brought action against multiple de-
fendants; West Side Corp. (West Side), who owned and 
operated a chemical redistribution and storage center for 
percholrethylene (PCE), a chemical commonly used in 
the dry cleaning industry, in Jamaica, Queens, as well as 
multiple manufacturers that contracted with the owner 
regarding chemical redistribution and repackaging opera-
tions: Sheldon F. Schiff, Dow Chemical Company (Dow), 
Ethyl Corp. (Ethyl), and PPG Industries, Inc. (PPG).1 The 
DEC alleged liability under the Comprehensive Environ-
mental Response, Compensation and Liability Act (CER-
CLA) and New York’s common law doctrines of public 
nuisance, restitution, and indemnifi cation.2 

The DEC claimed that during the delivery process of 
PCE, there were spills and leaks. This occurred during the 
transfer because the above-ground storage tanks did not 
have the required spill prevention equipment.3 The DEC 
also alleged that the manufacturer defendants had knowl-
edge and control over the spills that occurred during their 
arrangement with West Side.4 The site, here, is located 
near multiple drinking water supply wells that have been 
decommissioned by the New York City Department of 
Environmental Protection due to contamination.5 DEC de-
clared the site an “inactive hazardous waste disposal site” 
and New York State has claimed that it incurred response 
costs at the site of over six million dollars.6 

Procedural History
The DEC alleged six causes of action: (1) defendants 

are jointly and severally liable for all response costs 
incurred by the state to date as well as future costs; (2) 
defendants are jointly and severally liable for all costs in-
curred by the state to abate the public nuisance caused by 
hazardous substances; (3) defendants have been unjustly 
enriched by the state and are liable for that benefi t; (4) 
indemnifi cation; the state seeks all the costs of performing 
defendant’s duties; (5) defendants are jointly and sever-
ally liable to the state for damages to natural resources 
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water claim, for alleged damages sustained during a rain-
storm on April 15, 2007 and April 16, 2007.4

Procedural History
The Rockland County Supreme Court denied the de-

fendant’s motion to dismiss for failure to state a cause of 
action with regard to the fi rst action, and also denied the 
defendant’s motion to dismiss for failure to state a cause 
of action with regard to the second action, in which the 
defendants failed to show that the water that entered the 
plaintiffs’ property was not surface water.5 The court con-
cluded that the defendant had negligently maintained the 
dams and reservoirs, leading to greater fl ood conditions 
than normally expected, and that the fl ood waters from 
the defendant’s facilities were considered surface water.6

Issue
Are waters impounded from rivers by dams and res-

ervoirs considered to be surface water for the purposes of 
determining liability for damages due to discharged sur-
face water onto the property of another?7

Rationale
The Supreme Court came to the determination that 

the waters fl ooding from the defendant’s dams and reser-
voirs were considered surface water.8 The Appellate Divi-
sion relied mainly on one case to analyze what constitutes 
surface water. In Drogen Wholesale Elec. Supply v. State of 
New York, surface waters were defi ned as natural precipi-
tation, accumulated on land until it is absorbed into the 
land, drains to stream channels, or evapora tes.9 Addi-
tionally, surface waters can result from fl ood waters that 
separate from a main current, and remain over land.10 The 
current law regarding surface water liability, as held by 
the N.Y. Court of Appeals, states that “an owner of land 
cannot, by drains of other artifi cial means, collect surface 
water into channels and discharge it upon the land of the 
owner’s neighbor to the neighbor’s detriment.”11 

The court found that the plaintiff in the fi rst action 
failed to present suffi cient evidence demonstrating that 
the impounded water which was discharged during the 
rainstorm constituted surface water, and therefore the 
complaint failed to plead a cause of action.12 The court 
determined that “water that is part of a watercourse, such 
as a river, is not considered to be surface water.”13 The 
defendant demonstrated that the water collected from 
the Hackensack River via the dams and reservoirs was 
not collected in a way that interfered with surface water 
as defi ned by the law.14 In the second cause of action, 
because the plaintiffs did not raise a triable issue of fact 
regarding whether the impounded water is surface water, 
a claim of negligent interference with surface water could 
not be supported, and thus the defendant was free from 
liability.15

Conclusion
The court granted the defendants’ motions to dismiss 

the public nuisance claims in the second and sixth causes 
of action. The motion to dismiss the indemnifi cation claim 
was also granted, but with leave to replead. The remain-
ing motions by the defendants were denied.24

Erick Kraemer
St. John’s University School of Law ‘12
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Stormes v. United Water N.Y., Inc., 84 A.D.3d 
1352 (2d Dep’t 2011)

Facts
This case involved two actions that were combined 

for the purpose of discovery and trial.1 The defendant, 
United Water New York, Inc., operates two dams and 
reservoirs; one in New York and the other in New Jersey, 
each of which store water from the Hackensack River.2 
The plaintiffs, Stormes and Tsenebis, are “owners of 
homes and businesses located downstream from the 
defendant’s dams.”3 Plaintiffs brought this action seek-
ing damages under a negligent interference with surface 
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sewer drain.2 The PCE then leaked from the sewer system 
and contaminated the soil.3 The California Regional Water 
Quality Control Board deemed the affected area in need 
of cleanup, and Team performed that cleanup at its own 
expense.4

Procedural History
In 2008, Team sued Street in the Eastern District of 

California for contribution under the Comprehensive En-
vironmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act 
(CERCLA).5 In 2010, the District Court granted summary 
judgment to Street.6 

Issue
Whether the manufacturer of a device used by the 

owner to fi lter PCE may be held liable as an arranger 
under CERCLA when the device produces wastewater 
which contaminates the soil.

Rationale
Arranger liability, under CERCLA, attaches when an 

entity “enter[s] into a transaction for the sole purpose of 
discarding a used and no longer useful hazardous sub-
stance.”7 Team alleges that Street is subject to arranger 
liability under two separate theories: (1) that Street took 
“intentional steps” and “planned a disposal” of PCE; and 
(2) that Street had “authority to control and exercised con-
trol over the disposal process.”8

The Supreme Court reasoned that an entity qualifi es 
as an arranger when it “takes intentional steps to dispose 
of a hazardous substance” but that “knowledge alone 
is insuffi cient to prove that an entity ‘planned for’ the 
disposal, particularly when the disposal occurs as a pe-
ripheral result of the legitimate sale of an unused, useful 
product.”9 The useful product doctrine allows sellers of 
a hazardous substance to avoid being subject to arranger 
liability under CERCLA even if the substance will require 
later disposal so long as the substance was a useful prod-
uct at the time of sale.

The Court reasoned that though the useful product 
doctrine typically applies only to sellers of hazardous 
substances, “the presumption animating the doctrine—
that people sell useful products for legitimate business 
purposes, not for the purpose of disposing of waste—is 
applicable to this case.”10 As a result, the relevant ques-
tion was whether Street intended use of its fi lter to result 
in the disposal of PCE.

Team argued that Street designed its machine in such 
a way that disposal of wastewater down the drain was an 
inevitability, that it was in essence a “waste disposal ma-
chine.”11 The Court disagreed, fi nding that the purpose of 
Street’s machine was to recapture useable PCE, and that 

Conclusion
The Appellate Division reversed the decision of the 

Supreme Court and held in the fi rst action that the plain-
tiffs failed to introduce suffi cient evidence that the dam-
aging fl ood water was indeed surface water.16 Addition-
ally, the court held in the second action that surface water 
does not include water from a watercourse, and therefore 
the defendant was not liable for negligent interference 
with surface water.17

Tammy Garcia
Albany Law School ‘13
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 Team Enterprises, LLC v. Western Investment 
Real Estate Trust, 647 F.3d 901 (9th Cir. 2011)

Facts
Plaintiff-Appellant Team Enterprises, LLC (“Team”) 

operates a dry cleaning store that used machines that 
generated wastewater contaminated with perchloreth-
ylene (PCE) from 1980 to 2004. Team fi ltered wastewa-
ter through the Rescue 800, a fi lter-and-still machine 
designed and manufactured by Defendant-Appellee 
R.R. Street & Co., Inc. (“Street”) “to fi lter and recycle the 
PCE-laden wastewater for reuse.”1 Specifi cally, the device 
recycled distilled PCE to the dry cleaning machines and 
dispensed the wastewater, containing some PCE, into 
a bucket. Team employees would recapture and reuse 
the “pure” PCE that would separate from the water and 
would then dump the remaining wastewater down the 
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Wilner v. Beddoe, 2011 WL 3502771 (Sup. Ct. 
N.Y. Co.) 

Facts
Petitioners, various individuals who had default 

judgments entered against them by the New York City 
Environmental Control Board (ECB), challenged a recent-
ly promulgated ECB rule that adopted new procedures 
for vacating default judgments entered by the agency.1

Codifi ed as Title 48, Section 3-82 of the Rules of the 
City of New York, the new regulation became effective as 
of April 4, 2010.2 The regulation requires that a request to 
vacate a default judgment be made by application, using 
a form prescribed by the executive director.3 Additionally, 
if the request for a new hearing is received within 45 days 
of the hearing date upon which the respondent did not 
appear, the request should be granted unless made in bad 
faith.4 If a request for a new hearing is made after 45 days 
upon which the respondent did not appear, respondent 
must submit appropriate supporting documentation and 
the new hearing must have been requested within one 
year of the time the respondent learned about the viola-
tion.5

The new rule was promulgated because the old 
rule encouraged forum shopping.6 The rule was vague 
and was applied in disparate ways across the offi ces of 
the ECB.7 Additionally, the requests were processed by 
“administrative personnel who had no legal or formal 
training.”8 Finally, there was no requirement of a formal 
standardized submission; applications were made as a list 
with a general statement explaining why respondent had 
defaulted.9

Petitioners challenge the validity of the new rule on 
23 grounds.10 Among other reasons, Petitioners argue 
that the ECB Vacate Default Rule “eliminat[es] discretion 
to consider bona fi de reasons for the default rendering the 
rule arbitrary and capricious, and violates public policy to 
have disputes decided on the merits.”11 Furthermore, pe-
titioners allege the new rule is inconsistent with enabling 
legislation and purpose for the new rule.12 Petitioners also 
claim the rule is unconstitutional as it fails to provide ad-
equate due process under the United States Constitution, 
and is vague with respect to denying timely applications 
on the grounds that they were made in bad faith.13 The 
new rule is also attacked as it confl icts with the funda-
mental right to a trial guaranteed by the New York State 
Constitution; that ECB’s method of notice is not calcu-
lated to provide real notice; because default judgments 
are entered in the maximum amounts allowed by law, re-
spondents are improperly punished; and the rule is inval-
id because it does not specify whether the applications are 
heard by clerks or Administrative Law Judges (ALJs).14

Procedural History
The New York County Supreme Court determined 

by stipulation and order that four test cases would be 

“at most, the design indicates that Street was indifferent 
to the possibility that Team would pour PCE down the 
drain.”12 The Court also rejected Team’s argument that 
intent could be inferred from Street’s failure to warn Team 
that contamination could result from improper disposal 
of PCE.13

Team argued that Street was liable as an arranger 
because Street had “exerted control over the disposal pro-
cess” because the design of Street’s machine “required a 
dry cleaner to toss contaminated waste water down the 
drain.”14 The Court rejected this argument, citing Burl-
ington Northern, which established that a party is not an 
arranger even when use of its device invariably leads to 
disposal of a hazardous substance.15

Team also argued that a portion of the device’s in-
struction manual that directed Team to dump wastewater 
in a bucket demonstrated Street’s control, but the Court 
rejected this argument, reasoning that instruction manu-
als are akin to recommendations and do not demonstrate 
control over the actions of purchasers.16

Conclusion
The Court upheld the summary judgment for Street, 

holding that Team failed to present evidence giving rise to 
a triable issue as to whether Defendant had sold its prod-
uct with the specifi c purpose of disposing of a hazardous 
substance or as to whether Defendant exerted control 
over the disposal process.17
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cause the NYCC § 1049-a(d)(1)(d) gives authority to enter 
such judgment amounts.30 Last, the court said there is no 
merit to the Petitioners’ arguments that the rule does not 
specify whether the applications are heard by an ALJ or 
a clerk, because they have failed to show that the rule is 
required to specify this.31

Conclusion
The New York County Supreme Court found that the 

new Vacate Default Rule is not invalid. Furthermore, the 
court found that Petitioners failed to introduce precedents 
to support many of their contentions,32 and it rejected 
Petitioners’ arguments that the rule lacks discretion, is 
inconsistent, unconstitutional, and does not provide ad-
equate notice. 
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decided by the court, while other related petitions were 
stayed.15 Petitions other than these four were given notice 
and the opportunity to have the petition treated as a re-
lated case under the order.16 The four test cases identifi ed 
by the order were consolidated for consideration and de-
termination in a single decision.17

Issue
Whether the “Vacate Default Rule” promulgated by 

the ECB, adopting new procedures for vacating default 
judgments, is invalid.

Rationale
First, Petitioners argue that it is against public policy 

to eliminate discretion to consider bona fi de reasons of the 
default.18 The court concluded that an Agency has the dis-
cretion to control the manner in which it vacates defaults, 
and unless arbitrary and capricious, the procedures will 
be upheld.19 Additionally, where there is no violation of a 
statutory or constitutional right, public policy alone is not 
enough for a court to adopt procedure.20

Although there is an inconsistency between the new 
rule, which will vacate a default without any showing 
provided it is made within 45 days of the date of default, 
and the New York City Charter rule that a party may 
avoid entry of a judgment after default by showing good 
cause within 30 days of the mailing of a notice of default, 
the court states the new rule cannot interfere with the 
New York City Charter rule, and the ECB Vacate Default 
Rule may not be implemented in a manner which con-
fl icts with the City Charter.21 

As to State and Federal Constitutional challenges, the 
rule complies with the constitutional requirements of pro-
viding notice prior to a default.22 Additionally, the court 
rejected the argument that the ECB “must hold traverse 
hearings whenever service is contested,” as an opportu-
nity to be heard is not always equated with the right to a 
full-blown evidentiary hearing.23 The court, in addressing 
the unconstitutionally vague claim, stated that vagueness 
challenges must be addressed to the particular facts be-
fore the court and that it cannot consider hypothetical sit-
uations.24 Since the actual test cases did not involve such 
an application, the court did not reach this issue.25 As to a 
fundamental right to a trial guaranteed by the New York 
Constitution, the Petitioners failed to show that such a 
right exists in administrative proceedings.26

Petitioners argue that the method of notice is im-
proper because the ECB refuses to use electronic com-
munications.27 This argument does not hold up because 
the manner of notice is usually a matter of policy, which 
cannot be attacked unless it violates a constitutional or es-
tablished statutory right.28 Next, Petitioners claimed that 
they are being improperly punished because the default 
judgments are entered in the maximum amounts allowed 
by law.29 The court found this is not a valid argument be-
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With regard to permits for dredged or fi ll material, if 
the state disagrees with the EPA that an activity will have 
an unacceptable adverse impact on the environment, the 
EPA administrator will not have the authority to prohibit 
the activity.17 The bill also requires that EPA perform an 
“analysis of impacts of actions on employment and eco-
nomic activity” before taking any action.18 This analysis 
requires an in-depth assessment on the “impact, disag-
gregated by State, of the covered action on employment 
levels and economic activity, including estimated job 
losses and decreased economic activity.”19 If the action 
is predicted to result in a loss of more than 100 jobs or 
a decrease of more than one million dollars per year in 
economic activity, the EPA will be required to hold public 
hearings in each impacted state “at least 30 days prior to 
the effective date.”20

The bill has been introduced in the Senate, where it is 
currently stalled.21 If the bill were to pass the Senate, it is 
anticipated that the President would veto it.22
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Clean Water Act, Sierra Club (July 13, 2011) <http://action.
sierraclub.org/site/MessageViewer?em_id=210840.0>.

8. Kate Sheppard, House GOP Moves to Gut the Clean Water Act (July 
15, 2011) <http://motherjones.com/mojo/2011/07/republicans-
move-gut-clean-water-act>.

9. Memorandum from EPA Offi ce of Congressional and 
Intergovernmental Affairs to Rep. Tim Bishop (June 21, 2011) 
available at <http://www.eenews.net/assets/2011/06/22/
document_pm_06.pdf>.

10. Press Release, H.R. 2018—Clean Water Cooperative Federalism 
Act, Democratic Leader Nancy Pelosi, <http://www.
democraticleader.gov/fl oor?id=0444> (last visited Sept. 12, 2011). 

Recent Legisl ation

Clean Water Cooperative Federalism Act of 
2011, H.R. 2018

In July, the House of Representatives passed a con-
troversial bill that would substantially restrict the Envi-
ronmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) authority under the 
Clean Water Act (CWA), particularly regarding state deci-
sions. The stated purpose of the Clean Water Cooperative 
Federalism Act of 2011, sponsored by Representatives 
John L. Mica (R-FL) and Nick J. Rahall (D-WV), is to “pre-
serve the authority of each State to make determinations 
relating to the State’s water quality standards”1 by mak-
ing substantial amendments to the Clean Water Act.2 

Sponsors of the bill have dubbed it an effort to “rein 
in” the EPA, and “reverse the erosion of states’ author-
ity” by the CWA.3 Co-sponsor Rep. Mica said the bill 
is meant to protect farmers and industries from EPA’s 
“overreaching and arbitrary regulatory regime,” as well 
as restrict EPA’s authority to “second-guess” permits and 
water quality certifi cation decisions by states whose CWA 
programs have received EPA’s blessing.4 According to co-
sponsor Rep. Rahall, coal mining companies would also 
benefi t substantially from the legislation’s relaxation of 
regulations.5

Meanwhile, the bill has generated an outcry from 
environmental groups characterizing the legislation as 
a “shortsighted and reckless”6 “assault on Americans’ 
health, environment and economy,”7 which effectively 
“guts” the CWA.8 The EPA, in a memorandum re-
leased shortly after the bill’s introduction, said the bill 
“overturn[s] almost 40 years of federal legislation by 
preventing EPA from protecting public health and water 
quality” and jeopardizes the state-federal relationship de-
veloped since the passage of the Act.9 House Democrats 
who opposed the bill said it would “endanger our rivers, 
streams, and lakes” as well as jeopardize local jobs and 
tourism derived from clean water and healthy habitat.10 
The Obama Administration opposes the legislation be-
cause it would “signifi cantly undermine” the CWA and 
could “adversely affect public health, the economy, and 
the environment.”11

The most contentious portions of the bill restrict 
EPA’s authority to revise or create new water quality stan-
dards which are different from those already accepted by 
a state.12 Under the new law, the EPA may not impose re-
vised or new water quality standards unless a state agrees 
to the changes.13 Further, if a state determines that a dis-
charge complies with the CWA, the EPA will not have the 
authority to override that state’s determination.14 The bill 
also restricts the EPA’s authority to object to individual 
permits15 or to withdraw state authority to issue National 
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System permits if the 
EPA disagrees with that state’s implementation of the fed-
eral program.16
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certain states, which may be affected in terms of waste 
generation, transportation, or storage.12

This amendment allows for a more up-to-date data 
fi eld for the generation, transportation, storage or dispos-
al of hazardous wastes,13 which may prove to be more ef-
fective at tracking and regulating. With the establishment 
of an Administrator and an Advisory Board,14 the Act en-
sures that it will continue to grow and be able to change 
with changing technologies and adaptability.

Alyssa S. Congdon
Albany Law School ‘12

Endnotes
1. The Hazardous Waste Electronic Manifest Establishment Act, S. 

710, 112th Cong. (1st Sess. 2011).

2. 2011 Bill Tracking S. 710 (Legislative History Report (LexisNexis)); 
157 Cong. Rec. 2046. 

3. 2011 Bill Tracking S. 710.

4. Id. at *2.

5. Id. at *3.

6. S. 710.

7. Id. at § 2(b).

8. Id. at § 2(c)(1-3).

9. Id. at § 2(d). 

10. Id.

11. Id. at § 2(f).

12. Id. at § 2(g).

13. Id. at § 3024(b).

14. Id. at § 3024(f)(1-3).

* * *

Military Environmental  Responsibility Act, 
H.R. 332

On the 19th of January 2011, Representative Bob Fil-
ner introduced the Military Environmental Responsibility 
Act.1 Broadly, this bill proposes to subject American mili-
tary organizations to environmental standards, putting 
military operations and land uses in a situation similar 
to all others. Essentially, this bill removes any immunity 
concerning environmental standards held by the organi-
zations covered by the bill.

This bill removes federal immunity from the agencies 
by amending Chapter 160 of Title 10 of the United States 
Code.2 The amendment would add Federal Defense 
Agencies to groups already open to regulation. Federal 
Defense Agencies includes the Department of Defense, 
Department of Energy, the Nuclear Regulatory Commis-
sion, the Offi ce of Naval Nuclear Reactors, and any other 
defense-related agency as designated by the President. 
The defense-related activities that would become avail-
able to regulation under these standards include instal-
lations, facilities and operations, whether these uses are 
located on foreign or domestic soil.

11. Press Release, Obama Administration, Statement of 
Administration Policy: H.R. 2018—Clean Water Cooperative 
Federalism Act (July 12, 2011) <http://www.presidency.ucsb.edu/
ws/index.php?pid=90631#axzz1XnNDGeKS>.

12. H.R.2018 § 2(a).

13. Id. § 2(a)(C).

14. Id. § 2(b)(7) (Clean Water Act provisions included in this part are 
§§ 301, 302, 303, 306 and 307).

15. Id. § 2(d).

16. Id. § 2(c).

17. Id. § 3(a).

18. Id. § 8(a).

19. Id.

20. Id. § 8(b)-(d).

21. The Library of Congress, Bill Summary & Status: 113th Congress 
(2011-2012): H.R. 2018: Bill Summary and Status, THOMAS 
<http://thomas.loc.gov/cgi-bin/bdquery/z?d112:HR02018:@@@
X|/home/LegislativeData.php|>.

22. Obama Administration Press Release, supra note 11.

* * *

The Haz ardous Waste Electronic Manifest 
Establishment Act, S. 710

The Hazardous Waste Electronic Manifest Establish-
ment Act1 was fi rst introduced to the Senate on March 31, 
2011.2 It was sponsored by Senator John Thune (R-SD), 
and co-sponsored by Cardin (D-MD), Klobuchar (D-
MN), and Inhofe (R-OK).3 On that same day, the Act was 
referred to the Senate Committee on Environment and 
Public Works.4 By April thirteenth, Lautenberg (D-NJ) 
signed on as a co-sponsor of the Act, with Boxer (D-CA) 
following on August second.5 The purpose of the act was 
“[t]o amend the Solid Waste Disposal Act to direct the 
Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency 
[(EPA)] to establish a hazardous waste electronic manifest 
system.”6 

The Hazardous Waste Electronic Manifest Act re-
quires that the electronic manifest system be established 
under the control of the Administrator of the EPA to be 
used by all agencies or agents thereof involved in hazard-
ous waste treatment, transportation, storage, or disposal.7 
It allots resources for a fee structure to be established 
and monitored according to demand and allowance,8 
as well as establishes the Hazardous Waste Electronic 
Manifest System Fund, which compiles the fees paid 
under the Act and the interest accrued therefrom.9 The 
Act provides authority to enter into contracts funded by 
the System Fund, including specifi cs as to the contracts 
themselves in regards to terms, goals, cancelations, and 
enactments.10 It also creates a Hazardous Waste Electronic 
Manifest System Advisory Board, which works to evalu-
ate the effectiveness of the manifest system and develop 
recommendations on how to better achieve the goals of 
the Act.11 Lastly, the Act creates a time frame to establish 
promulgation of the regulations under the Act, and es-
tablishes requirements of compliance with respect to the 
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and community partnerships for national wildlife refuges, 
and for other purposes.”6 

The Act gives appropriations to the Secretary of the 
Interior in order to effectively execute the goals and ele-
ments of the Act in full up until 2014.7 It inserts a National 
Volunteer Coordination Program into the Fish and Wild-
life Act of 1956, assisting with implementing resource 
conservation management and providing ample opportu-
nities for volunteers.8 The Act spells out a volunteer coor-
dination strategy within the program in order to organize 
and effectuate more volunteer efforts under the original 
Fish and Wildlife Act of 1956.9 Lastly, the Act forces the 
Secretary of the Interior to submit reports to the Commit-
tee on Natural Resources of the House of Representatives 
and the Committee on Environment and Public Works of 
the Senate, which will evaluate the volunteer program in 
terms of accomplishments, missed goals or deadlines, and 
make recommendations to such agencies regarding the 
program.10 This Act encourages volunteerism where it is 
most needed, and allows for regulation to occur to theo-
retically increase volunteer numbers and progress. 

Alyssa S. Congdon
Albany Law School ‘12

Endnotes
1. National Wildlife Refuge Volunteer Improvement Act of 2010, Pub. 

L. No. 111-357.

2. Id. at *2; H.R. Rep. No. 111-531, 3.

3. 2010 Bill Tracking H.R. 4973 (Legislative History Report 
(LexisNexis)).

4. Id. 

5. Id.; Pub. L. No. 111-357.

6. Pub. L. No. 111-357.

7. Id. at § 2(f).

8. Id. at § 3(1)-(1)(B). 

9. Id. at § 3(2).

10. Id. at § 4(a).

* * *

 New Manhattan Project for Energy 
Independence, H.R. 301

On January 18, 2011, Representative J. Randy Forbes, 
with co-sponsors Jim Gerlach and Frank R. Wolf, intro-
duced House Bill 301, more commonly known as the New 
Manhattan Project for Energy Independence.1 Broadly 
speaking, the purpose behind this proposed legislation 
is to enhance the nation’s ability to generate a suffi cient 
amount of electricity to sustain itself. In furtherance of 
this goal, this legislation provides for a summit, which 
will seek to identify ways to achieve the various energy 
independence goals established by the Act.2 Following 
the summit, the Department of Energy is authorized to 

With the passage of this bill, the federal govern-
ment will waive immunities and revoke any exemptions, 
which would have precluded enforcement actions. The 
standards that could now apply to the Federal Defense 
Agencies would include all federal laws, treaties and 
regulations, and all state laws created to protect the envi-
ronment and the health and safety of the public. In par-
ticular, the bill provides that such agencies would have to 
satisfy, among other laws, The Atomic Regulatory Act of 
1954,3 The Clean Air Act,4 The Coastal Zone Management 
Act,5 The Emergency Planning and Right-To-Know Act of 
1986,6 The Federal Water Pollution Control Act,7 and The 
Oil Pollution Act of 1990.8 

If a Federal Defense Agency does not comply with 
the newly applicable federal standards, the head of the 
agency responsible for enforcing such standards may ini-
tiate enforcement proceedings.9 Additionally, enforcement 
can begin as a result of a citizen suit.10 When civil dam-
ages are sought, individuals, whether they be employees 
or offi cers of the Federal Defense Agency, cannot be held 
personally liable. However, where criminal sanctions are 
sought, individuals will be open to prosecution. 
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(2011).
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5. H.R. 332.

6. H.R. 332.

7. H.R. 332.

8. H.R. 332.

9. H.R. 332.
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* * *

National Wildlife Re fuge Volunteer 
Improvement Act of 2010, 111 P.L. 357

The National Wildlife Refuge Volunteer Improvement 
Act of 20101 was fi rst introduced in the House on March 
25, 2010, and referred to the House Committee on Natu-
ral Resources.2 The bill was sponsored by Frank Kratovil 
(D-MD) along with three co-sponsors,3 and passed in the 
House as amended on July 13, 2010, before passing the 
Senate on December 17, 2010.4 The bill was signed by 
the President and became public law on January 4, 2011.5  
The purpose of the National Wildlife Refuge Volunteer 
Improvement Act of 2010 was “[t]o amend the Fish and 
Wildlife Act of 1956 to reauthorize volunteer programs 
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Relates to Unlawful Tampering with Farm 
Animals, S.5172, 234th N.Y. Leg. Sess. (2011)

Sponsors: Sens. Ritchie, A dams, Young
If enacted, this bill would amend Agriculture and 

Markets Law to make “unlawfully tampering” with a 
farm animal or farm a misdemeanor provided that the 
farm has posted notice that the farm prohibits unlawful 
tampering.1

“Unlawful tampering” is defi ned as “interference 
with a farm animal or farm” through the use of unauthor-
ized photography, video recording, and audio recording 
or by the unauthorized feeding, release, or injection of a 
substance into a farm animal.2

Violation of the act is a misdemeanor punishable by 
a prison term of up to one year or a fi ne of up to $1,000.3  
Additionally, a person who violates the act is liable for 
actual damages, attorney’s fees, veterinarian’s fees, and, 
if applicable, the cost of purchasing a replacement of the 
farm animal.4

If enacted, the bill would take effect immediately.5

James E. Darling
St. John’s University School of Law ‘12

Endnotes
1. Relates to Unlawful Tampering With Farm Animals, S.5172, 234th 

N.Y. Leg. Sess. §1, §2.

2. S.5172 §1(1)(f).

3. S.5172 §1(2).

4. S.5172 §1(3).

5. S.5172 §2.

* * *

R.E.S.T.O.R.E. the Gulf Coast States Act of 
2011, S.1400 

A bill currently under consideration in the U.S. Senate 
would direct billions in environmental fi nes and penalties 
to Gulf Coast states impacted by the April 2010 Deepwa-
ter Horizon oil spill. 

The Resources and Ecosystems Sustainability, Tourist 
Opportunities, and Revived Economies (R.E.S.T.O.R.E.) of 
the Gulf Coast States Act of 2011, sponsored by Sen. Mary 
L. Landrieu (D- La.), would divert roughly eighty percent 
(80%) of any Clean Water Act civil and administrative 
penalties stemming from the Deepwater Horizon spill 
into a Gulf Coast Restoration Trust Fund.1 The trust fund 
would then be used exclusively to pay for “programs 
and projects to restore, protect, and make sustainable use 
of the natural resources, ecosystems, fi sheries, marine 
habitats, coastal wetland, and economy of the Gulf Coast 

institute grant and prize programs that will further the 
legislative goals.3 Additionally, the Act would create a 
commission, again attempting to achieve energy indepen-
dence through the provided goals.4

To achieve the policy goal of American energy in-
dependence, the Act provides seven independent, yet 
interrelated, goals. First, the Act seeks to increase vehicle 
fuel effi ciency and the use of alternative fuel sources. 
Specifi cally, this legislation proposes that fuel effi ciency 
be increased to 70 miles per gallon in gasoline-powered 
vehicles, yet the vehicle must have equal horsepower 
and nearly cost the same as conventional vehicles. The 
legislation also would seek the development of more ef-
fi cient “green buildings,” and the creation of cost-effective 
biofuel. Lastly, the remainder of the goals addresses large-
scale power generation, seeking the construction of a 300 
megawatt solar electricity plant, the development of a 
carbon sequestration system, a more benefi cial method 
to deal with nuclear waste, and the development of high 
output nuclear fusion.

The summit will consider these goals if this legisla-
tion is passed with the input of advisors and directors of 
Federal Agencies, leading researchers in private and pub-
lic laboratories, and the members of the newly formed 
New Manhattan Project Commission on Energy Indepen-
dence.5 This commission would be tasked with drafting a 
report on how America can achieve 50% energy indepen-
dence within ten years and 100% energy independence 
within twenty years.

This proposed legislation also provides that the Sec-
retary of Energy must create a grant program. Under this 
grant program, the Secretary of Energy will be required to 
award fi nancial grants supporting research and develop-
ment towards the Act’s goals. In addition, the Secretary 
of Energy must also create a prize program, offering 
monetary allotments for research and development on a 
competitive basis. This bill would fund such programs 
through appropriations totaling ten billion dollars for the 
Secretary of Energy’s grant programs, with an additional 
fourteen billion dollars for the prize programs.

Zachary Kansler
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5. H.R. 301.
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In order to implement these changes, the bill makes 
substantial amendments to the Federal Water Pollution 
Control Act.13 Both S.1400 and an earlier version of the 
bill, S.861, have been referred to the Senate Committee 
on Environment and Public Works.14 Cosponsors of the 
S.1400 version of the bill include Senators Thad Cochran 
(MS), Kay Bailey Hutchinson (TX), Bill Nelson (FL), Mar-
co Rubio (FL), Jeff Sessions (AL), David Vitter (LA), and 
Roger Wicker (MS).
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the Governors of each of the fi ve Gulf Coast States) (id. § 4(t)(2)(C)
(ii)(I)-(XII)).

9. Id. § 4(t)(2)(C)(vii).
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1321 (2011).  Changes to the Clean Water Act proposed by the bill 
are enumerated in S.1400 § 4.
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* * *

States.”2 Gulf States eligible for the funds include Ala-
bama, Florida, Louisiana, Mississippi, and Texas.3 

Of the monies collected in the Gulf Coast Restoration 
Trust Fund, the bill states that thirty-fi ve percent (35%) 
must be made available to Gulf Coast States, in equal 
shares, for ecological and economic restoration of the 
Gulf Coast.4 Projects deemed eligible for these funds in-
clude: conservation and coastal land acquisition; natural 
resource mitigation and restoration; “implementation of 
a federally-approved marine, coastal, or comprehensive 
conservation management plan, including fi sheries moni-
toring;” tourism, education, or marketing programs; state 
parks improvements; planning assistance; workforce de-
velopment and job creation; coastal fl ood protection and 
infrastructure; and projects to mitigate ecological and eco-
nomic impacts of the oil spill on the Continental Shelf.5 
States are prohibited from using any of their funding to 
import seafood,6 and preference can be given to compa-
nies headquartered in a Gulf Coast State.7

The bill also calls for the establishment of a Gulf 
Coast Ecosystem Restoration Council, which will be 
responsible for creating a comprehensive plan.8 The 
comprehensive plan must, among other things, identify 
projects that will restore and protect the natural resourc-
es, ecosystems, fi sheries, marine and wildlife habitats, 
beaches, barrier islands, dunes, and coastal wetlands of 
the Gulf Coast ecosystem.9 The Council would also be re-
sponsible for coordinating scientifi c and other research in 
the Gulf, as well as urging cooperation and collaboration 
among federal agencies, state and local governments, and 
private entities as they develop policies, strategies, plans, 
and activities related to restoring the Gulf Coast.10 To 
fulfi ll these responsibilities, the Council would be given 
up to sixty percent (60%) of the trust’s annual funding.11 
That portion of funding may be used for specifi c projects 
or programs, and a small portion may be set aside for the 
administration of the Council’s many duties, according to 
the bill.12
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